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Abstract
Optical biosensors make up a valuable toolkit for label-free biosensing. This thesis
presents a detailed study on resonant grating surfaces for biosensing. The focus is on
silicon nitride gratings, which exhibit a guided-mode resonance that is highly sensitive to
refractive index variations in the vicinity of the grating. A sensitivity of 143 nm/RIU
(refractive index units) is measured, leading to a detection limit of 2.4×10−4 RIU. This
performance is shown to be sufficient for the detection of biomolecular binding down to
ng/mL concentrations.
With out-of-plane excitation, these gratings can be used as a sensing surface, enabling
a spatially-resolved measurement of variations in refractive index; resonance imaging. The
minimum detection distance (sensing depth) is measured to be 183 nm away from the grat-
ing, while the spatial resolution of resonance imaging is found to be asymmetric: 2 µm
parallel to, or 6 µm perpendicular to the gratings. Using a novel approach of fabricating a
resolution test pattern on top of the grating, the relationship between resolution and index
contrast is studied - an important question in the context of biosensing - where it is found
to decrease with index contrast. All experimental results are supplemented with theoretical
and computational models.
The resonant gratings are then extensively applied to the study of biofilm development,
cellular imaging, and the imaging of cellular secretion. Finally, a miniaturised biosensor is
demonstrated, based on a chirped resonant grating. By tuning the resonance wavelength
spatially on the chip, the resonance information is directly translated into spatial informa-
tion. Instrument read-out requires just a monochromatic light source and a simple CCD
camera, resulting in a final device that is inexpensive, compact, robust and can be remotely
operated. Performance is proven with successful detection of biomolecular binding.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background & motivation
Biosensors are devices that enable the detection of biological substances. Usually, the
objective is to determine the presence or concentration of a specific molecule that is bio-
logically relevant. A familiar example is the measurement of the concentration of glucose
in blood, a procedure carried out daily by millions of people who suffer from diabetes.
Blood sugar sensors perform a measurement of electrical resistance to determine the levels
of glucose in the blood, but there is a rich variety of other methods by which the presence
of a biomolecule may be transduced into a measurable signal. A biochemical sensor, for
example, may rely on a chemical reaction between a biomolecule and a suitable substrate
molecule that results in a colour change. This is the basis of the ELISA (enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay), a prominent biomedical diagnostic tool used to detect the presence
of a specific molecule in a biological or medical sample. Biosensors that employ an optical
measurement make up a powerful and diverse range of devices. Some of the most widely
used optical detection methods are fluorescence-based. By attaching a fluorophore either
directly, or to an antibody that is specific to a biomolecule of interest, its presence can be
quantified from the fluorescence emission. This emission can be used for imaging, also al-
lowing specific molecules to be located within living cells. As such, fluorescence microscopy
and related techniques, such as multiphoton excitation, fluorescence lifetime imaging, and
more, have revolutionised microscopy in the life sciences. In contrast to fluorescence-based
methods, label-free optical biosensors rely on a direct interaction between light and the
biological material of interest, which typically has a higher refractive index than the sur-
rounding medium. A photonic resonance is often at the heart of these devices, and they are
thus commonly referred to as evanescent-field sensors. This resonance gives rise to strong
evanescent (decaying) electric fields that penetrate into the sensing region. With appro-
priate modification of the sensor surface, using antibodies for example, the sensor can be
made specific to a target biomolecule. The increased refractive index associated with bio-
logical material binding to the device is probed by the evanescent field, resulting in a shift
15
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in resonance wavelength or an intensity change that can be measured with conventional
optical equipment. As the evanescent field directly probes the bound biological material,
these sensors do not require any form of fluorescent tag or reporter gene. This is highly
desirable as it leaves the biomolecules in a natural state without potentially altering their
function.
T
λ
T
λ
R
λ
(a) (b) (c) (d)evanescent 
field
antibody + antigen
Figure 1.1: Some optical biosensor technologies: (a) Surface plasmon resonance; (b) Microring
resonator; (c) Slotted photonic crystal cavity; (d) Resonant grating.
An example of an evanescent-field optical biosensor is the surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) biosensor, which has seen considerable success, both in research [1], and commer-
cially with the well-known Biacore™ system [2]. In SPR (figure 1.1(a)), a surface plasmon
polariton wave is excited at a dielectric-metal interface for a particular incidence angle.
This leads to a sharp dip in reflectance at this angle, and the binding of biomolecules to the
interface alters the refractive index experienced by the plasmon, resulting in a measurable
change in resonance angle. The surface plasmon resonance is extremely sensitive to refrac-
tive index variations at the surface, and consequently, SPR sensing is capable of very high
sensitivities, with detection limits down to the range of 10−8 refractive index units (RIU) [3].
With the advent of nanofabrication technology over the past three decades, it has become
possible to create bespoke structures on the nanometer scale. Built on a similar scale to
the wavelength of light, and being made in a material with a high refractive index such as
silicon, photonic nanostructures offer exquisite control over light propagation. This control
can be exploited to create structures that are resonant at a specific wavelength, produc-
ing the strong evanescent fields needed for biosensing. Microring resonators (figure 1.1(b))
exemplify this control of light propagation to generate a resonance, whereby light travels
along a waveguide in close proximity to a second, ring-shaped, waveguide. When the ring
circumference corresponds to an integer multiple of the wavelength, coupling to the ring
becomes very strong and a sharp dip in transmission occurs. The subsequent binding of
biomolecules to the ring causes a small refractive index change that red-shifts the reso-
nance wavelength. Microring resonators have also seen much success in both research and
commercial applications [4], with an ability to detect index changes down to order 10−7
RIU [3]. Recent progress with microring resonators is revealing the possibility of combined
electrical and optical biosensing on the same chip, by utilising the electrical properties of
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doped silicon [5]. Another pivotal achievement of nanofabrication has been the evolution
of photonic crystal sensors (figure 1.1(c)). By periodically varying the refractive index of
a structure, i.e. by etching holes into a high-index slab, the propagation of light can be
prevented in certain directions, allowing excellent optical confinement around defects in the
crystal, for example [6]. Again, this leads to strong evanescent fields at resonance that are
particularly sensitive to refractive index changes.
Gratings, the topic of this thesis, have a periodic variation in refractive index much like
a photonic crystal, and they too can be engineered to exhibit resonant behaviour (figure
1.1(d)). Like other resonant devices, the strong evanescent field at resonance penetrates
into the surrounding material with the result that the resonance wavelength (or angle) is
highly sensitive to small refractive index changes. Thus, directly monitoring the resonance
wavelength is a way to detect the small changes in refractive index at the grating caused by
molecular binding. A distinguishing feature of gratings, however, is that the resonance can
be excited with out-of-plane illumination. This is in contrast to microring resonators and
waveguide-based photonic crystals, where light must be input and output in the same plane
as the sensor structure. Hence, a resonant grating can easily form a sensing ”surface”, as
part of a very simple optical setup, or even a standard laboratory microscope after minimal
modification. The most fruitful advantage of out-of-plane operation is the ability to obtain
the resonance information by imaging the surface at different wavelengths (see figure 1.2).
The result is a highly-sensitive measurement of refractive index that is spatially-resolved,
and can thus be used as a contrast mechanism to produce an image, or a refractive index
map of the surface, indicating local variations in refractive index due to the presence of
cells or molecular binding, for example.
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Figure 1.2: Measurement of a resonance map. (a) resonant grating with, for example, cells
cultured on the surface; (b) brightfield images of the grating are collected as incident wavelength
is swept from λ1 to λN ; (c) for each pixel in the field of view, the spectrum may be extracted,
and the resonance wavelength at each pixel is used to generate a resonance map (d), where the
colour scale indicates the resonance wavelength.
The ability to measure the presence and concentration of a particular biomolecule is of
huge importance medically, biologically and environmentally. For example, the glucose
sensors mentioned above play a vital role in the health and wellbeing of diabetics, and
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many other infections and diseases, such as HIV [7] or cancer [8], can be diagnosed and
monitored by measuring relevant biomarkers. The development of drugs can also be aided
by monitoring specific biomarkers [9], or by monitoring the response of cells to a particu-
lar treatment [10]. This has overlaps with research into tackling antimicrobial resistance
(AMR), predicted to be one of the major challenges in 21st century medicine [11], where
biosensors may monitor microbe response to antibiotics. Furthermore, on a cellular level,
signalling molecules play a role in many fundamental processes in the human body. For
example, the levels of neurotransmitter molecules in the brain are associated with stress
levels [12], a number of psychiatric disorders such as depression, schizophrenia and ADHD,
and they are also related to learning and memory [13]. Measuring such signalling molecules
in neuronal cell cultures would further our understanding of the human brain and disorders
associated with neurotransmitter deficiencies. In an environmental context, biosensors play
a crucial part in the detection of contaminants and pathogens in water sources and food
supply infrastructure [14], and in monitoring marine toxins and pollutants [15, 16]. A fur-
ther application is the detection and monitoring of biofilm growth in aqueous environments
[17]. In an industrial setting, biofilms can lead to biofouling and corrosion in many fluidic
systems such as heat exchangers or pipelines. Medically, they pose a significant danger,
where biofilm growth on implants and catheters can lead to severe bacterial infections [18].
These are just a handful of examples, and over the last ∼15 years there has been a growing
demand to improve and expand biosensor technology, evident from a significant increase
in biosensor-related publications; since 2005, the number research articles on the topic of
biosensors being published per year has risen from below 2000 to almost 7000 [19]. This
research is being driven by motivations depending on the end application of the sensor. For
biosensors used in clinical and biological research, the desire is primarily to enhance the
sensitivity, resolution and throughput. For the detection of disease in the developing world,
for instance, the aim is a low cost, mass-manufacturable sensor that can be used outside a
laboratory by non-experts. There has also been a push towards sensor miniaturisation with
the ”lab-on-a-chip” paradigm [20], and more recently, efforts have been directed towards
wearable and smartphone-compatible biosensors [21] that could enable patients to perform
their own healthcare diagnostics and monitoring at home. It is estimated that the global
market for biosensors will exceed 21 billion US$ by 2020 [22].
1.2 State of the art: resonant gratings for biosensing
The following section provides a short overview of the main progress within the resonant
grating biosensor community. Highly relevant publications are also discussed at depth in
specific contexts within each chapter of this thesis.
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Resonant gratings were first employed for biosensing in the early 2000s with Lin and
Cunningham successfully demonstrating the detection of protein binding with a molecu-
lar weight of a few hundred Da [23, 24]. Due to the large sensing areas possible when
using a grating, the potential for performing multiple binding assays in parallel was soon
identified, with promise in applications such as high-throughput drug screening and pro-
teomics. To this effect, a nanoimprinting process has been employed in order to rapidly
fabricate arrays of gratings on an inexpensive plastic substrate that can then be positioned
beneath a multi-well plate [25, 26]. Fang et al. have extensively demonstrated in a number
of publications the ability of resonant gratings to monitor changes in cell attachment and
shape, and relating these to probe cell signalling processes [27]. These reports focus espe-
cially on measuring changes in the mass distribution within cells, in real time [28, 29], and
this has been related to potential use in drug development [10]. The group of Kristensen
have utilised a resonant grating to perform refractometric measurements of the dynamics of
sugar dissolution [30], as well as measurements of the absolute refractive index dispersion
of liquids [31]. In addition to a direct interrogation of the resonance wavelength (or angle)
to monitor biomolecular binding, resonant gratings have also recently been integrated into
more complex sensing systems. For example, Ge et al. [32] use a resonant grating as one
of the mirrors of an external cavity lasing system, resulting in excellent sensing resolution.
The method is further improved by the addition of a reference resonant grating [33], en-
abling the true signal from biomolecular binding to be better distinguished from thermal
fluctuations and noise in the system.
While resonant gratings were originally (and continue to be) employed purely as a sensing
tool, where the readout is from the whole sensing area and is not spatially-resolved, they
have since seen considerable use as an imaging tool, as illustrated in figure 1.2. This was
initially reported in 2004 by Li et al. [34], where resonance maps of the sensor were acquired
using an imaging spectrometer and a scanning stage. In 2006, the same group showed that
the sensor can be employed to generate a resonance map showing cell attachment across
a large area [35]. The idea of monitoring cell attachment has since been at the forefront
of grating biosensor development, due to the ability to detect minute changes at the sen-
sor surface. More recently, in the last ∼5 years, advanced resonance imaging has been
demonstrated by the groups of Cunningham, Fang and Gerken with excellent sensitivity
and spatial resolution of a few µm, allowing resonance imaging to operate on a single-cell
level. These studies have been largely aimed at studying cell attachment [36, 37, 38], as
well as cell clustering behaviour [39] and cell topography measurements [40].
Although one of the main advantages of resonant grating sensing is that it is label-free,
the concept of combining resonance imaging with fluorescence imaging has also been estab-
lished [41, 42]. In particular, it is possible to enhance fluorescence excitation by matching
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a grating resonance to the fluorophore excitation wavelength, thereby increasing signal-to-
noise ratio in fluorescence imaging. Moreover, the grating can be employed to enhance the
extraction of fluorescence emission by directing its propagation towards the detection optics
[43]. Fluorescence imaging can very practically be carried out simultaneously with reso-
nance imaging, which typically occurs at a longer wavelength than fluorophore excitation
and emission. In addition to applications of resonant gratings to biomolecular binding and
cell-based assays, there have been efforts to enhance the performance of grating biosensors.
Sensitivity increases have been demonstrated by subtly altering the design of the grating
[44], or by tailoring the materials used, thereby allowing control over the evanescent field
strength. Examples include the use of a porous sublayer below the grating [45], or the for-
mation of nanopillars on the grating surface to increase the surface area to which molecules
can bind [46]. I present a brief review of sensitivities reported in the literature in chapter
4 of this thesis. Lastly, the spatial resolution of a grating biosensor in terms of resonance
imaging has been investigated by Block et al. [47], and this is built upon extensively in
chapter 5. For a in-depth review of recent progress in the field, I refer to Cunningham et
al. [48].
1.3 Scope of this thesis
The work presented in this thesis focuses on resonant gratings fabricated in silicon nitride
- a highly robust and biocompatable material. The underlying theoretical principles of the
resonance mechanism are explored in detail in chapter 2, and a physically intuitive picture
will be conveyed through rigorous simulations that show how the resonance depends on
various grating parameters such as the period, thickness, and so on. Furthermore, compar-
isons to photonic crystals are made, including a study of the band structure of the grating,
which is rarely seen for these devices in the literature.
A complete description of the fabrication process is then presented in chapter 3, along
with details of the experimental setups and bespoke microfluidic channels required for per-
forming the biosensing assays that follow. Prior to applying the sensor to these assays,
it is fully characterised in terms of sensing and imaging capabilities in chapters 4 and 5,
respectively. In particular, the sensitivity and limit of detection are verified using glucose
solutions as refractive index standards. Sensor functionalisation is discussed and followed
with an assay to verify the ability to detect molecular binding. The penetration depth,
or sensing depth, is also explored in detail with a simple yet accurate experiment that is
verified using modelling. A unique measurement in the field, this also leads to a better un-
derstanding of the evanescent electric field profiles associated with the grating resonances.
Following this, extensive studies on the spatial resolution are presented, where a new ap-
proach involves the fabrication of a resolution test pattern on top of the sensor. Not only
does this allow the spatial resolution to be determined, but it enables a study into its
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dependence on refractive index contrast. This is a fundamental question in the context of
biosensing, where index contrasts may be very small (for example, between a living cell and
the culture medium), yet this had not been addressed before this work. While the exact
results presented here are specific to this sensor, the overall findings and trends are generic
to most resonant gratings.
Biosensing applications are presented in chapter 6, including detailed examples of cellular
imaging in-vitro, and a demonstration of the wealth of information that can be extracted
from a resonance image, such as changes in cell attachment. The sensor is also employed to
investigate biofilm growth over a number of days, revealing information on biofilm density,
coverage and growth phases. The biosensing results culminate with experiments to image
the cellular secretion and binding of a specific molecule, label-free, in-vitro, and in real
time. Not yet demonstrated in the field, this exemplifies the full potential of the resonant
grating sensor as a combined sensing-imaging tool, and could be of tremendous value to
cell biology research.
Lastly, the chirped grating biosensor is presented in chapter 7. For the first time, by
applying a grating design inspired by the work of Kunz [49] to a guided-mode resonant
grating, the resonance wavelength is varied spatially across the chip. In this way, a reso-
nance shift due to biomolecular binding is directly translated into a spatial shift that can
be read out using only a monochromatic light source and a simple CCD camera. The
resulting sensor can be packaged in a compact, robust format using just two basic optical
components, and could be mass-produced for a minimal cost. This novel approach is very
promising for medical and environmental sensing at the point-of-care, in the home, or in
the field, and it could even be remotely-operated. The performance of the chirped grating
sensor is demonstrated with sensitivity measurements and a successful binding assay.
The work presented in this thesis makes several valuable contributions to the field of res-
onant grating biosensing. In particular, the studies on the dependence of spatial resolution
on refractive index contrast are shown for the first time, while the measurement of the sen-
sor penetration depth is a further addition. Resonance imaging is employed for the analysis
of biofilm growth, a system that has not yet been studied with this method. Furthermore,
to my knowledge, a demonstration of resonance imaging combined with antibody-based de-
tection has not yet been achieved, and this is presented here by the experiments on imaging
cellular secretion. This research has also led to the development of a new chirped resonant
grating device. With this, the spatial encoding of resonance information has enabled the
creation of a very compact, stand-alone sensor that requires only a camera and a monochro-
matic light source for readout, and it moves resonant gratings closer to becoming a true
lab-on-a-chip sensing technology.

Chapter 2
Theory of resonant gratings
This section lays out the theoretical ideas associated with the resonant gratings presented
in this thesis. Beginning with a brief overview of Maxwell’s equations and a description of
light in periodic media, diffraction gratings and guided-mode resonances are then studied
in detail. The theoretical concepts are accompanied by graphical plots from simulations
where a number of grating parameters are varied, conveying a more intuitive picture of
the resonant behaviour. Furtheremore, this study is also beneficial in understanding the
fabrication tolerance of the resonances. This is followed by a short analysis of the band
structure of the resonant grating, giving yet more insight into the grating properties. The
chapter is concluded with a brief discussion on a cavity-based resonance mechanism.
2.1 The nature of light
Light is an electromagnetic wave consisting of sinusoidally-varying electric (E) and magnetic
(B) fields. These fields oscillate perpendicularly to each other, are in phase, and have
the same frequency (ν). The direction in which light then propagates through space is
perpendicular to both E and B, and is described by the orientation of the ’k-vector’ (k),
such that E, B and k are all orthogonal for a plane wave. |k|, or the ”wavenumber”, can
be thought of as a spatial angular frequency: k = 2pi/λ, where λ is the wavelength, while
the temporal angular frequency is ω = 2piν. The propagation of light in vacuum, where
there are no sources or existing electrical charges or currents, is fully described by the four
Maxwell equations [50]:
∇·E = 0 ∇×E = −∂B
∂t
∇·B = 0 ∇×B = µ0ε0∂E
∂t
These equations form the cornerstone of electromagnetic theory. For the vacuum case,
the two divergence equations state that there are no sinks or sources of E or B fields,
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while the two curl equations indicate that an oscillating electric field induces an oscillating
magnetic field, while an oscillating magnetic field induces an oscillating electric field. Due
to these mutual field inductions, electromagnetic waves do not require a medium in which
to propagate. Maxwell’s equations are coupled first-order partial differential equations, but
they can be decoupled to yield separate second-order equations for E and B [50]:
∇2E = µ0ε0∂
2E
∂t2
∇2B = µ0ε0∂
2B
∂t2
(2.1)
These take the form of equations describing a wave that has a propagation velocity
of 1/√µ0ε0, where µ0 and ε0 are the vacuum permeability and permittivity, respectively.
This velocity corresponds to the speed of light in vacuum: c ≈ 3.00×108 ms−1. When
an electromagnetic wave passes through a dielectric material, the atoms are polarised and
magnetised in response to the oscillating E and B fields, respectively, and in turn create
their own fields. The resulting combination of all fields is a single wave with the same
frequency, but a different velocity. The only change required in the Maxwell equations is
to replace µ0ε0 with µε (permeability and permittivity of the material), in which case, the
propagation velocity of the wave is now:
1√
µε
=
c
n
, where n =
√
µε
µ0ε0
. (2.2)
n is the index of refraction of the material, and it describes how the propagation velocity
is reduced compared to the vacuum velocity c. For the majority of dielectric materials,
µ ≈ µ0, so n =
√
ε/ε0 =
√
εr, where εr is the dielectric constant or relative permittivity
of the material. In this thesis, the materials of concern are assumed to be lossless, non
magnetic (µ = µ0), non-dispersive (εr is not frequency-dependent), and isotropic (εr is a
scalar and is not direction-dependent). Additionally, the field intensities of interest here are
small enough that any non-linear terms in the material polarisibility are negligible, and only
real, positive values of εr are considered (material absorption is commonly accounted for by
making the refractive index a complex number, while metamaterials and metals can have
negative values of n). I also note that from here on I only refer to the relative permittivity, so
the r subscript is dropped for brevity: εr = ε. When the electromagnetic wave encounters
an interface with a material of different ε, the boundary conditions enforced by Maxwell’s
equations give rise to Snell’s law of refraction and the Fresnel equations, which predict
the reflection behaviour of light at a dielectric interface. Furthermore, by exploiting the
linearity of the Maxwell equations, the temporal and spatial terms can be separated, where
the fields that satisfy the EM wave equations (eqns. 2.1) can be expressed as ”harmonic
modes”: a spatial mode profile multiplied by a complex exponential with angular frequency
ω:
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E(r, t) = E(r)e−iwt B(r, t) = B(r)e−iwt (2.3)
The form of the spatial profile E(r) depends on the spatial distribution of ε and knowledge
of this allows the spatial mode profiles to be calculated by treating Maxwell’s equations as an
eigenvalue problem. With this approach, the resulting mode profiles are the eigenfunctions
of the system while the frequencies (ω) of the modes are the corresponding eigenvalues.
2.2 Light in periodic structures
The harmonic solutions to the wave equations in a homogeneous medium are plane waves.
However, a special case arises when the spatial distribution of ε is periodic with a period (a)
of a comparable size to the wavelength of light in the material. Such materials are known
as photonic crystals, and may have a periodic variation of ε in one, two, or three dimen-
sions. The effect of a periodic ε on electromagnetic waves is analogous to the effect of the
periodic atomic potential encountered by the wavefunction of the electron in a crystalline
lattice. As such, many of the phenomena that arise in electron transport through solids
are observed for light transport through photonic crystals. The simplest photonic crystal
is a stack of dielectric layers with alternating ε (figure 2.1(a)) - a 1D photonic crystal.
The most useful property of such a stack is the ability to reach near 100% reflectance at
certain wavelengths due to destructive interference from successive interfaces (the Bragg
condition). More commonly known as a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), these are cru-
cial components in distributed feedback lasers, VCSELS (vertical cavity surface emitting
lasers), and more. A diffraction grating is a special case of a 1D photonic crystal, where
the dielectric layers have a finite size (usually of a similar size to the period) in one of the
dimensions normal to the periodicity, illustrated in figure 2.1(b). This size corresponds to
the depth (t) of the grating grooves.
According to Bloch’s theorem, when ε(r) is periodic, the spatial mode profiles E(r) can
be expressed as a plane wave with an amplitude that is modulated by a function (uk(r)) of
the same periodicity as ε(r) [51]:
Ek(r) = uk(r)e
i(k·r) (2.4)
These are known as Bloch modes (or states), and are distinguished by their k-vector, k.
By expressing the periodicity of ε(r) in terms of a grating vector, G = 2pi/a, where a is the
period, the Bloch modes within the periodic structure take the form:
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of (a) a regular 1-dimensional photonic crystal and (b) a grating. In
(a), the crystal extends to infinity in all three dimensions, while for (b) there is a finite thickness
in the z-dimension.
Ek(r) =
∞∑
m=−∞
Eme
i(k+mG)·r for m = ...,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, ... (2.5)
In other words, a plane wave can couple to the Bloch modes in the periodic structure by
adding or subtracting integer multiples (m) of G to the incident k-vector. Physically, this
means the incident wave splits into diffraction orders, each having a different k-vector.
For the gratings discussed in this thesis, I restrict the discussion to one-dimensional peri-
odicity in the x-direction (1D gratings). However, a 2D grating is demonstrated briefly in
chapter 5, and its behaviour is discussed within the context of that chapter. Moreover, the
following discussions focus on the case where light is incident on the grating from below
and the reflectance response is measured, although some results shown later will show the
transmittance response. This does not limit the relevance of the next sections to reflectance
measurements; since all the materials used are non-absorbing, it is trivial to deduce the
transmittance response using T = 1−R, and vice-versa for the reflectance response. Figure
2.2 shows an illustration of the typical grating and denotes all the relevant parameters that
are used throughout the thesis.
The field boundary conditions and conservation of momentum dictate the phase-matching
condition in the direction of periodicity (the x-direction here):
kx,m = kx,inc −mG, for m = ...,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, ..., (2.6)
where m denotes the diffraction order and G is the grating vector. This relationship
(also known as the Floquet condition) describes all permitted harmonics in the grating.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the grating structure considered in this thesis. Light is incident on
the grating from below with k-vector kinc, through substrate material of index ninc, at normal
incidence (θ=0°). The incidence polarisation states are indicated in the lower right. nH and
nL denote the ridge and groove refractive indices, respectively, and the cover region is also set
to have index nL. The grating thickness is denoted by t, the period by a, and the fill factor by
FF. FF is the portion of a period that is taken up by the high-index material, nH , such that
the ridge width is given by FF × a.
Substituting more general terms for kx and G results in the familiar grating equation:
kx,m = kx,inc −mG (2.7)
k0neff sin (θm) = k0ninc sin (θinc)−m2pi
a
(2.8)
neff sin (θm) = ninc sin (θinc)−mλ0
a
(2.9)
Here, ninc is the refractive index in the cover region, θinc is the incidence angle, and λ0 the
incidence wavelength in vacuum. m denotes the diffraction order, θm is the diffraction angle
of the mth order (into the grating layer), a is the grating period, and neff is the effective
refractive index of the grating layer. The effective refractive index is used to describe the
refractive index while taking into account the physical dimensions of the grating and the
mode profile, and it is therefore not a constant for a particular grating geometry but is also
dependent on the shape of the mode. Due to the periodicity of ε being solely along x (for a
1D grating), different polarisations (directions of E) experience different refractive indices
- in a sense, the grating is birefringent. I define TE polarisation as being that with the E
vector aligned parallel to the grating, while TM has E aligned with the grating vector G,
i.e. perpendicular to the grating. Approximations for neff for these two polarisations are
found in [52]:
neff,TE =
√
FFn2H + (1− FF )n2L neff,TM =
1√
FF
n2H
+ 1−FF
n2L
(2.10)
These approximations are accurate for the cases where λ a, since the fine structure of
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the grating is not resolved by the wavelength of the light, and the refractive index may be
taken as a geometrical average. However, on the scale where λ ∼ a, and especially when
λ < a, these approximations become increasingly incorrect. More accurate expressions are
beyond the scope of this thesis, and equations 2.10 are deemed to be sufficient for the
discussions and calculations in this work.
2.3 Guided-mode resonances
Resonances in gratings have been known for well over 100 years, since they were first re-
ported by Wood in 1902 [53]. Wood discovered ”spectral anomalies” within the diffracted
orders of a ruled grating, manifesting as sharp changes in diffracted power for small changes
in incidence angle, or equivalently, wavelength. The subsequent study of grating resonances
has gathered momentum and there is now a substantial body of literature on both the the-
oretical understanding and practical uses of such resonances. The gratings reported in this
work exhibit guided-mode resonances (GMRs), a specific type of resonance that can occur
if the grating layer operates also as a waveguiding layer. At a specific incidence angle or
wavelength, a GMR grating can be designed to show complete reflectance or transmittance
in a bandwidth typically of order 0.1-5 nm. In theory, the resonance linewidth can be made
arbitrarily narrow by reducing the grating refractive index contrast: nH − nL, and, im-
portantly, the resonance wavelength is highly sensitive to the refractive index surrounding
the grating. It is this property of GMRs that is key to their success in biosensing. Figure
2.3 shows an example of the resonance employed in much of this thesis, for two different
values of nL, demonstrating its ability to detect changes in refractive index. These spectra
are calculated using rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA), which is discussed in chapter
3, while experimental spectra can be found in chapter 4. It is evident that the shape of
this resonance is asymmetric. This arises because the resonance is an interference between
two processes: the slowly-varying thin-film response of the grating layer combined with the
quickly-varying Bragg resonance of the in-plane guided-modes, as will be discussed next.
This physical behaviour is the basis of a Fano lineshape [54], and this concept is discussed
further in chapter 4.
The careful design of GMR gratings has also led to a rich variety of other planar optical
elements. For example, the narrow reflectance bands are highly useful in the design of
filters [55]. Or, by designing the grating such that multiple resonances work in combina-
tion, broadband reflectance can be achieved over ranges of 100s of nm [56, 57, 58]. Due
to the inherent asymmetry of a 1D grating, it is already polarisation-dependent, making it
valuable as a polarising element [59] or a wave plate [60], where the TE and TM responses
can be controlled almost independently. All of these optical elements can be made using
only dielectric materials resulting in very low losses, and can be made ultrathin.
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Figure 2.3: RCWA simulation of a typical guided-mode resonance for nL = 1.3,1.4. The
grating parameters are: t = 150 nm, a = 560 nm, ninc = 1.46, filling factor (FF) = 0.75, nH =
2.00. Incident polarisation is TE, and is at normal to the grating (θinc = 0).
The resonant behaviour at the heart of these devices is realised when the grating meets
the following criteria:
neff > ninc
λ0
neff
< a <
λ0
ninc
(2.11)
The first condition states that the effective refractive index of the grating layer be higher
than the surrounding indices (for my system, ninc, being a glass substrate, is the highest
of the surrounding indices). This ensures that the grating layer can support index-guided
modes like a regular waveguide, where the number of waveguide modes it can support is
dependent on the thickness (t) of the grating layer and λ. The second condition requires
that the grating period (a) is smaller than the wavelength in the incidence medium, but
larger than the wavelength in the grating layer. This regime of operation is referred to as
the ”near-wavelength” regime [61]. It is evident from the grating equation (eqn.2.9) that
when this inequality is satisfied, only the 0th order (m = 0) exists in the cover and sub-
strate regions, but non-zero orders are allowed to propagate within the grating layer. Now,
provided that the grating is thick enough to support a waveguide, the incident light can
be diffracted into a guided mode which proceeds to propagate laterally along the grating.
However, since the waveguide is periodic and not homogeneous, the guided modes scatter
at each grating interface. In the literature, these are referred to as ”leaky-modes” by a
number of authors [59, 43, 58, 62]. This scattering allows the guided modes to be reflected
back on to each other, but also to couple out of the grating. Therefore, depending on the
grating thickness, the guided modes can phase-match to the freely-propagating 0th order
reflection or transmission. With careful design of the thickness, period, duty cycle, and
refractive indices, this phase matching can be tuned to be completely destructive for the
transmitted 0th order wave, resulting in a single wavelength having 100% reflectance. At
resonance, the guided modes form a standing wave field pattern due to being coherently
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reflected from each ridge-groove interface. This enhances the electromagnetic field strength,
making the resonance highly sensitive to the refractive index surrounding the grating (nL)
- crucial for its use in biosensing.
The ideal operating regime of a GMR grating is generally limited to the near-λ regime
(defined by the second inequality in eqn. 2.11). For instance, if a is small enough to be
subwavelength within the grating layer, the non-zero orders (and thus the guided modes)
are not excited and the response is conventional thin-film interference of the 0th orders.
On the other hand, if a is large enough that it is no longer subwavelength in the incidence
medium, GMRs still exist but the non-zero orders are able to carry energy away into dif-
ferent angles (θm), which (usually) renders the structure less efficient, less useful, and its
optical response substantially more complicated.
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Figure 2.4: Reflectance versus wavelength (λ) and grating thickness (t), both normalised by
the grating period (a). FF = 0.75, nH = 2.00, and the grating is fully surrounded by air (ninc
= nL = 1.00). The sub-wavelength and diffractive regions are indicated by the vertical dashed
lines, and these are illustrated at the right hand side. Illumination polarisation is TE. (RCWA
simulation).
A more physically intuitive picture of the grating behaviour can be seen by plotting the
reflectance (or transmittance) against the grating parameters, an approach taken by many
other theoretical studies [61, 63, 64, 57]. For example, figure 2.4 shows a surface plot of
reflectance versus illumination wavelength (λ) and grating thickness (t) (both normalised
to the grating period, a). For simplicity, the grating here is fully surrounded by air (ninc =
nL = 1.00). Superimposed on the plot are vertical lines to indicate the various operating
regimes, labelled along the top axis. When λ/a < 1, the grating is diffractive and the
non-zero orders carry energy away from the grating into different angles (as per eqn. 2.9).
As such, there are no high reflectance areas or resonances (yellow) in the diffractive region.
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In contrast, when λ/a > 1, the grating is said to be ”sub-wavelength”, and only the 0th
orders can propagate away from the grating. However, as emphasised by Chang-Hasnain
and Yang [61], the sub-wavelength regime can be further divided into ”near-wavelength”
and ”deep-sub-wavelength” regimes. In the deep-sub-wavelength regime, a < λo/neff , and
the grating structure is significantly smaller than the wavelength of the light and can be
treated as a homogeneous slab having neff . Thus, typical thin-film interference behaviour
is observed in the λ-t plot, manifested as a number of simple fringes that increases with
thickness and decreases with λ. In the near-λ regime, the second inequality in eqn. 2.11
holds, and the resulting reflectance is a combination of thin-film interference with guided
mode excitation, easily visible as the curved yellow lines along which 100% reflectivity can
be achieved due to guided-mode resonances. The shape of resonance curves is similar to
a tangent function, as expected for waveguide modes [55], where a thicker waveguide is
needed to support the mode at a longer wavelength. Similarly, multiple guided modes ap-
pear as the grating becomes thicker, or as the wavelength becomes smaller.
2.4 Resonance dependence on grating parameters
Further insight into the resonance behaviour is gained by tracking the resonance wave-
length (λR) as the grating parameters are changed. Figure 2.5 shows reflectance surface
plots, with incidence wavelength along the x-axis versus the grating period, filling factor,
thickness, and cover/groove refractive index. As before, these are simulated using RCWA.
Superimposed on the plots are dashed white lines to indicate the parameters used for the
main grating design in this thesis: λR ≈ 840 nm (for θinc = 0° and nL = 1.333), a = 560
nm, t = 150 nm, ninc = 1.46, and nH = 2.00.
Looking at these plots in more detail, figure 2.5(a) clearly shows a highly linear depen-
dence of λR on period a, as expected from the grating equation where λ(a) ∝ a for a given
order m. The green and red dashed lines indicate where the grating becomes diffractive
in the glass substrate and grating layer, respectively. It is clear that the GMR lies within
the near-wavelength regime set by the second inequality in eqn. 2.11. In the top left, i.e.
at long period and short wavelength, another guided mode resonance exists, however the
grating is now diffractive into the substrate so the reflectance and Q-factor of this resonance
are significantly reduced, hence the line is weaker.
Figure 2.5(b) shows the dependence on FF, which can be thought of as neff (eqn. 2.10),
where a smaller FF yields a lower neff . The plot shows that λR is largely independent of
FF across a large range, suggesting that neff remains high enough to allow guided modes
to exist, and it is mainly the period (which is constant here) that dictates the coupling into
a guided mode. The resonance only exists on the right-hand side of the red dashed line,
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Figure 2.5: Reflectance surface plots with incidence wavelength on the x-axis and (a) period,
(b) FF, (c) thickness and (d) nL respectively. The white dashed lines indicate the parameters
used in the grating that is designed to have a resonance wavelength of approximately 840 nm.
Refractive indices are: ninc = 1.46, nH = 2.00, θinc = 0°. The other lines and indicators are
discussed in the text. (RCWA simulation)
indicating the wavelength at which the grating becomes diffractive into the substrate. Ad-
ditionally, when the FF drops below ∼16% (the orange dashed line), the first inequality of
eqn. 2.11 is no longer satisfied, so the grating layer is no longer able to support any guided
modes and there is no resonance. For large FF, the grating is approaching a homogeneous
waveguide and λR must increase with neff to fulfil the resonance condition. Finally, at
100% FF, there is no grating and therefore no resonance.
Figure 2.5(c) shows the dependence on grating thickness. The behaviour is similar to the
case for FF (fig. 2.5(b)), and the resonance is again bounded by the red dashed line. Above
a certain thickness, the grating is able to support the guided mode required for the reso-
nance. Here, however, the wavelength dependence is quite clear, and is due to the higher
wavelength required to phase-match with the reflected 0th order. This plot is essentially a
zoomed-in version of that shown in figure 2.4.
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Lastly, figure 2.5(d) shows the dependence on the cover and groove index, nL. Increasing
nL results in a higher value of neff , meaning a higher wavelength is required to meet the
resonance condition. A similar dependence is seen for high FF values in figure 2.5(b), and
again, the red dashed line creates a boundary for the resonance. An interesting feature seen
here is the non-linearity of λR as a function of nL, i.e. the sensitivity of λR to refractive
index becomes higher at large index values - an important observation in the context of
applying this grating as a biosensor.
2.5 Angular dependence and band structure
The final aspect of the resonant grating I present in this chapter is the dependence on inci-
dence angle. Since the vertical symmetry is broken when θinc 6= 0, the angles of diffraction
of the ±1 orders are different. Hence, two different guided modes can be excited simul-
taneously which are resonant at different wavelengths. To study these effects, I plot the
reflectance versus wavelength and incidence angle. However, by translating θinc into kx (the
horizontal component of the wave vector k), and plotting frequency instead of wavelength,
the plot essentially becomes a band diagram.
Band diagrams (also known as a band structures [65]) are an integral part of crystal
theory in solid state physics, and are applicable to both electronic and photonic crystals.
The band diagram displays the dispersion relation of the structure: ω(k). In the context
of photonic crystals, they are most often used to study the discrete set of allowed states
for photons. These states lie below the ”light line” (ω = cnk), where
c/n is the speed of
light reduced by the index of refraction in the medium surrounding the photonic structure.
States below the light line are totally-internally reflected and do not have real propagation
constants outside the structure. They are ”bound states”, i.e. spatially confined, and for
this reason, the possible frequencies which the modes can assume are discrete and not con-
tinuous. This situation is analogous to the discretisation of energies of electrons confined
around a hydrogen nucleus, for example.
Looking first at a conventional 1D photonic crystal, e.g. the dielectric stack represented
in figure 2.1(a), but setting the permittivities to be equal (ε1 = ε2 = ε), the dispersion
relation becomes that of a homogeneous medium: ω = c√
ε
k. This relationship is plotted on
the graph at the right of figure 2.6, and is indicated by the arrow pointing to the straight
diagonal black lines. Here, the periodicity means that the dispersion relation repeats for
every multiple of kx = 2pi/a. Thus, there are degeneracies at the kx = pi/a points, i.e. two
modes with the same frequency. Now, if the permittivity is changed such that each layer is
alternating, this degeneracy is lifted (purple lines in the graph) and the two modes assume
either the high-frequency solution or the low-frequency solution, with each mode having
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nodes concentrated in either the low-ε or high-ε material, respectively, as shown in the
left-hand illustration.
휔(kx)
-휋/a 0 휋/a kx
stopbands
휔 = (c/n)kx
a휀1 < 휀2
X
Figure 2.6: Illustration of the band structure of a 1D photonic crystal comprised of dielectric
slabs of permittivities ε1,2. The black diagonal lines in the graph on the right indicate the
dispersion relationship for a homogeneous medium (ε1 = ε2), purple lines for the periodic
structure (ε1 < ε2), and yellow regions indicate the stopbands. The band structure is shown
in the reduced-zone scheme, hence the folding at kx = ±pi/a. The left hand graphic shows the
EM field profiles for two modes on either side of the stopband at kx = −pi/a.
The analysis of a resonant grating in terms of the band structure is slightly different to
that of a conventional photonic crystal. Since the guided modes are excited using out-of-
plane light in the RCWA simulation, the modes below the light line cannot be calculated.
Nevertheless, these modes are not relevant here since my experimental work exclusively
uses out-of-plane excitation. Above the light line, the available modes form a continuum
instead of being discretised, and these modes have real propagation constants in the cover
and substrate regions because they are not bound to the grating layer. Figure 2.7 shows the
band diagram for the grating studied in this thesis (parameters are the same as in figure
2.3). kx = kinc sin (θinc) is used to translate incidence angle into the horizontal k-component.
In the lower right region (grey), lies the ”photonic crystal” regime where modes are purely
guided in the slab. Experimentally, these modes can be excited using in-plane light, or a
grating coupler. Between the glass and water light lines lies a region of very high reflectance.
This occurs due to total internal reflection at the interface between the grating and the
cover, resulting in zero transmission through the structure. Across the continuum of states
above the light lines, the guided modes are clearly seen, having a very similar shape to
those found in pure photonic crystals as demonstrated in figure 2.6. These guided modes
also exhibit band gaps associated with waves propagating through a periodic medium. At
kx = 0 (i.e. normally incident light) the guided mode resonance is seen at the upper edge
of a stopband. This is consistent with the theory that the GMR arises when the in-plane
guided modes are resonantly reflected from each grating interface to form a standing wave.
This is in fact the second stopband of the structure, and it is well-reported in the literature
that GMRs reside at the edges of the second stopband [66, 59]. As kx (or equivalently θinc)
increases, the resonance moves to a higher frequency (i.e. lower wavelength) because the
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Figure 2.7: Photonic band diagram computed using RCWA by sweeping incidence angle
and frequency. The structure is the same as the grating described in figure 2.3. The colour
scale indicates reflectance. The inset shows the details of the photonic stop-band where the
guided-mode resonance lies.
period of the grating appears smaller to the incident light. For this reason, guided mode
resonances are particularly sensitive to incidence angle - an important consideration when
designing an optical setup to measure them, as will be seen in the next chapter. Further-
more, a second resonance appears at the lower edge of the stopband, since the diffraction
angles of the m = ±1 orders are no longer the same.
2.6 Cavity-based resonance
Although the majority of the results presented in this thesis are based on guided-mode res-
onances, another resonance mechanism was employed at the beginning of the work which
was later deemed to offer inferior performance to the GMRs. However, the ideas have rel-
evance to some parts of the thesis, and also to potential future work, so a brief description
is given here.
As before, I begin with the case of a pure 1D photonic crystal that exhibits a stopband.
Light with a frequency within the stop band cannot propagate through the crystal (in the
direction of periodicity). It is well known that when the periodicity is disrupted by including
a defect, a localised state can exist within the stopband [65, 67]. This is illustrated in figure
2.8, where one of the dielectric slabs is made thicker than the others.
I applied this idea of using a cavity to generate a resonance in a grating. Starting with
a grating exhibiting a broadband region of high transmittance, a defect is introduced by
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Figure 2.8: Demonstration of the introduction of a defect in a pure 1D photonic crystal,
resulting in a defect mode that is spatially-localised and has a wavelength within the stopband.
increasing the width of every 5th grating ridge. Figure 2.9(a) shows simulated transmission
spectra from such a grating, both with and without the defect, while an experimental mea-
surement is shown in (b). This idea can be found in the literature, for example, by Zanotto
et al. [68], who present a metal-coated grating that supports a defect mode. The motivation
behind this approach is to prevent the lateral propagation of the guided modes associated
with a GMR. As will be discussed in chapter 5, this effect reduces the spatial resolution
of the biosensor. By creating a localised defect, however, the resonant mode is restricted
from propagating laterally away from the defect because the grating either side acts as
a mirror. Additionally, the cavity-based resonance becomes much less angular-dependent
than a GMR, which is very practical during experimentation. Unfortunately, the size of
the repeating unit (shown inset in figure 2.9(b)) must still be a few µm long, resulting in
no drastic improvement over the spatial resolution offered by a GMR grating, as will be
seen in chapter 5. A further disadvantage caused by such a long repeating unit (relative
to the operating wavelength) is that it results in diffraction into the non-zero orders in the
cover and substrate regions, thereby reducing the efficiency of any resonance effects.
2.7 Summary
In summary, this chapter has introduced the main ideas that describe the behaviour of the
resonant gratings employed throughout the following chapters. In particular, guided-mode
resonances have been the focus, which require certain conditions to be met before they
come into existence. In brief, the effective index and thickness of the grating layer has to
be sufficient to allow guided modes to exist, and the grating period must be such that it
is subwavelength compared with the wavelength in the surrounding regions. In this case,
light that is diffracted into the grating layer may couple resonantly to a guided mode that
is subsequently rescattered to interfere with the 0th orders propagating outside the grating.
The result is a narrow band of 100% reflection that is highly sensitive to the surrounding
refractive index - a property that enables it to work excellently as a biosensor. Further
simulations were employed to show how the resonance responds to varying different grating
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Figure 2.9: Simulated (a) and measured (b) spectra from a defect resonant grating. The blue
curve in (a) corresponds to the grating having no defect, i.e. the central ridge is set to have the
same width as the surrounding ridges, and the result is a broadband transmittance region. The
addition of the defect introduces a resonance within this region, causing a dip in transmittance.
This grating is fabricated in silicon (nH = 3.7) with t = 180 nm, ninc = 1.46, and a = 340 nm.
The FF of the normal ridges is 26% while the defect has this increased to 38%
.
parameters such as period, fill factor and thickness. Next, the angular dependence of the
resonant grating was investigated in the context of its band structure, where parallels can
be made to a regular 1D photonic crystal. Finally, a defect-based mechanism for generating
highly-localised resonances was introduced briefly, which was tested as a means to reduce
the spatial resolution and the angular dependence of the sensor. However, as will be seen
in chapter 5, this approach does not offer significantly better performance than the GMR
resonance. The ideas discussed here have hopefully provided some insight into the behaviour
and origins of the resonance, and will be beneficial in describing the results presented in
coming chapters.

Chapter 3
Fabrication details & experimental
methods
3.1 Introduction
The fabrication and measurement of gratings have formed significant aspects of my re-
search. To reflect this effort, the chapter is divided into two parts. Firstly, the details of
design and fabrication of a silicon nitride resonant grating are presented, and secondly, the
experimental methods used in my research are demonstrated.
At the beginning of the project, our research group was in the process of relocating from
the University of St Andrews to the University of York. This move saw our processing
and measurement equipment installed in a new cleanroom and optics laboratory, and the
installation of a newly-developed electron beam lithography system. As such, considerable
time was spent developing and adjusting recipes for nearly all of our processes to give con-
sistent fabrication quality using the new facilities. My personal contributions include the
development of a protocol for creating gratings and photonic crystals in silicon nitride, and
establishing a method for fabricating nanostructures on top of these gratings. In the optical
laboratory, my contributions include: creating a bespoke optical setup to allow simultane-
ous imaging and spectral measurements of a sample, either in reflection or transmission;
designing and constructing a bench-top tuneable narrow-band source; and developing pla-
nar microfluidic devices that fit within the working distance of a microscope objective lens.
These achievements have not only been a fundamental part of my own research, but are
now valuable to a number of other researchers in our group.
Additionally, I have worked extensively with the Evans group in the Biology department
at York, learning the techniques of cell culture and making this accessible to our research
group.
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It has been a very rewarding experience to be involved with the setting up of our facilities,
as it has allowed me to gain considerable knowledge of many nanofabrication tools and
processes instead of simply treating them as a black box and being handed a recipe. The
information provided here should be sufficient to allow the reader to repeat both fabrication
steps and experimental measurements, and I hope will be helpful to future researchers.
3.2 Fabrication details
3.2.1 Choice of materials
Due to its relatively high refractive index and transparency at visible and NIR wavelengths,
I chose silicon nitride (Si3N4) as the material in which to fabricate the resonant gratings.
Si3N4 is also biocompatibile [69], chemically inert [70], and mechanically robust, all of which
are advantageous properties for its use as a biosensor material. Although crystalline silicon
is a mainstay material for biophotonic structures, and is used extensively by our group and
many others, it is etched slowly when exposed to cell media due to the slightly alkaline pH.
It is therefore a poor choice for a biosensor intended to be exposed to cells for extended
periods, although during my research I have developed a new protection method using a
thermal oxide passivation layer. This research is still in its early stages, and it is therefore
not included in this thesis. Si3N4, on the other hand, is much more stable in biological
environments, as is evident from its promising use in prosthetic limb joints [71, 72], and in
cell culture by biologists employing environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM).
Here a cell culture dish incorporates a very thin Si3N4 window on to which the cells ad-
here while allowing an electron beam to probe from below, through the nitride window [73].
The silicon nitride used here is deposited by PECVD (plasma-enhanced chemical vapour
deposition) on to borosilicate glass wafers, and was sourced from Silson (UK). The glass
wafers were chosen to be 500µm thick, to aid cleaving into smaller pieces. Because glass
is amorphous, the cleaving often leaves an irregularly-shaped sample with uneven edges,
however, this is not an issue since in-plane coupling to the high-index layer is not required,
unlike the coupling to ring resonators or waveguide-based photonic crystals, for example.
In order to facilitate the modelling and design of the gratings (shown in a following
section), the refractive index of Si3N4 is obtained from two sources [74, 75]. From this
data, at a wavelength of 840 nm (the operating wavelength chosen for this work), the index
is between 2.008 and 1.994 while the imaginary part (k) is zero. I therefore set the index to
2.00, between the two published values which are already very close. My simulations and
experimental results are consistent, indicating that this value is reasonable. The choice of
840 nm as the target resonance wavelength is due to convenience. It lies within the tissue
window, where absorption and scattering are typically low, and this wavelength is easily
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detectable by a silicon CMOS or CCD camera sensor. Furthermore, this wavelength is far
away from any visible fluorophore excitation/emission regions, leaving this space free for
simultaneous fluorescence microscopy and resonance sensing.
3.2.2 Structure design
The design of the resonant gratings shown here was largely done computationally. Rigor-
ous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) was the principal tool used, with some finite-element
analysis (FEA) modelling in COMSOL to observe electromagnetic field profiles within the
grating. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were also used extensively at a
later stage to investigate the spatial resolution performance of the gratings when they are
used to generate resonance maps (please see chapter 5 for details on this). Brief details on
the principles of RCWA are shown below.
3.2.2.1 Rigorous coupled-wave analysis
RCWA is a widely used method for calculating the diffraction efficiencies of a periodic struc-
ture [76, 77, 78]. The structure is composed of three regions: a grating region sandwiched
between cover and substrate regions (figure 3.1). The grating is assumed to be infinitely
periodic, and the cover and substrates both extend to infinity in the vertical direction. The
refractive indices of all regions may be specified, along with the thickness, period and fill
factor of the grating. Incidence wavelength (λ), angles (θ, φ) and polarisation are further
input parameters.
In brief, the calculation begins with expressions for the total electric field in each region.
For the cover region, this is the sum of the incident wave (I) plus all backward-travelling
waves. For the substrate, it is the sum of all transmitted waves. Because the grating is an
infinitely-periodic permittivity distribution, it can be expressed as a Fourier series where
each Fourier harmonic corresponds to a diffractive order outside the grating layer. After
including boundary conditions for the electric fields between all three regions (enforced by
the Maxwell equations), the total electric fields may be re-written as a set of coupled-wave
equations. These equations are then solved numerically to obtain the magnitudes of the
reflected and transmitted diffracted orders (R and T).
By performing the calculation over a range of wavelengths, the R and T spectra are
obtained. Furthermore, by dividing the grating layer into N slabs (figure 3.1), it is possible
to model arbitrary grating profiles, such as a surface-relief grating or a sawtooth. RCWA
was used extensively at nearly all stages of my research as an invaluable tool for structure
design, and also for probing the sensitivity (by altering the refractive index of the cover
region) and the angular tolerance of grating resonances. The calculations used in this work
were implemented in MatLab using a script based on that by D. Brundrett published in
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Figure 3.1: Geometry used in RCWA modelling.
[79], while scripts for sweeping the wavelength, period, duty cycle, refractive index, etc.,
were written by myself.
3.2.2.2 Particle swarm optimisation
While it is relatively trivial to find a design for a resonant grating by ”brute-force”, i.e. by
calculating the output spectrum for all combinations of input parameters, this approach
requires significant computing resources. Some time can be saved by performing the cal-
culations in parallel across several computing cores if these are available. Yet, a far more
elegant method is to use an intelligent algorithm to iteratively move towards the best com-
bination of parameters for the desired spectrum. To this end, I wrote a particle swarm
optimisation (PSO) program that can be used to identify the best grating parameters to
give a desired resonance spectrum. This algorithm saves considerable computing time, al-
lowing a target structure to be identified very efficiently.
Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is a type of genetic algorithm first developed in the
1990s [80] to model the social behaviour of many-body systems. The technique was inspired
by the complex interactions between birds in a flock, and can be applied to anything for
optimisation purposes. My PSO program is loosely based on that presented in [81], but
with some modifications. Each particle in the swarm is a point in the parameter-space
(fig.3.2a), and undergoes a semi-random walk. For the case of a grating, the parameters
might include period, filling factor, and thickness, for example, but there is no limit to the
number of parameters. The path of each particle is pulled towards the best global location
so far (social weight), and also that particle’s own best location so far (cognitive weight).
The best position is defined as that which minimises the difference (or error) with the
target spectrum. Each particle also has an inertia value that controls how much its path
is affected by the social and cognitive weights, and a random component. The result is a
coarse probing of most of the parameter space, before honing on the best position. Figure
3.2 shows the results of the PSO process, which has successfully identified a grating that
exhibits a resonance at 840 nm.
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Figure 3.2: Demonstration of the PSO algorithm to find ideal resonant grating parameters.
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Figure 3.3: Fabrication flow diagram. Step numbers are referred to by each section below.
3.2.3 Device fabrication
The following sections discuss the details involved in the fabrication of the gratings shown
in this work. The primary technique is electron-beam lithography, and the typical grating
dimensions are as follows: period (a) = 560 nm; thickness (t) = 150 nm; filling factor
(FF) = 0.75 (i.e. ridge width = 420 nm and groove width = 140 nm). An outline of the
fabrication process is shown in figure 3.3 with details of each step in the following sections.
3.2.3.1 Substrate preparation (step 1)
Firstly, the substrate is cleaned thoroughly to remove any dust particles and organic mate-
rial. For dust removal, sonication in acetone followed by a rinse in isopropanol is sufficient.
Next, piranha solution removes any organic residue from the sample. Piranha is a mixture
of 3 parts sulphuric acid H2SO4 to 1 part hydrogen peroxide H2O2, and is a very widely-
used cleaning method. It is a two-stage chemical reaction: firstly, the sulphuric acid acts
a rapid dehydrator, extracting hydrogen and oxygen as water, leaving the organic material
carbonised. The second stage, which occurs over a longer timescale, is the oxidation of the
remaining elemental carbon. Piranha cleaning is quite exothermic and highly active, hence
the name. As well as removing organic residue, piranha cleaning leaves the substrate surface
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hydrophilic by creating hydroxyl (-OH) groups, making spin-coating easier and improving
the bonding of the resist to the substrate.
3.2.3.2 Spin-coating of electron beam resist (step 2)
To achieve a very flat and even resist layer of a specific thickness, spin coating gives reliable
results. After cleaning, the substrate is loaded into a spin-coater, and is held in place by
vacuum during the spin. By altering the spin speed, acceleration and duration, the film
thickness can be controlled down to accuracies of tens of nm or even less. I worked with
AR-P 6200.09 (ALLRESIST) [82], which has a high sensitivity to electron exposure (step 4),
good resistance to plasma etching (step 6), and can achieve structure sizes as small as 6 nm.
The resist is spin coated at a speed of 3000 rpm for 60 seconds, and is then cured on a
hotplate at 180 °C for 10 minutes.
3.2.3.3 Deposition of charge dissipation layer (step 3)
Since a Si3N4 film on glass has a high electrical resistance, it exhibits significant charging
during electron beam exposure. Unfortunately, this occurs for electron-beam lithography
and in SEM (scanning electron microscope) analysis, distorting the shape and position of
the beam. The consequences are over-exposure of the resist and inaccurate patterns. To
solve this issue, a thin layer of aluminium is evaporated on top of the cured resist using
a Mantis Hex thermal evaporator. Thermal evaporation is a simple method of depositing
thin films, and is achieved through resistive heating of the material or by electron beam
heating. Our evaporator is a resistive heating system. A small quantity of high purity
aluminium is placed in a tungsten boat that is connected to a high current power supply.
The chamber is pumped down to a pressure of 10−6 mbar before ramping up the current
passing through the boat. The low chamber pressure and high boat temperature causes
the Al to melt and vaporise, before condensing on the substrate which is situated above
the boat.
At a thickness of 20 nm, the Al film is thin enough to have a negligible effect on the
penetration of the incident electron beam during the lithography step, while still preventing
charge building up.
3.2.3.4 Electron beam lithography (steps 4 & 5)
Once the charge dissipation layer has been deposited, the sample is ready for electron beam
lithography. This form of lithography followed on from UV photolithography after the in-
vention of the electron microscope. Instead of raster-scanning a tightly-focused beam of
electrons (SEM), the beam is steered to expose specific areas of the sample. Upon electron
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exposure, the chemical structure of the resist layer is changed, either allowing it to be dis-
solved in a solvent (positive tone resist), or preventing it from being dissolved in a solvent
(negative tone resist). For a positive resist, the electrons destroy linkage bonds in the resist
polymer to increase solubility. For a negative resist, the polymer molecules are cross-linked
by electron exposure, rendering them insoluble. Exposure of a negative tone resist is often
accompanied by a post-exposure cure to enhance the cross-linking and further decrease
solubility. In analogy with film photography, the process of removing exposed regions with
a solvent is called development.
With electron beam lithography, the beam size can be focused down to a few nm because
of the shorter wavelength of high-energy electrons compared to UV photons. This allows
patterns to be exposed at a very high resolution. Importantly, the smallest exposure size is
not the diffraction limit because there is significant scattering and diffusion of the electrons
within the sample [83]. In particular, back-scattered electrons from the interfaces within
the sample being exposed cause a widening of the exposed area. This effect is largely depen-
dent on the properties of the sample being exposed. Another detrimental effect is proximity
error. This is a direct result of the scattering of electrons in the sample, where the centre
of an exposed region receives a higher dose than the edges and, especially, the corners. Our
lithography system includes software (NanoPECS) for calculating a correction factor that
forces the beam to stay at the corners and edges of a polygon for longer, ensuring the dose
everywhere is close to equal. I did not require this tool for much of my fabrication, as the
edges and corners of a grating sensor are an insignificant proportion of the sensing surface
and can often be ignored during operation.
Our electron-beam lithography system is a Voyager from Raith GmbH, and incorporates
a fully electrostatic column for beam steering. This enables very quick writing speeds com-
pared to more usual electromagnetic steering; up to 1mm2 of grating in less than 5 minutes.
The areas to be exposed are first defined in CAD (computer-aided design) software, or de-
fined as sets of coordinates in an ASCII file. I often made use of a MatLab script to generate
the ASCII design file, as it is far more efficient than using CAD software.
AR-P 6200.09 is a positive tone resist, meaning the exposed regions are removed. The
clearing dose used here is 130µC/cm2, and was determined after dose tests until the exposed
region was seen to be cleared fully after development. I note that this value is dependent
on the sample substrate material and the resist properties such as thickness and curing
temperature, and is therefore not universal. Once electron beam exposure is complete,
the charge dissipation layer must be removed before development otherwise it prevents
the solvent accessing the resist layer below, acting like a shell. To strip the aluminium,
the whole sample is placed in a solution of warm (40°C) phosphoric acid (H3PO4), for 3
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minutes. The acid is a very fast etchant of aluminium [84] but also attacks silicon nitride,
however at negligible etching rate compared to aluminium [85, 84, 86]. The stability of
the resist to phosphoric acid is not found in literature, but there is no apparent degra-
dation, and the resist performance is the same after exposure to the acid. Development
of the resist is 2 minutes in Xylene, at room temperature, followed by a rinse in isopropanol.
The result, after development, is a patterned layer of resist, where the exposed regions
have been removed to leave windows open to the Si3N4 layer below. The resist acts as
a shield, as the name indicates, against the plasma etching step that is detailed in the
following section.
3.2.3.5 Pattern transfer using reactive ion etching (RIE) (step 6)
To transfer the pattern from the resist into the Si3N4 layer I use a dry etching process
widely used in the CMOS and integrated circuit industry known as reactive ion etching
(RIE). RIE is a plasma-based process that can take place in a reactor as shown in figure
3.4. The carbon stage and gas shower act much like a parallel-plate capacitor.
Turbomolecular 
vacuum pump
Gas supply
Adjustable  
gate valve
Carbon stage 
(isolated)
Gas shower
Plasma
RF supply
—
+
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) Diagram and (b) photograph of our RIE system.
A plasma is an ionised gas which, due to the charged constituent particles, exhibits
collective behaviour [87]. The role of the plasma in RIE is to generate reactive ions and
radicals, such as fluorine (F+) from the input gases [83]. These go on to react with the
material to be etched. For the system used here, the gas shower (anode) is conductive
but grounded while the stage (cathode) is electrically isolated from the rest of the system
and coupled to an AC power supply driven at RF frequency (13.56 MHz). An AC electric
field is activated between the two plates which strips electrons from the gas molecules (gas
breakdown), igniting a plasma. The characteristic glow (also observed in gas discharge
lamps and the Aurora) is caused by the relaxation of gas molecules that have been excited
inelastically by a free electron, with the emission colour being specific to the type of gas.
The electrons, being less massive, accelerate to the upper plate more quickly than the ions
and are lost to ground. This leaves the plasma with an overall positive charge. Because
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the carbon stage is isolated, there is a buildup of electrons here giving it a negative charge.
Consequently, positively charged ions in the plasma are attracted to the stage. During the
etch, the sample is situated on the stage and is etched by particles from the plasma via two
mechanisms:
• Mechanical etching: occurs when material from the sample is ballistically ejected
by an ion from the plasma as it accelerates towards the cathode. From the vertical
acceleration, this mechanism is highly anisotropic, and it is analogous to the removal
of target material in sputter deposition.
• Chemical etching: occurs when the creation of highly reactive species in the plasma
react with the sample material to form volatile compounds that are removed by the
vacuum system. Because these reactive species are not usually charged, they reach
the sample by diffusion and give an isotropic (non-directional) etch.
By changing the pressure of the gases, the mean free path (MFP) of the particles in
the plasma is altered. A low pressure equates to a longer MFP, allowing the ions to gain
more momentum before hitting the sample, resulting in a more mechanical etch. Higher
pressure, in contrast, causes a shorter MFP and therefore more frequent collisions before
reaching the sample. This enhances the production of reactive species as well as slowing
down the ballistic ions, giving a more chemical etch. The two mechanisms must be tuned
in order to give the best etch results in terms of etch rate, selectivity (ratio of etch rates
of Si3N4 and resist), minimal roughness, and vertical sidewalls (anisotropy). If mechanical
etching dominates, material being sputtered back onto the sample causes roughness, but
the sidewalls remain highly vertical. Also, selectivity and speed become poor, and sample
damage is a possibility. If chemical etching dominates, the sidewalls become more rounded
but selectivity and speed can be excellent, as well as low roughness. The chamber pressure,
AC power and gas flow rates are tweaked to give the correct balance between chemical and
mechanical etching. The mixture of reaction gases is also crucial, and depends on both the
material being etched and the resist [83]. Additionally, by tailoring the chemistry of the
reactive gases it is possible to form a passivation layer on the sidewalls, another mechanism
for achieving high anisotropy. For Si3N4, I use a mixture of fluoroform (CHF3) and oxygen
(O2) at a ratio of 29:1 (developed by Dr. Yue Wang in our group). The CHF3 is broken
down by collisions in the plasma to fluorine which etches the Si3N4 chemically [88]. The
small addition of O2 readily binds to the hydrofluorocarbon ions remaining in the plasma
and decreases the chance of the fluorine radicals recombining, thereby increasing etching
efficiency.
By setting the pressure to 0.2 mbar using the gate valve, and the RF power to 39 W, the
nitride is etched smoothly and vertically at a rate of around 23 nm/min. I therefore etch
for 7 minutes to fully clear the 150 nm thick layer.
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3.2.3.6 Final cleaning (step 7)
The final stage in sample fabrication is to strip off any remaining resist. A solvent (1165
Microposit Remover, Shipley) dissolves the resist after 5 minutes of gentle sonication. To
remove any residue left from the stripping, a rinse in acetone then isopropanol is used before
drying with nitrogen.
3.2.4 SEM analysis
Once fabrication is complete, the grating is ready to be prepared for biosensing, as will
be described in detail in the next chapter. SEM images of the finished device are shown
in figure 3.5. Due to the Si3N4 and SiO2 substrate being highly resistive, as mentioned
previously, SEM imaging is only possible if a thin layer of metal is applied to the structure.
Here, a 7 nm thick layer of platinum-palladium alloy is sputter-coated before viewing in
the SEM. Unfortunately, the Si3N4 and SiO2 layers cannot be distinguished after they are
coated with metal.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: SEM images of the finished grating, including thin metal charge-dissipation layer.
3.3 Experimental methods
Throughout this thesis, three different measurement techniques have been implemented.
The first is a measurement of the resonance wavelength from a large area of the grating
as a function of time, much like a conventional biosensor. This measurement allows the
monitoring of binding events, for example, but lacks any spatial information. Spectral data
is typically acquired using a CCD spectrometer. Measurements in the chapter on sensing
(chapter 4) are mainly performed using this method.
The second measurement technique acquires the same sensing information from monitor-
ing the resonance wavelength, but it is spatially resolved. This measurement concept was
illustrated in figure 1.2 (chapter 1), and previously in figure 5.2. The result is a ”resonance
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map” of the surface, which indicates local variations in refractive index. To achieve this,
a sequence of brightfield images of the surface is acquired whilst tuning the illumination
wavelength. Each image, or slice, in the resulting stack of images corresponds to a single
illumination wavelength, so the z-dimension of the stack contains the spectral response of
each pixel. Thus, the resonance wavelength can be determined for every pixel, allowing
a resonance map to be created. This measurement can be repeated over time to monitor
the evolution of the resonance wavelength as changes at the surface take place, and is seen
extensively in chapters 5, 6 and 7.
The third technique is employed in the chapter on the chirped GMR biosensor. Here, the
focus is on a very simple, compact and robust device that utilises a novel chirped grating
sensing element. In essence, the chirped grating translates resonance information into spa-
tial information on the chip, so illumination is with a single wavelength and no sweeping
or scanning is necessary. The monochromatic illumination light resonates with only one
region of the chip, and the location of this resonance is extracted simply by imaging the
grating onto a camera. Further details of the chirped grating measurements are presented
in chapter 7.
3.3.1 Measurement setups
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Figure 3.6: Diagrams of the measurement setup in (a) transmission and (b) reflection con-
figurations. (N)PBS = (non)polarising beamsplitter, BFP = back focal plane.
At the outset of the project, the spectral response of the resonant grating was measured
in transmission using the setup shown in figure 3.6(a). Measuring the transmitted light is
simpler for two reasons: the angle of the sample does not need to be perfect, and the inci-
dent light reaches the grating before it passes through the objective lens, meaning it is easy
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to keep highly collimated at the grating. Collimation is crucial due to the low angular tol-
erance of the guided-mode resonance (seen in section 2.5), and illumination with divergent
or convergent light causes undesirable broadening of the resonance. But the transmission
setup is not without drawbacks. In particular, the incorporation of a flow channel to deliver
liquid to the sensor becomes challenging because it must be thin enough to fit between the
chip and the objective lens. Not only is this difficult to engineer - the choice of objective
lenses is also limited to those with a large enough working distance. Furthermore, the image
quality is reduced since light must pass through any biological material on the sensor and
through the flow channel material before being collected. This causes unwanted scattering
and refraction.
In light of these drawbacks with the transmission measurement, I also constructed a re-
flection setup (3.6(b)). This configuration solves the two drawbacks encountered in trans-
mission measurement: there is no restriction on flow channel thickness and imaging quality
is improved since the collected light has passed only through the chip substrate (which
is polished) and is not distorted by biological material or the flow channel. Moreover, the
objective lens working distance must only exceed the substrate thickness of 500µm allowing
a wider variety of objective lenses to be used.
Despite these rewards, there are new limitations. Firstly, the amount of collected light
is highly sensitive to the angle of the sample so this must be aligned carefully using an
adjustable stage. Secondly, the incident light must remain collimated after passing through
the objective lens. One solution is to illuminate at an oblique angle and collect at the
corresponding reflection angle, but this would require a long working distance objective
lens and is not suitable for imaging large areas of the surface. Instead, I opted to focus
the illumination light down to a spot in the back focal plane (BFP) of the objective lens to
ensure it exits the front of the objective as a collimated beam. While this solution works
in principle, in practice the collimation is not perfect because the spot in the BFP is not
diffraction-limited. The collimation problem is exacerbated when using high NA objectives
which translate an increased BFP spot size into even bigger divergence of the beam leaving
the front of the objective. Nevertheless, by minimising the BFP spot size, the divergence
angles of the light exiting the objective were small enough not to cause concern (< 1° for a
5x objective).
The advantages and disadvantages of the two configurations are summarised in table 3.3.1.
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Advantages Disadvantages
Transmission Easy to collimate incidence
light.
Sample angle is not critical.
Flow channel must fit between
sample and objective.
Imaging light affected by flow
channel and bio. material.
Reflection Unrestricted space above
sample for flow channel.
Imaging light only passes
through sample substrate.
Difficult to collimate inci-
dence light.
Sample angle is critical.
All of the mechanical components used in the setups are standard Thorlabs parts. Lenses
and beamsplitters are also sourced from Thorlabs, while objective lenses are Olympus
NeoDPlan (5x (NA = 0.13), 10x (NA = 0.25), 20x (NA = 0.46)). For high-magnification
imaging I used a water-immersion objective lens from Nikon (CFI APO 60x NIR, NA
= 1.00). The camera is a CoolSnap Myo from Photometrics, and the spectrometer is a
Thorlabs CCS175. The optical fibres used are multimode (50µm or 200µm core diameter),
with NAs of 0.22 (Thorlabs M14L01 and M92L01). To collimate light exiting the fibres and
collect light into a fibre, pre-mounted lenses were used (F240SMA-780). Finally, a halogen
lamp was employed as a generic broadband light source for measuring spectra over a large
wavelength range (Ocean Optics HL-2000).
3.3.2 Tuneable illumination
A fundamental aspect in either of the above measurement setups is the incorporation of a
tuneable narrow-band source. This is necessary for the measurement of resonance maps,
where spectral information is obtained by sweeping the illumination wavelength while tak-
ing a brightfield image at each wavelegnth. Explained below are two different tuneable
illumination systems I have developed, each with its own advantages.
3.3.2.1 Rotating bandpass filter
Initially, I opted to use an LED (Thorlabs M850L3) with a narrow bandpass filter (Semrock
LL01-852) situated on a rotation stage (Thorlabs CR1/M-Z7). By choosing a dichroic
bandpass filter, which works using thin-film interference, changing the angle of the filter
relative to the incident beam changes the central wavelength of the passband. This is
because the condition for constructive interference varies with the cosine of the angle of
incidence [89]. The biggest advantage here is the small footprint of this illumination system.
It can fit onto a small breadboard along with the rest of the setup, making it portable, and
no despeckling is needed as the source is incoherent. Despite the simplicity and efficacy
of this tuning method, and low cost, the bandwidth of the output is limited to the width
of the filter passband and the tuning range is quite small (< 30 nm). Moreover, it can
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of tuneable illumination setup.
only be tuned towards bluer wavelengths due to symmetry about the rotation axis, and
the transmitted intensity drops off as the angle of incidence is increased. These limitations
along with the need for greater spectral resolution motivated the development of a different
tuneable illumination system based on dispersion from a blazed grating and is discussed
next.
3.3.2.2 Blazed grating filter
As is usual in a monochromator, broadband input light is incident on a blazed grating
(Thorlabs GR25-1208) that disperses it into the usual diffraction orders (figure 3.7). The
blaze ensures a higher diffraction efficiency into the first diffracted order instead of the
zeroth order, making it ideal for use as a dispersive element. Here, a supercontinuum laser
(Leukos SM30) was used as a source providing high spectral intensity white light. In my
setup the incidence angle of light on the blazed grating remains fixed and the first diffracted
order is directed towards a mirror on an adjustable mount. After travelling back to a second
mirror, it then enters a fibre through a focusing lens to give a path length of 5 m. The
collection lens has a radius of 5 mm, and acts like the exit slit of a monochromating system.
Rotation of the blazed grating changes the wavelength collected by the fibre, and the long
path length ensures a narrow bandwidth of < 1 nm.
This source gives a much smaller bandwidth in comparison to the bandpass filter. The
tuning range is also considerably larger (∼ 350 nm), and the bandwidth can be controlled
by changing the path length between the blazed grating and the collection fibre, or by mod-
ifying the collection lens aperture. Figure 3.8 shows the capabilities of the blazed grating
tuning system. The disadvantage of this source is that it has a relatively large footprint
and is not as portable as the rotating filter method.
A comparison of the outputs from the two tuneable sources is shown in figure 3.9(a),
along with the measurement of a narrow (∼1 nm) grating resonance (figure 3.9(b)). In (b),
the transmittance response from the grating is measured with the Thorlabs spectrometer
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Figure 3.8: Monochromator characterisation, measured using the Thorlabs spectrometer.
(black line), and then with each of the tuneable sources. In these cases, the pixel inten-
sity is monitored while the source is swept across the resonance to give the transmittance
spectrum. For the bandpass filter (blue line), even with a small step size of 0.25 nm, the
measured resonance is rounded-off due to the bandpass filter being broader. Exploiting
the narrower linewidth of the blazed grating (blue line) allows the resonance to be resolved
more finely.
The control of the rotation stage, camera and spectrometer is achieved through LabView
programs. For the case of the rotation stage, which is used for wavelength tuning, the
programs include a calibration step to ensure accurate tuning.
3.3.3 Microfluidics
A crucial part of most biosensors, especially lab-on-a-chip devices, is the design and con-
struction of microfluidics to deliver an analyte to the sensor [90, 91, 92]. The following
sections show details of two microfluidic devices used in this work.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Output spectra and (b) measurement of a narrow resonance (a GMR) using
the different tuneable sources.
3.3.3.1 Flow channel
As discussed in section 3.3.1, the flow channel design depends on whether the measurement
is being done in transmission or reflection. Figure 3.10 shows a table with details of two
different designs I have developed to accommodate this, and a photograph of a finished
sensor with flow channel design 1. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) [PDMS], a cornerstone material
for microfluidic devices [93, 94], is used as the material for the flow channels, and is shown
in green in the scematics. Prepared at a ratio of 10:1 (base:hardener), it gives a flexible
yet robust elastomer after curing at 60 °C for two hours. There are a various ways to bond
PDMS to a substrate or to itself [95, 96, 97], but here I rely on using uncured PDMS as an
adhesive between surfaces to be bonded [98]. Further heating for 30 minutes is enough to
cure this adhesion layer, and to strengthen the bond between PDMS and Si3N4 or glass, the
chip can be first cleaned with piranha solution. Typically, the grating chip is also bonded
to a glass cover slip or microscope slide using UV-curable optical adhesive (Norland).
3.3.4 Summary
In summary, the first half of this chapter presented details of the fabrication process em-
ployed for creating the gratings used in this work. First discussing material choices, the
structure design process was then demonstrated, using RCWA simulations and a particle
swarm optimisation algorithm. Once the desired grating parameters have been determined,
the grating is fabricated using electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching, with
each step of the process being discussed in detail. The second half of the chapter explored
the main experimental methods employed throughout the thesis. In particular, both re-
flectance and transmittance measurement setups were shown, with two different approaches
to achieve tuneable monochromatic illumination: a rotating bandpass filter, and a blazed
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Figure 3.10: Table with comparisons between the two different flow channel designs, and a
photograph showing the finished channel (design number 1).
grating monochromator. Lastly, details of the microfluidic flow channels used in the sensing
experiments have been demonstrated.

Chapter 4
Sensing
4.1 Introduction
The operating principle of a resonant grating, when used as a sensing tool, is its response
to changes in refractive index. This chapter focuses on investigating the performance of
the Si3N4 grating presented in the previous two chapters to such changes by studying the
sensitivity and limit of detection. Following this, the chapter presents a discussion on sen-
sor functionalisation, which is a crucial step in making the sensor specific to a particular
target molecule. A full demonstration of this is shown where the sensor is used to detect
the binding of the biomolecule IgG.
4.2 Resonance characterisation
The key to monitoring small refractive index changes at the sensor surface is the grating
resonance. The Si3N4 grating reported here in fact supports two different resonances, de-
pending on whether the incident light is TE or TM polarised. Throughout this thesis, I
refer to the ”TE mode” as the resonant mode excited with TE-polarised light (i.e. E paral-
lel to the grating grooves, or perpendicular to the grating vector G), and the ”TM mode”
being that excited with E perpendicular to the grating grooves. Figure 4.1(a) shows the
measured reflectance spectra for these two resonances, acquired using the reflection setup
that was shown in figure 3.6(b) of the previous chapter. Figure 4.1(b) shows a normalised
version of the TM resonance.
Included in these plots are Fano resonance curves that have been fitted to the data.
As discussed in chapter 2, a Fano lineshape is chosen because the physical origin of the
resonance is an interference between the thin-film response of the grating layer and the
Bragg resonance of the guided-modes. Here, the thin-film response can be thought of as
a slowly-varying background process, such that the overall response has a typical Fano
57
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Figure 4.1: (a) Reflectance response measured from a resonant Si3N4 grating. TE (blue) and
TM (red) resonances are shown; (b) Normalised version of the TM spectra to indicate FWHM,
or linewidth. Black lines are Fano curves fitted to the data as described in the text.
lineshape [54]. However, for the gratings shown here, the Bragg resonance dominates, such
that the Fano shape tends towards a Lorentzian shape. This is particularly true for the
narrow (TM) resonance, although the characteristic Fano dip is seen more clearly for the
TE resonance, suggesting that the thin-film background response should not be ignored.
The equation used for the Fano fitting is of the form:
R(λ) =
a(bc+ λ− λR)2
c2 + (λ− λR)2 + d (4.1)
The parameters in this equation are as follows: a is a scaling factor, b is the ”Fano” pa-
rameter, c is related to the resonance linewidth, and d is a vertical shift parameter, required
because the background of the measured curves is not zero. This equation is used in the
built-in curve-fitting toolbox in MatLab, where a non-linear least-squares method is ap-
plied. By fitting a curve to the measured data, the resonance wavelength can be extracted
much more accurately than if the raw spectrometer data is used. The quoted resolution of
the spectrometer is 0.6 nm for a wavelength of 633 nm, and it is a reasonable assumption
that this scales to ∼0.8 nm for a wavelength of 840 nm. Moreover, the detector pixel reso-
lution in the wavelength range of 800 - 899 nm has been measured to be 0.1695 nm/pixel.
Of course, this value does not equate to a spectral resolution, which is also determined by
the optics of the spectrometer, the entrance slit size, etc. For example, a monochromatic
signal of bandwidth less than 0.1695 nm will almost certainly illuminate more than one
pixel on the detector array. In addition to allowing more accurate spectral readout, the
curve fitting also reduces the effect of random measurement noise in the raw signal.
To further study the properties of these two resonances, the grating was modelled using
finite element analysis in COMSOL. Figure 4.2 shows the amplitude of the electric field
at the resonance wavelength for the TE and TM modes. As expected, the modes take on
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quite different spatial profiles, and it is evident that the TM resonance has a higher field
strength by a factor of 3. This is consistent with the higher Q-factor of this resonance.
Visually, the electric field looks to concentrate around the edges of the Si3N4 ridge for the
TM mode, while the TE mode has more rounded lobes concentrating either in the centre
of the ridge or in the grating grooves.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated electric field amplitude, for the TE (a) and TM (b) resonances.
The table below summarises some of the characteristics of the two resonances (errors are
obtained using the 95% confidence intervals of the fitting):
Mode λR (nm) FWHM (nm) Q fit R
2 Emax (sim.) (V/m)
TE 836.7 ± 0.1 8.6 ± 0.1 97.7 0.998 2.3x105
TM 840.0 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.1 496.2 0.940 6.9x105
4.3 Sensitivity measurements
A fundamental property of any sensing system is its sensitivity. For the family of sensors
that are based on an optical resonance, the sensitivity is often quoted in nm/RIU (RIU:
refractive index units). This is a measure of the size of resonance wavelength shift for a
unit change in refractive index. Other figures of merit are possible, depending on how the
resonance information is read-out. For example, if the resonance is interrogated by sweep-
ing the angle of incidence at a fixed wavelength, as for a surface plasmon resonance sensor,
a °/RIU sensitivity may be more appropriate [99]. Or if the relative intensity between
two different resonant modes is monitored, dB/RIU might be quoted [100]. To measure
the sensitivity here, the grating was exposed to glucose solutions of varying concentration
while the resonance wavelength is monitored by recording the reflectance spectra. These
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measurements were carried out using the reflection setup, with the flow channel connected
to a syringe pump to pull liquid through the channel. By pulling the analyte instead of
pushing, a negative pressure is exerted on the flow channel, thus minimising the chance
of the PDMS bonds rupturing and leaking. The sensitivity is measured for both the TE
and TM resonances in an effort to establish which performs better. Figure 4.3 shows the
resonance wavelength shift (∆λR) as the glucose solutions are introduced. The refractive
index of the solutions is obtained from [101], where a concentration of 25 % w/v (0.25
g/mL) yields a refractive index of 1.3629 and dilution with water then provides any refrac-
tive index down to 1.333.
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Figure 4.3: Resonance wavelength shift for the TE (a) and TM (b) resonances as different
concentrations of glucose are introduced to the flow channel. Each concentration is indicated
in % w/v.
From the resonance shifts plotted in figure 4.3, the sensitivity is measured by averaging
the signal along the plateu for each glucose concentration, and then finding the height of
each step. With ∆n known, the value of nm/RIU can be obtained for each step. The results
of this analysis are: 143 ± 3 nm/RIU for the TE resonance, while the TM resonance shows
a value of 137 ± 3 nm/RIU. The errors here are the standard deviation in the average
sensitivity for each step change.
In order to compare these measured values to those reported in the literature, please note
a selection of reported sensitivities in the table shown in figure 4.4 [37, 102, 103, 104, 44,
105, 102, 106, 107, 108, 6, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113]. As well as the details of several grating-
based devices, I include the sensitivies for some other resonant photonic devices as well,
namely: photonic crystal cavities and microring resonators. The sensitivity of my sensor
fits in well with values reported for other grating sensors. While slotted photonic crystal
cavities may offer significantly higher sensitivities, they are often limited to performing a
measurement that is not spatially-resolved, and cannot be used to generate a resonance
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map, unlike gratings. Still, there are examples where individual photonic crystal cavities
with distinct resonance wavelengths are arrayed on the same chip to provide some degree of
spatial resolution, on the scale of a few µm [114]. The biggest advantage of grating surfaces
compared to these other devices, however, is that in-plane fibre coupling is not required.
This substantially simplifies the optical setup needed for sensor operation.
Structure 
type Structure details
Bulk sensitivity 
(nm/RIU) Assay Reference
Resonant 
grating 
surfaces
My grating: Si3N4 on glass 134 - 143 Glucose solutions n/a
Low-index grating with TiO2 coating 102 Isopropyl alcohol [37]
Porous glass grating with TiO2 coating 140 Iospropyl alcohol [102,103]
Silicon oxynitride grating coupler 142 Isopropyl alcohol and 
NaCl solutions
[104]
Low-index grating with Ta2O5 coating 
and additional SiO2 “tie layer”
159 - 271 Polyelectrolyte layer 
deposition
[44]
SiO2 grating on silicon-on-insulator 
(SOI) waveguide
110 Simulations [105]
Low-index grating with TiO2 coating 117 - 394 Simulations [102]
Photonic 
crystal  
cavities
1D cavity in SOI 130 CaCl2 solutions [106]
Slotted cavity in 2D crystal in SOI 415 - 600 Various [107,108,6]
Microring 
resonators
Standard rings in SOI 70 - 141 Various [109,110]
Slotted rings in SOI and Si3N4 212 - 298 Various [111-113]
Figure 4.4: Table comparing the bulk sensitivites of various resonant grating sensors in
the literature, along with selected other photonic resonance sensors: microring resonators and
photonic crystal cavities.
4.4 Limit of detection
Having measured the sensitivity of the resonance to bulk refractive index changes, the next
and equally important figure of merit is the limit of detection (LOD). The LOD is de-
termined here by measuring the noise in λR at a constant refractive index. The smallest
observable shift is then deemed to be three times the standard deviation in λR: 3σ. During
the measurement, I opted to use phosphate-buffered-saline (PBS) as the analyte that the
sensor was exposed to. PBS is a very common buffer solution used throughout cell biology
and immunology assays, so it is appropriate to use it for measuring the LOD instead of
using a very pure analyte such as water; any deviations in optical density due to gradients
in salt concentrations in the buffer will contribute to the noise. The main salt present is
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sodium chloride (NaCl), at a concentration of 8 g/L, and additional salts are potassium
chloride (KCl), sodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4) and potassium dihydrogen phos-
phate (KH2PO4), all at much lower concentrations than the NaCl. Additionally, since the
assays I perform with my sensor are done with the analyte flowing through the flow channel,
the noise is also measured while the PBS is pumped through the flow channel at the usual
rate of approximately 20 µL/min. Although it is pumped at a constant rate, this fluid flow
over the sensor may also contribute to the experimental noise.
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Figure 4.5: Resonance wavelength (centred about the mean) versus time, measured during
the flow of PBS buffer solution.
Figure 4.5 shows a graph of resonance wavelength for PBS over a time period of 1 hour,
where λR has been centred using the mean value (841.11 nm). The dashed red lines indicate
± 1σ, and the dashed black lines indicate ±3σ, measured to be 33.8 pm. Multiplying this
by the sensitivity of 143 nm/RIU, measured previously, I find the LOD to be 2.36×10−4
RIU. A low-pass (smoothing) filter is applied to the data, using a window of 3.75 minutes.
This is acceptable since the rate of change of the real resonance signal is far slower than
the noise frequency (typically a shift due to molecular binding, for example, occurs over a
timeframe of several minutes). Therefore, the underlying signal is not changed apprecia-
bly by applying a low-pass filter on a minute-scale. There still remains a slowly-changing
deviation in the signal, as evident from the three obvious dips at 10, 20 and 40 minutes in
the graph of figure 4.5. The source of these deviations is unlikely to be due to mechanical
vibrations or random noise, due to the timescale being a few minutes. It is plausible that
the deviations are due to thermal fluctuations, or variations in the concentration of salts in
the PBS as mentioned before.
Despite the considerable number of examples of resonant grating biosensors presented in
the literature, relatively few report a LOD explicitly. Grego et al. [104] quote a refractive
index LOD of 10−5 RIU, where a grating is used as a coupler into a waveguide, with the
signal being observed as waveguide transmission. Still, Fan et al. [3] present an extensive
review of various label-free optical biosensors, including LOD values. Here, the bulk LOD
for different grating-based sensors varies from 10−3 and 10−5 RIU. Therefore, the LOD of
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my sensor is in good agreement to other similar sensors in the field.
4.5 Sensor functionalisation
So far, the ability of the grating to detect changes in refractive index has been demonstrated
by measuring the sensitivity and LOD with sugar solutions. However, for the sensor to have
real value in biomedical applications, it must be able to detect a small quantity of a specific
molecule, potentially from a mixture of hundreds of other biomolecules. To achieve such
specificity, many biosensors utilise antibodies that can be fixed to the sensing surface (im-
mobilised) in order to capture a target biomolecule. An antibody is a large protein molecule
consisting of four peptide chains arranged in a Y-shape. At the open end of the Y, known as
the ”Fab region” (fragment, antigen-binding), there exist sites that only bind to a specific
target molecule. The process of modifying a sensor to detect a specific antigen is known
as ”functionalisation”, and there are a plethora of protocols to choose from to accomplish
such antibody immobilisation. Moreover, functionalisation methods are not limited to anti-
bodies, but can also be achieved using aptamers, for example, or self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) [115]. A discussion of different approaches to functionalisation is beyond the scope
of this thesis, so I refer to [116, 117] for very comprehensive reviews of bio-functionalisation,
and also to [118] for a brief but helpful overview.
4.5.1 EDC-NHS protocol
The functionalisation method I chose for my work is the EDC-NHS protocol [119], although
glutaraldehyde and poly-lysine protocols were also tested, but these were abandoned after
showing inferior performance. Figure 4.6 shows a detailed step-by-step illustration of the
EDC-NHS protocol, to accompany the description in the following text.
After the introduction of hydroxyl groups (OH) via piranha cleaning, the sensor is
silanised by exposure to (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES). Silanisation takes place
overnight in a solution of 1:19 APTES:ethanol, resulting in primary amine groups (NH2)
being attached to the surface of the sensor (see figure 4.6(f)). Following this is the reaction
of the antibody with EDC (N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochlo-
ride). Here, the carbodiimide molecule (EDC) reacts with the carboxyl group - ideally
those at the base of the antibody molecule - to produce a urea ester. In principle, this
antibody compound can now immediately react with the free amine groups on the sensor
surface, but it is unstable in aqueous solution and rapidly hydrolyses before attaching to
the sensor surface [119]. Therefore, sulfo-NHS (N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide) is added to the
reaction mixture, which aids the formation of a more stable compound that is still amine
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reactive. Consequently, the antibody can form an amide bond with the silanised sensor
surface (figure 4.6(g)). It is desirable to have a large proportion of antibodies bound in the
correct orientation for accepting the antigen, however, there may also be carboxyl groups
at other sites on the antibody molecule that can bind to the sensor, making the orientation
random and reducing the efficiency of the functionalisation. Step (d) in figure 4.6 shows
the blocking stage of the assay. After antibody attachment, blocking is a crucial step in
order to occupy any free (non-specific) binding sites on the surface. This is often done
using bovine serum albumin (BSA), a serum protein that readily binds to any available
sites, such as amine groups that have not been occupied by an antibody, for example.
I believe that there is considerable room for improvement concerning the protocol de-
scribed above. There is some evidence, for example, that using EDC without the NHS
may yield a better antibody immobilisation efficiency [120]. Optimising the pH and type
of buffer solutions used in the reaction mixture at specific stages could also potentially
improve the overall immobilisation efficiency [119]. An insightful experiment to determine
the quality and coverage of the amine groups after the silanisation stage might follow that
presented by Chen et al. [121]. Using an amine-reactive fluorescent marker that is allowed
to bind to the available amine groups on the sensor, the amine coverage may be quantified
via the fluorescence intensity. This experiment could be enhanced by tuning the resonance
wavelength of the grating to match the excitation wavelength of the fluorophore, thereby
boosting the fluorophore excitation in a similar way to that seen in [42]. Using this mea-
surement as a figure of merit, different process conditions [122] for the silanisation step
could be compared in an effort to optimise amine coverage, thereby increasing the number
of available binding sites for the antibody.
4.6 Demonstration of binding of IgG
The final section of this chapter on sensing highlights the ability of the resonant grating
to detect the binding of a biomolecule. The target molecule chosen is immunoglobulin G
(IgG). IgG is also an antibody molecule, and is highly abundant in human blood, making
up some 10-20% of all proteins contained in blood plasma [123]. IgG plays a crucial role in
the immune system by binding to foreign pathogens to trigger various immune responses
such as phagocytosis, whereby the IgG-labelled pathogen is recognised and engulfed by a
macrophage (a white blood cell). Defficiencies of specific classes of IgG in humans can be
linked to reccurring respiratory tract infections [124], and increased susceptibility to bac-
terial infections [125], although the principal reason for using it here is that it provides an
excellent testbed for measuring biosensor performance.
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Drawing on the same experimental approach used for the sensitivity measurements at
the beginning of this chapter, the resonance wavelength here is measured directly from the
grating over an area of approximately 0.19 mm2 (1.9×105 µm2). The assay reagents are in-
troduced to the sensor via a flow channel connected to a syringe pump. After acquiring the
spectra, a Fano curve is fitted to the data and the precise resonance wavelength extracted
from this fit. Plotting the resonance wavelength shift versus time gives the graph shown in
figure 4.7. The various stages involved in the binding assay are indicated, and proceed as
follows. First, a baseline measurement is made with the sensor exposed to PBS at a pH of
5.4. This is diluted 1:4 using PBS:H2O because this is the same ratio as used for the EDC
reaction next. The EDC and NHS are dissolved in PBS at pH 5.4 to concentrations of 8
mg/mL and 10 mg/mL, respectively. The antibody is then dissolved in water and added
to the EDC-NHS mixture to yield a concentration of 50 µg/mL. The reaction is left for 20
minutes before being introduced to the sensor. A very clear binding curve is seen as the
anti-IgG is immobilised on the sensor, saturating after ∼100 minutes. After the anti-IgG
immobilisation, the buffer is switched to PBS at pH 7.4. This causes an abrupt shift due
to the refractive index mismatch between the anti-IgG solution (largely water) and PBS.
There is also an indication of a reduction in resonance wavelength during the PBS stage,
possibly due to poorly-bound antibodies being released. The next stage involves blocking
the non-specific binding sites using BSA, as described in the previous section. A clear
resonance shift occurs during the binding of BSA, however, this is seen to return to the
original post-antibody level after PBS is flushed through, possibly suggesting that there
are not many free sites, or that the BSA does not bind strongly. Next, PBS is flowed for
around 1 hour to establish a baseline before introducing the antigen solutions. The antigen
of anti-IgG is IgG, and it is dissolved in PBS to concentrations of 50 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL
and 500 ng/mL. The inset of figure 4.7 shows that all three concentrations cause a reso-
nance wavelength shift. Because antigen binding is not permanent, there is always some
amount of detachment from the sensor; antigen binding occurs in a dynamic equilibrium.
Consequently, the different concentrations of IgG exhibit different binding curves. At low
IgG concentration (500 ng/mL), there is no apparent saturation since it takes a long time
to reach a dynamic equilibrium whereby the antigen binding rate equals the release rate.
When the concentration is increased (5 µg/mL), there is clear evidence of saturation after
approximately 20 minutes. Further increasing the concentration (50 µg/mL) incurs an even
quicker saturation, taking around 5 minutes. The final stage in the assay is to verify that
binding has been successful, and these shifts are not simply caused by IgG accumulating
on the sensor without binding. To this end, PBS is again introduced, and since there is no
visible negative shift, it is confirmed that IgG binding has been successful.
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Figure 4.7: IgG binding assay. Plot shows resonance wavelength shift (nm) versus time
elapsed, with the inset zoomed-in on the region of IgG binding. Each stage of the assay is
indicated with a vertical black line and is described in detail in the text. The curve here has
been smoothed using a window of 3.75 minutes.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, I have demonstrated the sensing capabilities of the resonant grating, in
particular in response to refractive index changes and biomolecular binding. Beginning by
exploring some of the spectral characteristics of the two resonant modes supported by the
Si3N4 grating, the resonance response to glucose solutions of different refractive indices is
shown. The resonances both exhibit a bulk sensitivity of approximately 140 nm/RIU, in
good agreement to other grating-based sensors found in the literature. Using this sensitiv-
ity, and by measuring the noise in resonance wavelength for a constant refractive index, the
limit of detection is found to be 2.36×10−4 nm/RIU, again competitive with similar sensors
in the field. After establishing the sensor performance with these control experiments, I fo-
cused on sensor functionalisation, describing in depth the NHS-EDC protocol for antibody
immobilisation in order to detect a biomolecule. This was then tested with an IgG binding
assay, where concentrations down to 500 ng/mL are confirmed to be within the detection
range of my sensor.

Chapter 5
Imaging
The results on spatial resolution and its dependence on refractive index contrast presented
in this chapter have been published in: G. J. Triggs, M. Fischer, D. Stellinga, M. G. Scul-
lion, G. J. O. Evans, and T. F. Krauss, “Spatial Resolution and Refractive Index Contrast
of Resonant Photonic Crystal Surfaces for Biosensing,” IEEE Photonics J., vol. 7, no. 3,
pp. 1–10, 2015. © IEEE 2015.
5.1 Introduction
In section 3.3, I introduced three different types of measurement that can be carried out
using a resonant grating biosensor. This chapter focuses on the capabilities of using the
grating as an imaging tool. While many other photonic biosensors, such as microring res-
onators, also employ a resonance that is sensitive to the external refractive index, they are
used to perform a bulk measurement that lacks any spatial information. This was also the
case for the results shown in the previous chapter, where the resonance shift was measured
from the whole grating, resulting in a ”bulk” refractive index measurement. However, since
the grating resonance is excited with out-of-plane light, the resonance information may also
be accessed by imaging the surface at different wavelengths. The result is the same highly-
sensitive measurement of differences in refractive index, but it is now spatially-resolved and
can thus be used as a contrast mechanism to produce an image, or a refractive index map.
This resonance map can show, for example, cells living and growing on the sensor surface,
or it can give a map of specific molecular binding at different sites on the surface. Such a
spatially-resolved measurement of surface binding, without the use of fluorescent labels, is
extremely valuable in biological research.
The resonance imaging concept is re-iterated in figure 5.1. Cells are used for illustration
here, but any object that has a refractive index contrast with the surrounding medium may
be imaged in this way. By acquiring a series of brightfield images at different illumination
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wavelengths (using either of the setups shown in figure 3.6, for example), a hyperspectral
image stack is obtained (fig. 5.1(b)). Typically, for the maps shown in this thesis, the
wavelength is tuned in 0.2 nm steps across a range of 20 nm. Then, the spectral response
for each pixel in the field of view can be read out, revealing the resonance wavelength for
that pixel (figure 5.1(c)). These values are then used to create a resonance map, where
the colour scale indicates λR, and thus highlights any refractive index variation across the
surface (figure 5.1(d)).
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Figure 5.1: Measurement of a resonance map. (a) the grating with, for example, cells cultured
on the surface; (b) brightfield images of the grating are collected as incident wavelength is swept
from λ1 to λN to produce a hyperspectral stack; (c) for each pixel in the field of view, the
spectrum may be extracted by plotting pixel intensity vs position in the stack (i.e. wavelength);
(d) by finding the wavelength where the pixel intensity is highest, for each pixel, the resonance
map is obtained, where the colour bar indicates resonance wavelength.
Figure 5.2 shows two examples of resonance maps from gratings, measured using the
setup shown in figure 3.6(b) of chapter 3. In (a), there are three gratings, each having a
different period and therefore a different resonance wavelength. Meanwhile, (b) shows an
example of a resonant grating that has a smoothly-changing period. This novel ”chirped”
grating design will be expanded upon in chapter 7. The resonance maps shown here ex-
emplify the ability to delicately tune the grating resonance wavelength with electron beam
lithography. The dislocations visible on the grating in (a) are caused by a slight error in
writefield alignment during the e-beam exposure. Our system was particularly prone to
these stitching errors at the time these images were acquired, and the issue has since been
resolved. Nevertheless, they aptly demonstrate the high degree of sensitivity to tiny pur-
turbations in the grating, as is the case when utilising them for biosensing. In particular,
the horizontal dislocation has been measured with SEM to be just 180 nm - far below the
optical diffraction limit, yet it clearly stands out in this low-magnification resonance map.
Before I move on to biological results to demonstrate the full potential of the resonant
grating as a imaging tool, I first look at two important characteristics of the sensor in
terms of its imaging capability. Firstly, the penetration depth, or sensing depth, is mea-
sured: How close to the grating does a cell need to be before it is detected? Secondly, the
spatial resolution is measured using a novel technique that facilitates a study into how the
resolution depends on refractive index contrast. Since these two topics are comprehensive,
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Figure 5.2: Resonance maps of gratings with (a) a fixed resonance wavelength, and (b)
a spatially-varied resonance wavelength. In (a), the central grating has λres ≈848 nm, while
those on the left and right have λres ≈836 nm and λres ≈828 nm, respectively. The dislocations
are writefield stitching errors, with the horizontal one measured at just 180 nm. The slight
gradient across each writefield is caused by very small fabrication variation. The grating in (b)
is composed of individual strips, each having a different period.
they make up the rest of this chapter, and I devote the following chapter (chapter 5) to
biological measurements that combine the sensing and imaging aspects of the sensor.
5.2 Penetration depth
In a similar fashion to other photonic biosensors that employ a resonance, the resonant
mode supported by the gratings in my work has a strong field overlap, or ”evanescent tail”,
that extends outside the grating layer and into the sensing region. It is this mode overlap
that links a change in optical density in the vicinity of the grating to a measurable change
in the resonance wavelength. The penetration depth of the evanescent field defines the
maximum detection distance of the sensor and is typically a few hundreds of nm [126] for
optical sensors. For a resonant grating biosensor or a photonic crystal, the field within the
grooves or holes also plays an important role in detecting changes in refractive index, in
addition to the evanescent field which extends away from the grating. Currently, there is
very limited study on the penetration depth of resonant grating biosensors in the literature.
The best example is by Cunningham et al. [44], where polyelectrolyte layers of known
thickness are deposited sequentially on top of a resonant grating to probe the sensitivity as
a function of distance from the grating. By changing the grating structure to tune where
the resonant field is concentrated, the surface sensitivity may also be enhanced. However,
the main focus is the enhancement of surface sensitivity. It is reasonable to assume that
different grating structures and resonant modes provide different penetration depths, so it
is important to characterise this quantity for any particular sensor. Measuring penetration
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depth is a challenging measurement to perform, requiring, for example, the deposition of
layers of well-known thickness and refractive index - properties that are difficult to ascertain
accurately if they are both unknown. Nevertheless, below I demonstrate a simple alternative
experiment to directly measure the sensing depth of my resonant grating.
5.2.1 Measurement idea
A convex glass lens is placed directly on top of the resonant grating (figure 5.3(a)), and
the resonance map is obtained (figure 5.3(b)). At the centre of the lens, the glass is in
direct contact with the grating, causing the largest shift in resonance wavelength (∼18 nm
for this case). When moving radially away from the centre, the separation between the
lens and the grating becomes greater and so the resonance wavelength decreases until the
lens is no longer detected. At this point, it is too far from the sensor surface to influence
the resonant mode, and the resonance wavelength has returned to the background value.
The surrounding liquid here is water, and the lenses are spherical N-BK7 glass lenses of
refractive index n = 1.51. (Thorlabs LSB04).
845 nm
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0
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Figure 5.3: (a) Representation of a lens on top of the grating (not to scale); (b) Resonance
map of a lens. Scale bar = 250 µm. The black arrow indicates the radial distance (r) away
from the centre of the lens; (c) Geometry used in the calculations described in the text. Pink
indicates the evanescent field, which extends vertically to d.
Purely geometrically (figure 5.3(c)), the radius of the spot in the resonance map (Rspot)
is related to both the radius of curvature of the lens (Clens), and the sensing depth (d) via
equation 5.1. Since the curvature of the lens is known to a high degree of accuracy, the
sensing depth can be calculated from measurements of Rspot using the rearranged equation
5.2. By repeating the measurement with lenses of different curvature radii (focal lengths),
the estimation of d becomes more accurate.
Rspot(d,Clens) =
√
2.d.Clens − d2 (5.1)
d(Rspot, Clens) = Clens −
√
C2lens −R2spot (5.2)
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5.2.2 Results
After collecting resonance maps for various lens curvatures, the radial profiles of pixel grey
value are obtained using ImageJ. Two such profiles from different lenses are shown in figure
5.4(a), where each profile is averaged through 360° about the centre of the resonance map.
Rspot is obtained from these profiles as the point at which the pixel grey value drops to
within 10% of the background level (dashed line in figure 5.4(a)). A graph can then be
plotted showing lens curvature Clens vs. measured spot size Rspot (figure 5.4(b)). Fitting
the curve of equation 5.1 to this data gives a graphical estimation of the sensing depth to
be d = 183nm±14nm (R2 = 0.97), as shown by the red line in figure 5.4(b). Alternatively,
solving equation 5.2 for each lens-spot combination gives an average depth of 186nm and
a standard deviation of 29nm.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Radial profiles from the resonance images of two different lenses vs. distance
from the centre of the lens. Dashed line shows 10%; (b) Lens curvature radius (Clens) vs.
resonance spot size (Rspot). The green and blue lines represent the theoretical spot sizes for
specific sensing depths using eqn. 5.1, while the red line is the best fit to the data.
The (broader) TE resonant mode was used in the above measurements, but repeating
the measurement for the (narrower) TM resonance that this grating also supports yields
a slightly longer sensing depth of d = 220nm ± 13nm (goodness-of-fit: R2 = 0.98). This
difference can be related to differences in the evanescent electric fields that penetrate out of
the grating layer. As discussed in chapter 2, to support a guided-mode resonance, the grat-
ing layer must have a higher overall refractive index than the surrounding media, enabling
it to operate as a waveguiding layer. Like a conventional waveguide, the effective refractive
index of the mode is an indication of its penetration into the surrounding regions. Here, the
refractive index of the grating is approximated using the effective index expressions shown
in equations 2.10 in chapter 2, for the TE and TM resonances respectively. By inserting
values that correspond to the grating used here into these expressions, I find neff,TE =
1.855, while neff,TM = 1.746. The values used are FF = 0.75, nH = 2.00, nL = 1.333,
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corresponding to the Si3N4 grating with water filling the grooves. The fact that the TM
mode has a lower neff indicates that it has a larger overlap with the medium surround-
ing the grating layer, as is indeed the case experimentally. This can be seen analytically,
by expressing the electric field in the medium surrounding a conventional waveguide as a
decaying exponential:
E(z) = E0e
−pz, where p = k0
√
n2eff − n2sur, (5.3)
where z is the distance away from the waveguide. The decay constant p is a function of
neff , and the decay length can be obtained from 1/p. In this formulation, the decay length
of the TE mode is 104 nm while for the TM mode it is 119 nm. The ratio between these
two values (0.87) is in good agreement with the ratio from my experimental results (0.83),
especially when the experimental uncertainties are taken into account. The reason that
the analytical value of penetration depth is lower than my measured value is due to the
fact that I chose the point at which the resonance wavelength drops to 10%, and not the
value of 1/e, i.e. 37%, as is the case in the analytical treatment. Repeating the calculation
for 10% (ln(10)/p instead of ln(e)/p) yields values of 239 nm and 273 nm for TE and TM,
respectively. These values are higher than the measured values (as might be expected for a
”perfect” analytical system), and below I discuss potential limitations of the measurement
before introducing a simulation in an effort to back up my results.
Although the measurements are in agreement with what is predicted from the geometrical
model (they follow equation 5.1 closely), it is important to discuss potential limitations.
Perhaps the most obvious is the assumption that the lens is sitting directly on top of the
surface and that there is no water gap. A second query is: how will the sensing depth be
affected by different refractive indices in the region above the grating? The lenses used
here have a relatively high index of 1.51 ([127, 128]) compared to most biological material,
so how do the results compare when a more relevant index of, say, 1.38 is used? According
to the analytical expression for field decay shown in equation 5.3, decreasing nsur causes
p to increase, resulting in a shorter penetration length. Therefore, it is sensible to assume
that the values measured here using the glass lenses represent an upper limit to penetration
depth in the context of biosensing where the refractive indices are unlikely to exceed n =
1.51. To further study these points, I have implemented RCWA simulations to model the
resonance shift in the presence of the glass lens, which is shown next.
5.2.3 RCWA model of sensing depth
Firstly, I simulate the grating being surrounded by water to establish the background reso-
nance wavelength before introducing a flat block of material with a refractive index of 1.51
to mimic the lenses used in the experiments. Here, the geometry of the lens is unimportant
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and I focus solely on the resonance wavelength shift caused by the presence of the glass
block. The block is gradually moved towards the grating, and the resulting resonance shift
is shown in figure 5.5(a) versus the grating-block separation distance (tsep). This is done for
both the TE and TM resonances: blue and red curves, respectively. This data reveals that
the TE mode is influenced more within the grooves of the grating (tsep < 150nm) while the
TM mode is affected more in the region immediately above the grating (tsep > 150nm).
The slopes of these curves can be thought of as the sensitivity as a function of distance
from the grating. This is also evident from the electric field profiles shown in figure 4.2
(chapter 4). These effects compensate for each other somewhat, so the magnitude of the
resonance shift at tsep = 0nm is very similar for both modes. This is in agreement with the
fact that both resonances exhibit roughly the same overall sensitivity (as shown in figure
4.3 (chapter 4). Moreover, there is an obvious indication of a slightly longer penetration
depth for the TM mode, in agreement with the measured values of d shown in the previous
section (dTE = 183nm, dTM = 220nm), and with the analytical calculation on penetration
length shown above.
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Figure 5.5: (a) RCWA simulation showing λres changing as a block of N-BK7 glass is brought
into contact with the resonant grating. (b) Measured λres from resonance image profiles for
different lens focal lengths (curvatures), showing TE and TM resonances.
In the experiment, the lens cannot move any closer than tsep = 150nm so ∆λres at the
centre of the lens (assuming no water separation layer) should be approximately 24nm and
35nm for the TE and TM modes respectively (intercepts with the dashed line in figure
5.5(a)). Figure 5.5(b) shows the measured radial profiles from resonance images of lenses
with different curvatures for both TE and TM resonances. These results agree well with the
values obtained in the RCWA model, and provide evidence that there is no water gap, or
it is negligible. A water layer would noticeably reduce the resonance wavelength measured
at the centre of the lens (i.e. at r = 0), resulting in a large difference between measurement
and simulation. When doing the experiments, the lens was gently pressed into contact with
the grating to help eliminate any water layer between the lens and the grating. I also used
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this model to look at the effect of reducing the refractive index of the block from glass (1.51)
to a more biologically-relevant value of 1.38. By taking the penetration depth to be the
value of tsep where ∆λres has fallen to within 10% of the background level, I find a reduc-
tion in penetration of 17% for nblock = 1.38 compared to nblock = 1.51. This is consistent
with the evanescent mode having a longer decay length, and therefore a longer penetration
depth, into a material of higher refractive index, since the mode is less well-confined to the
high-index grating layer.
5.3 Spatial resolution in X and Y directions
Just like for any other imaging technique, a fundamental measure of the imaging capability
of a resonant grating biosensor is its spatial resolution. Although the spatial resolution is
limited by the resolution of the optical system (ultimately down to the diffraction limit of
d = 0.61λ/NA), the actual resolution of the resonance maps is larger than this limit, and
an understanding of what governs the resolution is not trivial. An excellent study on the
spatial resolution of a resonant grating surface is presented only by Block et al. [47], where
a resolution test pattern was etched into the grating in order to provide the resonance shift
needed to create contrast in the resonance map. The authors report an asymmetric spatial
resolution, as expected due to the asymmetry of the grating in the X and Y directions.
While this is an elegant way to create the contrast in the resonance image, it is not faithful
to what happens when the sensor is used to measure real biological samples where refractive
index differences alone provide the imaging contrast.
In light of this, I have developed a new method for measuring spatial resolution, again
using a test pattern but here it is fabricated in electron-beam resist on top of the resonant
grating. Not only is this approach more consistent with real biosensor operation, where
resonance shifts are caused by refractive index contrast, it also allows me to investigate the
relationship between spatial resolution and refractive index contrast ; something not seen
in the literature before.
The next sections on spatial resolution are broken down in the following way: Firstly,
I present details on the fabrication of the resolution test patterns, before using these to
measure the spatial resolution in the X and Y directions. This is followed by a discussion
then the development of a theoretical model to describe the experimental findings. This
model is then tested experimentally using a 2-dimensionally patterned grating - a study
that is also not found in the literature. After this, section 5.4 deals with the dependence of
the spatial resolution on refractive index contrast, first by presenting experimental results
and then by supplementing these with modelling.
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5.3.1 Fabricating the resolution test patterns
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Figure 5.6: Fabrication of resolution test pattern on top of a resonant grating. Step 1: The
Si3N4 grating is cleaned using piranha solution. Step 2: FOx-15 resist is spin-coated on top
of the grating. Step 3: an Aluminium charge dissipation layer is thermally evaporated on top
of the resist. Step 4: Electron-beam exposure to cross-link the resist polymer and render it
insoluble. Step 5: Development to remove the unexposed resist regions.
The resolution test pattern follows a similar design to the commonly-used USAF test
pattern. Fabrication of the pattern follows the same process shown in chapter 3, but be-
ginning with the resonant grating as the substrate, instead of unpatterned Si3N4, and not
proceeding beyond the development stage. The process is reiterated in figure 5.6, where
the end product is a resonant grating, on top of which are the exposed resist regions that
make up the resolution test pattern. The resist used for the test pattern is ”flowable oxide”
FOx-15 (Dow Corning), also known as HSQ (hydrogen silsesquioxane) in the electron-beam
lithography community. The main solvent in the resist is methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK),
and this may be added to reduce the viscosity to produce films of different thicknesses.
The primary reason for using FOx here is the low refractive index (between 1.35 and 1.5),
compared to other common resists such as SU-8 or PMMA (MicroChem). This is bene-
ficial during the refractive index contrast measurements, which are discussed in the next
section. I spin-coat FOx (diluted with MIBK at a ratio of 1:2), on top of the grating at a
speed of 6000 RPM to achieve a film thickness of approximately 100 nm (measured using
atomic force microscopy). The electron dose used is 600µC/cm2, which is relatively high
in comparison to other resists. However, since FOx is a negative tone electron-beam resist,
only the pattern itself needs to be exposed. So, despite the high electron dose needed, the
patterning time is very fast. Development of FOx is with solvent MF-319, which dissolves
the un-exposed areas, followed by a rinse in isopropanol and drying with nitrogen.
This fabrication process is followed to produce a resolution test pattern on top of the
resonant grating, where the pattern is arranged in three different formats, as illustrated
in figure 5.7. Throughout the remainder of this chapter, I refer to the ”X-direction” as
being perpendicular to the grating ridges, i.e. in line with the grating vector (G), as indi-
cated in figure 5.7(a), while the ”Y-direction” is parallel to the grating ridges. G is also
included in other figures throughout this chapter to indicate the orientation of the grating
in relation to the resolution patterns. Figure 5.7(a) shows a large block of resist, which
enables qualitative measurements of the change in resonance wavelength across the edge
of the block in the X and Y directions. Meanwhile, to obtain a quantitative measurement
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Figure 5.7: Illustrations of the arrangement of resolution test patterns, fabricated in resist on
top of the resonant grating. (a) A large square block for measuring the difference in resonance
wavelength across the edges in the X and Y directions; (b) A ruler pattern, aligned to measure
the spatial resolution in the X direction and (c) the Y direction, as indicated by the dashed
yellow arrows.
of the spatial resolution, I employ a ”ruler” structure as shown in figures 5.7(b,c). These
patterns consist of multiple groups of four rectangular bars of a specific width and spacing
(only two such groups are shown in the illustration), where the bar width and inter-bar
spacing used for each group is varied along the resonant grating. By aligning the bars in
two different orientations with respect to G, the spatial resolution along X (5.7(b)) and Y
(5.7(c)) can be measured.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: (a) SEM image of a group of four blocks of the FOx resist pattern, fabricated on
top of the resonant Si3N4 grating. This orientation is used to measure spatial resolution in the
Y direction, perpendicular to G; (b) Zoomed-in view.
Figure 5.8(a,b) shows SEM images of one group of four bars from the ruler resolution
test pattern, fabricated on top of the resonant grating. The SEM images clearly indicate
that the patterns are well-defined and that there is no residual resist between the bars
- something that would significantly affect the spatial resolution measurements. There is
also evidence that the grating pattern is transferred somewhat into the resist, meaning that
the top of the resist blocks are not flat. Indeed, the planarisation of layers deposited on
top of patterned substrates is a significant challenge in nanofabrication [83]. In order to
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investigate this in more detail, and to measure the thickness of the resolution test patterns,
atomic-force microscopy (AFM) measurements were performed, with results shown in fig-
ure 5.9. The thickness of the FOx patterns is measured to be ∼ 100 nm, and the deviation
on the top surface due to the influence of the underlying grating is ∼ ±10 nm. I note that
the AFM scan speed used here prevents the full depth of the Si3N4 grating grooves from
being resolved, so they appear only as a small corrugation.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Colour map from the AFM scan over four bars of FOx resist on top of the
resonant Si3N4 grating; (b) 3D version of the AFM scan; (c) Height profile along the blue
line indicated in (a). AFM scans obtained with help from Jose´ Juan Cola´s, Department of
Electronics, University of York.
5.3.2 Influence of resist on resonance wavelength
To determine how the FOx resist layer affects the resonance wavelength, I first analyse the
resonance map of a simple block of resist as shown in figure 5.7(a). The higher index of
the resist gives rise to a localised shift in the resonance wavelength. Figure 5.10(a) shows
this shift spectrally, where the averaged reflectance spectra are extracted from the regions
indicated on the resonance map shown in figure 5.10(b). A 3-dimensional view of the res-
onance map is shown in 5.10(c). The resist causes a shift in λR of approximately 10 nm
from the non-covered grating region.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Average reflectance spectra taken from the regions indicated on the resonance
map in b; (b) Resonance map of a block of resist situated on the resonant surface. Scale bar
= 10 µm, colour bar indicates resonance wavelength in nm; (c) The same map shown in three
dimensions as a surface. Here, water is the surrounding medium.
5.3.3 Results: spatial resolution in X and Y directions
To investigate the spatial resolution along X and Y, I now turn to resonance maps of the
”ruler” resist patterns, like those in figure 5.7(b,c). Figure 5.11(a) shows a resonance map
of a portion of the resist pattern, with bar groups oriented in both the X and Y directions.
Here, water is used as the liquid surrounding the resist bars, and all images are obtained
using a 20x objective lens with NA = 0.46. Qualitatively, there is a clear difference in
spatial resolution along X and Y, with the resolution being better in Y, i.e. perpendicular
to G. This agrees with the results reported by Block et. al. [47], where the resolution
pattern was etched into the grating. The root of this asymmetrical resolution is discussed
next, but first, quantitative measurements of the spatial resolution limit are done using the
resonance maps of the ruler pattern.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Resonance map of selected groups of bars from the resolution test pattern.
Colour bar indicates the resonance wavelength in nm; (b); illustration of the orientation of the
resist bars with respect to the grating (not to scale). Width and spacing of the bars decreases
in the Y direction, as specified at the right.
Measured profiles from the resonance maps, through the groups of resist bars oriented
along the X and Y directions, are shown in figures 5.12(a) and 5.12(b), respectively. I
define the resolution limit to be the point at which the difference in resonance wavelength
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Figure 5.12: Profiles measured from the resonance images of the ruler resist pattern, with
groups of bars orientated perpendicular to (a), and parallel to (b) the grating vector (G).
Images on the right indicate the orientation of the patterns and grating (not to scale) with
respect to the measurement direction. The pink shaded regions indicate the point at which the
individual bars can no longer be distinguished. [© IEEE 2015]
between the individual blocks drops below 1/e of the ”bulk” difference between each group
of four blocks. This resolution limit is indicated by the pink shaded areas on the graphs.
Using this definition, I measure a resolution limit of 2 µm ± 0.5 µm for the profile in figure
5.12(a) (perpendicular to G), while it is 6 µm ± 0.5 µm in figure 5.12(b) (parallel to G).
The errors here are taken to be ± the smallest change in bar width/spacing.
5.3.4 Discussion on spatial resolution
So far, I have experimentally demonstrated that the spatial resolution of the resonant
grating sensor is higher along Y (perpendicular to G) than it is along X. Ultimately, the
resolution depends on the propagation length of the resonant mode in the grating layer,
and it is fundamentally limited by the usual diffraction limit (0.61λ/NA). The effect of the
grating (as is discussed below) means that the resolution measured here is always above
this diffraction limit. Since the grating used here is periodic only in one direction (X),
incident light is not coupled into a guided mode propagating in the Y direction. Instead, it
is coupled into a guided mode that oscillates resonantly in the X direction. This idea can
be better understood by considering the k-vectors involved, as shown in figure 5.13(a). The
incident light, which only has a kz component, receives a kx component from the grating
vector via diffraction, since G is aligned solely along X. Thus, the propagation is directed
along the X direction but not along Y. This lateral propagation in X effectively blurs out
the resonance information in the X direction, reducing the spatial resolution. This is an
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interesting and perhaps counter-intuitive result; The spatial resolution is higher in the Y
direction, even though lateral propagation in the X direction is required for the resonance
to occur in the first place [129]. In order to check the validity of this model, the spatial
resolution of a 2D periodic grating is measured and discussed next.
(a) (b)
k = kzk = kz
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G
k±x k±xk±y
z
y x
Figure 5.13: Illustration of incident light coupling into a guided-mode resonance for a 1D
grating (a) and a 2D grating (b). [© IEEE 2015]
It should be mentioned here that the in-plane propagation length (and thus spatial res-
olution) is also related to the spectral linewidth of the resonance. In the case of a narrow
linewidth, the mode has a long propagation length in the grating and experiences reflec-
tions from more grating interfaces. This is analogous to increasing the number of layers
in a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) to provide sharper reflectance band edges. Con-
sequently, using a spectrally-narrow resonance for imaging is detrimental to the spatial
resolution, as demonstrated in [47]. Unfortunately, a narrower resonance intrinsically gives
more accuracy when reading the peak wavelength, so a compromise must be made between
spatial and spectral resolution. For this reason, all the image-based sensing presented here
was carried out using the broader TE resonance, while the sensing experiments presented
in the previous chapter generally utilised the narrow TM resonance for greater spectral
precision. Additionally, an alternative method for measuring the spatial resolution might
be to differentiate the profile measured across a step change in refractive index, such as
over the edge of the resist slab shown in figure 5.10. The differentiated profile would show
as a single Gaussian peak, and the width of this would indicate the spatial resolution.
5.3.5 Extension to a 2D grating
To extend the model developed above from a 1D periodic grating to a 2D periodic grating
(i.e. an array of holes), I again examine the k-vectors involved, as shown in figure 5.13(b).
In the same fashion as the 1D grating, the incident light receives additional k components
due to the grating vectors Gx and Gy, thereby directing propagation into both the X and
Y directions via diffraction. If the model is correct, it follows that the spatial resolution
for this structure should be equal in the X and Y directions, and not asymmetric like the
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case of a 1D grating, since the resonant mode propagates equally along X and Y. However,
this assumes that the incident light is unpolarised. For the case of polarised light (if the
incident E vector is aligned solely along Y, for example), then diffraction causes a change
in orientation of E for the mode propagating in the Y direction, while the orientation of E
for the mode propagating in the X direction is unaffected by this diffraction. Consequently,
the excitation of the guided mode is different in the X and Y directions, which again leads
to a difference in spatial resolution as is the case for a 1D grating. To investigate this
behaviour experimentally, I used a 2D grating in Si3N4 (figure 5.14(a)), with a very similar
structure to the usual 1D grating in my work. This is a square array of holes, with a period
a = 540nm and a hole radius r = 0.204a, which supports a guided-mode resonance at a
wavelength approximately the same as that of the 1D grating (∼840nm). As before, the
resolution test pattern was fabricated on top of this structure, and resonance maps were
measured.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
 Eincident
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Figure 5.14: (a) SEM image of the 2D grating employed for measuring the spatial resolution.
Grating fabrication and SEM imaging done by Dr M. Fischer, Department of Physics, University
of York. Resonance maps of the resist pattern on top of the 2D grating with the illumination
polarisation indicated by E, and being the same for all images. The grating is oriented at (a)
0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 90° with respect to E, as indicated by the white circles inset on each map.
The scale bar (bottom right) is 25µm. [© IEEE 2015]
Figures 5.14(b,c,d) show the maps for the cases where the incident light is polarised with
E aligned in the vertical direction, while the 2D grating is rotated with respect to this inci-
dent polarisation. The case where the grating is oriented at 45° (figure 5.14(c)) is equivalent
to the incident light being unpolarised, because E may be represented as a vector sum of
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equal terms in Ex and Ey. For this case, the spatial resolution in the X and Y directions
is indeed equal, in agreement with my model where the resonant modes propagating in X
and Y are equally excited. The resolution is thus not high enough to fully distinguish the
individual bars in any direction. However, if the grating is oriented at either 0° (figure
5.14(b)) or 90° (figure 5.14(d)) to the incident E, the spatial resolution returns to being
asymmetric like the case of a 1D grating. Here, there is a clear difference in resolution,
with the bars being easily distinguished in the Y direction but not in X.
5.4 Dependence of spatial resolution on index contrast
In addition to directly probing the spatial resolution of the grating sensor in the X and Y
directions, my approach of placing the resolution test pattern on top of the grating also en-
ables an investigation into the role of refractive index contrast, and its effect on the spatial
resolution. This is an important question when resonant gratings are used as biosensors,
where the refractive index contrast between a living cell and culture media, for example, can
be small, i.e. of order 10−2 RIU [130]. To this end, I prepared sucrose solutions of varying
concentrations and used these to vary the refractive index of the medium surrounding the
resist pattern on the grating. Sucrose was chosen instead of glucose due to its substantially
higher solubility, allowing much higher refractive index solutions to be prepared in an effort
to index-match to the FOx resist (i.e. reduce the index contrast to zero). The refractive
indices of sucrose solutions are obtained from [131, 132], where a 150% w/v (1.5 g/mL)
solution yields a refractive index of n ≈ 1.61. This solution is approaching saturation point
(2 g/mL), and dilutions with water lead to any refractive index down to n = 1.333. The
refractive index of the FOx resist (nFOx) is found in the literature to be between 1.39 and
1.40 [133], but this is also known to increase after electron-beam exposure [134], so the
refractive index of the FOx structures fabricated here is not known exactly. Measurements
using an ellipsometer would have been carried out if an instrument had been available,
as this would be the best method for determining the true refractive index of the resist
resolution patterns. Nevertheless, I have still been able to estimate the value of nFOx from
my measurements which are presented below.
5.4.1 Results: simple slab of resist
Beginning, as before, with a block of resist, I obtain resonance maps taken at different
values of surrounding liquid index (nliquid) by flowing different sucrose solutions into the
flow channel. The map for water (0 %) is shown in figure 5.15(a). Extracted from this map
is the average resonance wavelength within two different regions of interest (ROIs), shown
in figure 5.15(b) as a function of nliquid. The fact that λR on the resist slab (yellow line)
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increases is an indication that the resonant mode is also sensing the liquid changing above
the resist slab. Having previously measured the penetration depth to be around 180nm
(section 5.2.2), this is to be expected since the thickness of the resist slab is only 100nm
(from the AFM measurements). Thus there is some field overlap into the liquid above the
resist. This was unintentional, as the FOx resist was expected to be much thicker at the
time of spin-coating. Nonetheless, this effect is not ignored in the following analysis, and
it contributes to a more detailed picture of the behaviour when thin layers are present on
the sensor surface, as is often true for biological samples.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Resonance map showing a slab of resist on the grating surface, surrounded by
water (nliquid = 1.333). Scale bar = 10µm; (b) Resonance wavelength measured from the two
indicated ROIs (on and off the resist) as nliquid is increased. Error bars are obtained from the
standard deviations of λR over each ROI; (c) Profiles measured along the white line indicated
in (a), showing resonance wavelength shift vs. X position for different index contrasts (∆n);
(d) zoomed-in and normalised section of the graph shown in (c).
Much more can be learned from the data contained in figure 5.15(b). For example, the
crossing point of the two lines gives an estimation of the refractive index of the FOx layer.
And the relative slopes of the lines, which correspond to the sensitivity, can be related to
the different EM field overlaps in each region. The sensitivity in the region above the resist
is significantly lower, since much of the field resides within the FOx slab with only a small
part of the evanescent tail extending further than this. Since the resonance wavelength
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measured from the resist-covered region is not constant as nliquid is varied, it is sensible to
define an average refractive index for the FOx:
navg(nliquid) = αnFOx + (1− α)nliquid (5.4)
This equation is based on a simple linear average of the different refractive index regions,
where α is an indicator of the proportion of electric field overlap in the nFOx, while the
remaining portion (1 − α) overlaps with nliquid. From the measured data shown in the
graph in figure 5.15(b), α can be calculated, and is found to be ≈ 0.70. This value gives an
indication that there is a 70% overlap of the resonant mode with the FOx and a 30% overlap
with the liquid above the FOx. These are reasonable values considering the exponentially-
decaying field extends to ∼180 nm and yet the FOx is only 100 nm thick. Substituting the
extracted values for α and nFOx, the equation for navg can be rewritten as:
navg(nliquid) = 0.700nFOx + 0.300nliquid = 1.019 + 0.300nliquid (5.5)
I note here that this model ignores the possibility that the FOx may not penetrate fully
into the grating grooves. If this is true, then there may be air trapped under the FOx,
isolated from the surrounding liquid. Therefore, the expression for navg should include
some overlap with air. However, since air has a much lower refractive index than the other
materials involved, the field overlap is expected to be minimal (< 10%) and will not have
a significant affect on the value of navg. Finally, the refractive index contrast between the
FOx structures and the surrounding liquid can now be defined as ∆n = nliquid − navg:
∆n(nliquid) = nliquid − (1.019 + 0.3nliquid) = 0.7nliquid − 1.019 (5.6)
Thus, zero contrast is achieved when nliquid ≈ 1.456 (equal to the index of the FOx),
and for values larger than this, ∆n becomes negative, indicating that the index of the sur-
rounding liquid is higher than navg.
Moving back to the measurements of the resist slab, figure 5.15(c) shows profiles of the
resonance wavelength along the X direction, across the slab, measured at different values
of ∆n (calculated using equation 5.6). As ∆n is decreased, so too does the resonance shift
caused by the slab. Normalising this data (shown in figure 5.15(d)) allows a comparison of
the resonance wavelength profile at the edge of the slab. As ∆n decreases towards zero, the
slope of the transition becomes less steep, i.e. it becomes blurred out in the resonance map,
and the sharpness of the edge is lost. This can be explained by thinking about the propa-
gation of the resonant mode across the edge of the resist. The mode beneath the resist (at
a higher wavelength) cannot propagate very far away from the slab, since the grating here
cannot support it due to the lower refractive index of the surrounding liquid. But, as the
index of the liquid is increased, the mode beneath the resist is able to penetrate further and
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further out from beneath the slab. The same occurs for the resonance on the liquid-covered
side of the grating, penetrating further under the slab as ∆n is reduced towards zero.
5.4.2 Results: ruler resist pattern
While the previous results qualitatively show that reducing refractive index contrast re-
duces the sharpness of the resonance map, I now focus on the ruler resist pattern to show
more quantitative measurements. Figures 5.16(a-g) show the resonance maps taken from a
portion of the resolution test pattern while the index of the surrounding liquid is increased
using sucrose solutions. Here, I used even higher index solutions than before in order to
exceed the index of the FOx patterns. As nliquid is increased, ∆n between the resist bars
and the liquid approaches zero, as suggested by the decreased contrast in the resonance
images. The resist patterns in figures 5.16(f,g) generate a lower resonance wavelength than
the surrounding grating, showing that navg has been surpassed by the surrounding liquid.
Correspondingly, ∆n here is negative. Figure 5.16(h) shows the transmission spectra ex-
tracted from individual pixels in the map in (a), showing how the spectrum shifts when
moving off a resist bar and on to the liquid-covered grating.
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Figure 5.16: (a-g) Resonance maps of the ruler pattern at different values of ∆n. Scale bar
= 50 µm; (h) Spectra extracted from individual pixels in the map in (a), corresponding to
different locations moving off a bar of resist (α− δ).
As in the previous section for a single slab of resist, figure 5.17(a) shows a plot of the
average resonance wavelength both on and off a resist bar as nliquid is changed. Again,
the yellow line has a positive slope due to the fact that the FOx is thin enough to al-
low the mode to be affected by the surrounding liquid. Additionally, figure 5.17(b) shows
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Figure 5.17: (a) Resonance wavelength extracted from the regions on and off a resist bar, vs
index of the surrounding liquid (nliquid); (b) measured resonance linewidth (FWHM), averaged
over a small liquid-covered region of the grating, vs nliquid; (c) Spatial resolution measurement
- smallest resolvable resist bar separation vs. refractive index contrast.
the average resonance linewidth (FWHM) from a liquid-covered region of the grating (i.e.
away from the FOx). The trend is that the FWHM decreases as nliquid is increased. This
is consistent with resonant grating theory: as nliquid is increased, not only does the the
contrast between the liquid and FOx structures become lower but the contrast between the
Si3N4 grating ridges and the liquid-filled grooves also becomes smaller. It is well known
that by decreasing the grating contrast, resonant modes tend towards higher Q-factors [43]
since they have an increased in-plane propagation length. In analogy, decreasing the index
contrast between the layers of a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) also causes a narrowing
of the reflection bandwidth. Finally, using the same approach shown in section 5.3.3, where
the resolution in the X and Y directions was shown, a profile is measured through the bars
in the resonance maps and the spatial resolution limit (along X) as a function of refractive
index contrast (∆n) is determined. This is plotted in figure 5.17, showing the trend that
spatial resolution decreases with ∆n.
5.4.3 FDTD Simulations
I end this chapter by modelling the spatial resolution dependence on refractive index con-
trast using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. For this purpose, I use
MEEP; a free software package for computing electromagnetic simulations [135]. The model
I created is shown in figure 5.18(a), and is comprised of a finite number of periods (150)
of the resonant Si3N4 grating, half of which are covered with a slab of resist having index
of 1.41, to simulate a resist like FOx as used in my experiments. Also in equivalence to
the experiments described above, the refractive index of the surrounding liquid is changed,
thereby altering the index contrast with the resist slab. As this is done, the transmission
spectrum is extracted at discrete positions along the grating by collecting the transmitted
light in different bins situated above the grating. This approach gives an indication of how
the resonance wavelength changes as a function of position (X), particularly across the edge
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of the slab (X = 0), and also as a function of refractive index contrast. The thickness of the
resist slab in the model was set to be 500 nm, such that it is greater than the penetration
depth of the mode (unlike the case for the experiments shown previously). This makes the
calculation of the refractive index contrast simpler, since the mode senses either the resist
or the liquid, not a combination of both. The results remain equally comparable to the
experimental situation.
XX = 0
silica
surrounding liquid resist slab
Si3N4 gratingplane wave source
bins used for transmission measurement
(a)
(b)
(c) λres resist
λres liquid
Figure 5.18: (a) diagram of the model used in MEEP; electromagnetic field energy density
(normalised, black = 0, white = 1) is shown at two different wavelengths corresponding to
resonance beneath the resist block (figure 5.18(b)) and resonance for water covering the grating
(figure 5.18(c)).
Figures 5.18(b,c) show the (normalised) electromagnetic energy density at two different
incidence wavelengths: the resonance beneath the resist is excited at approximately 848
nm (figure 5.18(b), while it is at approximately 830 nm for water (figure 5.18(c)). The field
profiles clearly highlight a higher field intensity either below the resist slab or below the
water, depending on the incidence wavelength.
In order to extract some meaningful numbers from these simulations, I plot the resonance
wavelength as a function of position in X in figure 5.19(a). I show this for four different
refractive index contrasts by increasing the index of the surrounding liquid, where the reso-
nance wavelength measured on the right-hand side of the curves increases correspondingly.
I note that the resonance wavelength at the left-hand side of the curves (i.e. on the re-
sist block) is almost constant since the resist is thick enough for the resonant mode to be
unaffected by the liquid above. To compare the four different profiles, I normalise them
as shown in figure 5.19(b). As the refractive index contrast is reduced, the slope of the
transition becomes less steep, in good agreement with experimental results shown in figure
5.15(d).
To quantify the changes in slope of the transition, I define a ”transition length” as be-
ing the distance required along X for the resonance wavelength to drop from 0.8 to 0.2 as
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Figure 5.19: (a) Resonance wavelength as a function of X position for different refractive
index contrasts; (b) Normalised version of the same graph, zoomed-in on X=0; (c) Plot of the
transition length (defined in the text), i.e. spatial resolution, vs. refractive index contrast (∆n);
Inset: extended range of ∆n, with the shaded yellow part indicating the area used for the main
plot.
indicated by the dashed lines in figure 5.19(b). Repeating this analysis for different refrac-
tive index contrasts gives the results plotted in figure 5.19(c). Again, there is a trend of
spatial resolution becoming worse as refractive index contrast is lowered, with asymptotic
behaviour as ∆n→0. This is expected: at zero index contrast, there are no differences
in λR and therefore there is no contrast in the resonance map. Although the choice of
the 0.8 and 0.2 thresholds here is arbitrary, it still provides a useful way to compare the
four different curves after they have been normalised. Choosing different threshold values
would not change the overall shape of the spatial resolution dependence, but instead would
shift it up or down in figure 5.19(c). Therefore, the spatial resolution obtained from my
simulations serves to give a good idea of the trend as refractive index contrast is reduced.
An advantage of studying the spatial resolution using my model is the ability to extend the
study to much more extreme index contrasts than is possible experimentally. To this end,
I plot data for values of ∆n ranging from 2×10−4 up to 0.3, shown in the inset of figure
5.19(c). At large index contrasts, the spatial resolution converges towards a finite positive
value which is determined by the size of the bins used to collect the transmitted light, i.e.
the imaging resolution. Eventually, the refractive index of the surrounding liquid would
become so high that it index-matches to the Si3N4 grating, at which point the grating is
lost and no resonance exists.
5.5 Summary and discussion
In this chapter, I started by demonstrating the concept of measuring a resonance map of a
resonant grating surface in order to extract spatially-resolved refractive index information.
Next, I explored two important characteristics of a resonant grating surface in terms of its
imaging capability: the penetration depth and the spatial resolution. Using a simple yet
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surprisingly accurate technique, i.e. by making use of glass lenses, the penetration depth
was found to be around 183 nm. This was extensively backed up with an RCWA model, a
study that also uncovered some interesting differences between the penetration depths and
field profiles of TE and TM resonant modes.
I then concentrated on the topic of spatial resolution, where a novel method of fabricating
a resolution test pattern on top of the grating was employed to probe the spatial resolution
in the X and Y directions. In particular, resolutions of 6 µm and 2 µm are measured in
the X and Y directions, respectively. The physical basis of this asymmetric resolution is
discussed in the context of in-plane propagation, and the validity of this model is checked
using experiments on 2D gratings. A unique advantage of my approach is the ability to alter
the refractive index contrast between the resolution patterns and the surrounding liquid,
allowing a thorough investigation of the dependence of spatial resolution on refractive index
contrast. Here I find the resolution decreasing with index contrast, a result that is supported
by a FDTD model focusing on the edge of a resist slab. There are only a few publications
in which the spatial resolution of a resonant grating biosensor is quoted explicitly, so it is
challenging to directly compare my results to those reported in the literature. I refer first to
[42], where a TiO2 resonant grating sensor is used to image the refractive index shift caused
by printed DNA monolayers. The DNA is applied directly on to the surface of the sensor
in 50 µm spots, and there is an obvious decrease in resolution in the X direction, visible
from the blurred-out edges in the resonance map. While resolution is not quoted, I believe
it to be in the region of 10-20 µm. For such a thin film of biomolecules, the refractive index
contrast would be expected to be very low, as this spatial resolution suggests. Another
example is found in [136], where individual TiO2 nanoparticles are imaged with a resonant
grating. The radius of the particles is just 500 nm, however the authors state that the
resonance shift caused by the nanoparticles extends laterally by approximately 6 µm, and
they quote that in order to resolve two neighbouring particles, a separation of at least 3.2
µm is required - in good agreement with the results presented in this chapter.

Chapter 6
Biosensing results
6.1 Introduction
In chapters 4 and 5, I focused separately on the sensing and imaging capabilities of the
resonant grating sensor. These aspects are now brought together to harness a wealth of
information from different biological systems. I begin by applying the sensor to monitor
biofilm development before moving on to more extensive experiments on living cells. These
are motivated by the potential of imaging, label-free and in real time, the secretion of a
specific biomarker as it is released from a cell in vitro. The details of cell culture and
incubation are discussed, as well as an investigation into the effect the grating has on the
growth of the cells. Examples of resonance imaging of living cells are presented, where the
resonant grating offers much greater imaging contrast and information on cell attachment
than conventional microscopy. In the effort to measure secretion from cells, in-depth ex-
periments are undertaken using hybridoma cells, which release IgG that can bind to the
functionalised sensor.
6.2 Analysis of biofilm formation
6.2.1 Motivation
The first application of the grating sensor is to monitor the growth of a microbial biofilm.
Biofilms are the oldest form of biological community on our planet, thought to have orig-
inated some 3.6 billion years ago [137]. First described by van Leeuwenhoek in the 17th
century, a biofilm is a microorganism that can form on a wide variety of substrates that are
submerged in an aqueous environment, such as the ocean or rivers, a water filtration system,
or in the human body. They are primarily composed of bacteria, fungi, diatoms, proto-
zoans, larvae and spores [17], with these components being connected by a polysaccharide
matrix [138]. In comparison to individual microorganisms in suspension in the ocean, for
example, biofilms exhibit a distinct communal behaviour, rapid growth rates and specific
attachment mechanisms [139]. Everyday evidence of microbial biofilms is often found as
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”slime”, and may be found on almost any submerged substrate. Due to the abundance of
biofilms, their role in medical, industrial and environmental settings is prolific, where the
collective behaviour of a biofilm provides an extra degree of protection and enables them
to survive in harsh environments [18]. This presents a severe issue in industrial and envi-
ronmental settings, where a biofilm can degrade the performance of fluidic systems such as
heat exchangers [140], and can trigger the onset of corrosion and biofouling. In the context
of medicine and healthcare, some 80% of all bacterial infections are biofilm-related [141].
There are numerous potential sites for biofilm contamination, including heart valves, den-
tal implants, contact lenses, catheters and prosthetics [142], and a major obstacle is that
they exhibit strong resistance to antibacterial agents [143, 144], rendering them difficult to
remove and leading to persistent infections [18]. A striking example is reported by Marrie
et al. [145], where a patient with an implanted pacemaker suffers three consecutive cases
of bacterial infection from S. Aureus. After the onset of each infection (vomiting, fever,
shaking and sweating) he was treated with antibiotics for a number of weeks before being
discharged from hospital, only for the infection to return within a matter of days. After
the third admission, the pacemaker system was removed entirely and the infection did not
return. Subsequent examination of the pacemaker cables revealed a heavy biofilm of S.
Aureus, despite the intensive antibiotic treatment. Thus, biofilms play an important role
in the cause and spread of infections within healthcare environments, and estimates of the
cost of caring for such healthcare-associated infections are in the region of tens of billions
of US$ per year [146]. As such, there is considerable research effort in biofilm detection and
monitoring, and for a comprehensive review of biofilm characterisation methods, I refer to
Denkhaus et al. [147]. Here, for the first time in the literature to my knowledge, I monitor
biofilm development using a resonant grating sensor to reveal information about the growth
characteristics without the use of fluorescent labels.
6.2.2 Results
Figure 6.1 shows a sequence of resonance maps, acquired every four hours during biofilm
development. The sensor was initially treated with piranha cleaning, and the bacteria-rich
analyte is obtained from a small lake and has been filtered to remove any particles exceeding
5 µm. The area shown in these maps is relatively large (150 µm × 250 µm), and indicates
widespread but inhomogeneous biofilm growth, causing a resonance wavelength shift of up
to ∼2 nm after 52 hours.
The resonance imaging also reveals small regions of very high optical density, shown in
figure 6.2 (from the same experiment). The formation of this small island of material causes
a significant resonance shift of ∼7 nm, in comparison to the shift of ∼2 nm measured above.
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Figure 6.1: Resonance map time-lapse, taken every 4 hours, showing biofilm growth over a
large area of the sensor (approx. 150 µm × 250 µm). Scale bar is 100 µm.
This further demonstrates the highly irregular structure of the biofilm.
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Figure 6.2: Resonance map time-lapse, taken every 4 hours, showing a high density biofilm
island forming on the sensor. The scale bar is 50 µm.
To accompany the biofilm measurements above, fluorescence microscopy images were
captured using an optical microscope with a magnification high enough to resolve individ-
ual bacterial colonies. After the biofilm growth, the samples are washed and fixed using
paraformaldehyde. Next, the fluorescent label DAPI (4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) is ap-
plied. DAPI is capable of passing through intact cell membranes and consequently binds
to DNA. Because the bacterial cells are prokaryotes, the DNA is not confined within a cell
nucleus and is instead distributed throughout the whole cell volume, making DAPI an ideal
marker for observing bacteria. The excitation wavelength of DAPI (once bound to DNA)
is in the ultra-violet (364 nm) and the emission is in the blue region of the visible spectrum
(450 nm) [148]. A fluorsecence image is shown in figure 6.3(a). Along with isolated bacte-
ria, there are clear colonies forming, as seen in the resonance maps. It is worth noting here
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that without the use of a fluorescent label, it would be challenging to observe the biofilm
colonies, whereas the resonance maps provide excellent contrast and are label-free.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Fluorescence microscope image of a DAPI-stained bacteria, cultured on a
resonant grating (images obtained with help from Dr. Matthias Fischer, Department of Physics,
University of York). Scale bar = 30 µm. A prominent colony of bacteria is indicated. (b)
Resonance wavelength vs time, averaged over a similar region of interest as used for the maps
in figure 6.1, with black dots showing raw data and a red line showing data after smoothing
with a window of 5 hours.
To conclude this section on biofilm monitoring, I investigate the dynamics of binding
revealed by the resonance wavelength shift extracted from a specific region on the grating.
Figure 6.3(b) shows the averaged resonance wavelength as a function of time, extracted
from a similar region to that used in the resonance maps of figure 6.1. The shift is found
to be quite non-linear, starting with a short ”lag” time before a period of exponential
growth that then slows. This activity is in agreement with the typical ”three-phase” growth
dynamic reported in the biofilm community [149]. The resonant sensor is shown here to
be capable of monitoring the initial stages of biofilm growth in the first few hours, where
the surface is modified with proteins before the buildup of bacteria colonies, and it is at
this stage that intervention with antimicrobial treatment would be most effective. With
hindsight, the measurement should ideally have continued for longer, but unfortunately this
was impractical at the time.
6.3 Considerations for cell culture
Before moving on to applying the sensor to the study of cells, I first discuss some important
aspects of cell culture that I have learned and depended upon.
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6.3.1 Incubation
Mammalian cells require certain environmental conditions to ensure that they are kept
healthy and viable. The four main considerations are the temperature and pH of the cul-
ture medium, a supply of nutrients, and sterility. The cells are incubated to a temperature
of 37°C to match that of the cell’s natural environment (body temperature). The culture
medium contains a rich array of ingredients to promote cell growth and health, including
salts, amino acids, vitamins, glucose, serum, and others. Usually, it also contains a ”buffer-
ing” component such as sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3), which balances with dissolved CO2
and allows the pH of the medium to be controlled. Incubation with a bicarbonate buffer
occurs at an elevated CO2 level of between 5% and 10%, resulting in a pH of around 7.3.
A colour indicator such as phenol red is used as a rough pH indicator that turns yellow or
purple if the media is too acidic or alkaline, respectively.
To achieve a stable incubation temperature during my in-vitro measurements on cells,
I developed a small heated stage (figure 6.4) that can be used in combination with the
reflection measurement setup (figure 2.6(b)). The stage incorporates a reservoir of water,
immersed in which is a petri dish containing the resonant grating chip, and the cells in
culture medium. Typically, I bonded the grating chip to the petri dish using a UV-curable
optical adhesive (Norland). The reservoir water is warmed via two electronic heating pads
connected to a basic thermostat, and remains at 37°C ± 1°C. Despite achieving the correct
temperature, my stage does not currently provide the 5% CO2 level needed to maintain
proper pH in bicarbonate-buffered media. To solve this issue, I make use of a different
buffering agent called ”HEPES”, which is able to maintain a pH of ∼7.3 in normal atmo-
spheric CO2 conditions. HEPES is an organic compound with formula C8H18N2O4S, and
it is frequently used for time-lapse imaging of cells while they are outside the incubator
(i.e. in normal CO2 conditions) for an extended time period. Although HEPES is a better
regulator of pH and does not require elevated CO2, the disadvantages of using this buffer-
ing system is that it is toxic to some cell types and is more expensive than bicarbonate [150].
Water reservoir
Heat pads
Petri dish
Culture medium
Observation
Grating chip 
(bonded to 
petri dish)
Figure 6.4: Schematic of the cell incubation stage.
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6.3.2 SEM analysis of cells cultured on a resonant grating
A further consideration to take into account is the effect of the grating on the cell growth.
On the scale of the mammalian cells used here (5µm to 30µm), can the size of the grating
(period = 0.56µm) be ignored? In order to investigate what effect, if any, the grating has
on the growth of cells, I cultured a neuroblastoma cell line (B104) on a grating before
probing the cells with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The grating was first treated
using poly-D-lysine (PDL) to promote the attachment of cells. PDL is polymer that has
a positively-charged amine group that can bind to negatively-charged sites on the cell
surface, and is widely used throughout cell culture. After cell culture, the cells are fixed
using glutaraldehyde/formaldehyde and osmium tetroxide solutions, dehydrated using an
ethanol series, and finally a ∼5 nm conductive coating of gold-palladium alloy is sputtered
across the cells and grating. Figure 6.5(a) shows SEM images of the cells on a non-patterned
surface, while figure 6.5(b) shows the cells on the grating (grating direction is indicated).
There is an obvious trend for the cell growth to be directed along the grating grooves,
presumably due to increased surface area available for adhesion. B104 neuroblastoma
cells exhibit neurite-like ”processes”; thin projections along which electrochemical signals
propagate to and from the nucleus of the cell. Figures 6.5(c,d) show zoomed-in images of
such processes, indicating that the grating grooves are used as supports by the cell. The
effect on cell growth seen here is not a new discovery; it is well-documented that patterned
substrates can provide control over cell growth and behaviour [151, 152]. Aside from the
directional growth, the cells remain viable and healthy when cultured on the grating, by
comparison to cells cultured in a standard microwell plate.
6.4 In-vitro cellular imaging
Resonant gratings have already been demonstrated as an excellent tool for probing living
cells. Lidstone [36] and Chen [37] et al. use a resonant grating to investigate cell attachment
to a surface, in particular focusing on the changes induced by the application of drugs that
influence growth and development. Lin et al. [153] also present a detailed study on cell
attachment, highlighting the ability of the resonant grating surface to distinguish, again
via differences in adhesion, cells with or without specific surface molecules. Fang et al.
have also shown advances in using resonant gratings for biosensing on a cellular level by
measuring changes in cell adhesion and distribution of material within the cell [28, 27],
and additionally they have investigated cell clustering behaviour [39]. Lastly, Nazirizadeh
et al. report an excellent analysis on the topography of living cells, where the measured
resonance shift is calibrated to allow an accurate estimation of cell thickness [40].
To demonstrate the performance of my sensor for the in-vitro analysis of cells, figure
6.6(a) shows a resonance map of COS7 kidney cells, after culture on the grating for two
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Figure 6.5: SEM images of B104 neuroblastoma cells after culture on a grating (images
acquired by Meg Stark, Deptartment of Biology, University of York). The influence of the
grating on the direction of growth of the cells is clear by comparing (a) and (b), while (c) and
(d) show images at a higher magnification.
hours. As before, the grating is treated with poly-D-lysine to encourage cell attachment.
It is immediately clear that the resonance map shows significantly higher contrast than the
conventional brightfield image (figure 6.6(b)). These two images can be directly compared
as the brightfield image is one of the slices of the hyperspectral stack used to generate
the resonance map. This is due to the exquisite sensitivity of the resonance wavelength to
refractive index changes at the surface. Furthermore, the true extent of the cell membrane
is revealed - something that would only be seen using fluorescence labelling or phase con-
trast microscopy, for example. There is also the suggestion that sub-cellular components
such as nuclei are detected in the resonance map, however, detection of these requires close
proximity to the sensor surface (<∼180 nm), and therefore not all cell nuclei are visible.
The size of sub-cellular components such as the nucleus (<10 µm) is also approaching the
spatial resolution limit of resonance imaging, as discussed in chapter 4. Finally, there is an
indication that the extra-cellular matrix (ECM) is detected, as much of the space between
individual cells is filled with some material of higher refractive index than the background.
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This is thought to be seen as the light blue-green colour between the cells on the resonance
map, and it is completely invisible in the brightfield image. The ECM is a network of
fibrous proteins such as collagen, which are secreted by the cells to provide the structure
needed to form tissue.
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Figure 6.6: Resonance map (a) and corresponding brightfield image (b) of COS7 cells in-vitro,
after two hours of culture on the resonant grating. The colour scale in (a) shows the resonance
wavelength (λR) in nm. Yellow dashed circles in (b) indicate the locations of some of the cells
visible in the brightfield image.
6.4.1 Extracting spectral information
The resonance map contains much more information than just a contrast mechanism to
generate an image. Every pixel in the map contains resonance information, so by selecting
a specific region of interest (ROI), statistical analysis becomes a powerful way to monitor
changes to the resonance wavelength. Figure 6.7 shows this principle of extracting spectral
information from different ROIs on the resonance map. The maps in the top row show
a single B104 cell after a short period of culture on the grating surface. The bottom row
shows histograms of the resonance wavelength, i.e. the number of pixels having a particular
resonance wavelength. B104 cells typically do not adhere strongly to substrates, and they
tend to remain quite rounded instead of flattening out over the surface on which they are
cultured. This is evident from the fact that the edges of the cell in the resonance images
here are not very well-defined in comparison to those shown in figure 6.6. The SEM images
shown in figure 6.5 also indicate that the cells sit proud of the grating surface. In contrast,
COS7 kidney cells exhibit a strong attachment to the surface, causing them to spread out
and become quite flat.
These histograms are useful not only for revealing the average size of the resonance shift
caused by the cell (∼1.7 nm here), but the shape of the histogram can reveal information
about size of the cell, contact area, etc. For example, when a large area is monitored
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Figure 6.7: Resonance maps (top row) and histograms (bottom row) showing resonance
wavelength statistics within each ROI indicated on the maps. (a) background only; (b) cell
body only; (c) ∼50:50 combination of cell and background; (d) a large area. The red ellipse
indicates the longer ”tail” on the histogram caused by the presence of the single cell.
(figure 6.7(d)), the dominant resonance wavelength is that of the background, but the tail
of the histogram (indicated by the red ellipse) is more prominent due to the presence of
the cell within the field of view. Monitoring this statistical data over time could be an
invaluable tool for measuring cellular response to drugs, cell movement, or cell attachment,
for instance.
6.4.2 Cell detachment
In order to investigate the importance of the incubation system when performing resonance
imaging of cells, I imaged healthy cells over a time period of approximately 4 hours after
the incubation system was turned off. Thus, the media gradually cools down from 37°C
to ambient temperature (∼20°C). During this time, the cells undergo necrosis (cell death),
and they are no longer capable of adhering to the sensor surface. Figure 6.8 shows a series
of resonance maps (top row) and the corresponding brightfield images (bottom row) as the
media temperature cools with time. The cells used here are again B104 neuroblastoma cells.
In the brightfield images, it is clear that the shape changes, and the neurite-like processes are
contracted. There is also evidence of so-called ”blebbing”, whereby the internal structure
of the cell (the cytoskeleton) is broken down and the cell begins to break up into separate
pockets. This shape change is also revealed in the resonance images, but they also clearly
show that the cell has detatched from the sensor surface - an observation that is impossible
to ascertain from the brightfield images. This exemplifies the wealth of information that is
accessible by combining the resonance information with standard microscopy.
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4 hoursstart
Figure 6.8: Time-lapse resonance maps and corresponding brightfield images during cell
detachment after turning off the incubation system.
6.5 Imaging cellular secretion
6.5.1 Motivation
The final biosensing application I present in this chapter fully exploits the sensing and
imaging aspects of the sensor to realise a potentially groundbreaking technique: to image
the cellular secretion of a specific biomolecule, in-vitro, label-free, and in real-time. The
resonant grating sensor is an ideal tool for achieving this, and with future refinements it
could become a powerful way for cell biologists to gain a wealth of information about cell
secretion and signalling processes throughout many research areas. So far, I have demon-
strated the ability of the sensor to detect a biomolecule (chapter 4), and I have shown that
imaging cells, in-vitro, and with a high degree of spatial resolution (a few µm) is feasible,
providing a good incubation system is in place. It is the combination of high sensitivity to
surface-binding with the ability to form images from this information that makes the reso-
nant grating so promising for imaging cellular secretions. While there exist other methods
to measure the cellular release of a particular biomolecule, they are often compromised by
one of two caveats: To realise imaging, a fluorescent label must be applied to the antigen in
order to detect it, potentially changing the cell behaviour or interfering with biochemical
signalling pathways, or requiring a level of optical excitation that is harmful to living cells;
or alternatively, the culture media (supernatant) must be removed from the cells and anal-
ysed using a separate experiment such as an ELISA, in which case all spatial information
is lost; the result from this only quantifies the combined secretion from all of the cells.
These drawbacks can be avoided with the resonant grating. Not only can individual cells
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be imaged, but the resonance shift due to the binding of a secreted target molecule also
shows up in the image. Hence, a spatially-resolved measurement of localised binding after
cellular secretion is possible, without fluorescent labels, and near real-time. Such a measure-
ment would extend the applicability of resonant gratings as a biosensing tool, and would
open the door to innumerable avenues of biomedical research. Examples might include
studies to understand the dynamics of wound healing, where immune system cells secrete
signalling molecules such as growth factors to regulate the healing process [154]. Another
exciting application could be the measurement of neurotransmitter release at a neuronal
synapse. Neurotransmitters are molecules that underpin fundamental brain functions such
as emotions, cognition and motor control, while psychological disorders like addiction and
schizophrenia, and neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s are also intimately related
to the levels of neurotransmitter release and uptake in the human brain. For instance,
serotonin levels have been linked to stress and depression [12], while glutamate plays a key
role in the formation of memories and learning through a process known as synaptic plas-
ticity [155, 13]. It is a major challenge to quantify neurotransmitter release after synapse
activation, but success would enhance our understanding of the brain and disorders related
to neurotransmitter deficiencies.
As a model system for measuring cellular secretion, I chose a hybridoma cell line. The
name ”hybridoma” is derived from the fact this it is a hybrid cell line, resulting from
the fusion of lymphocytes (antibody-producing cells) with myeloma (tumor) cells. The
”hybridoma technique” [156], established in the 1970s, is used to create a cell line that
lasts indefinitely during cell culture (like tumor cells) while retaining the ability to produce
monoclonal antibodies against nearly any antigen, and has since revolutionised research
and therapy in biology and medicine [157]. In brief, the technique begins by exposing
a mouse to a desired antigen, thus triggering an immune response and the generation of
B-cells in the spleen, which are in turn capable of producing the correct antibody to the
chosen antigen. Extracting a sample of B-cells from the spleen and fusing them with tumor
cells results in a stable cell line that produces monoclonal antibodies for the desired antigen
[158]. The particular cell line used here was obtained from Dr. M. Kullberg (Biology Dept,
University of York) and produces rat-derived IgG antibodies at an expected concentration
of 1-10 µg/mL.
6.5.2 Control experiments
To accomplish imaging of cellular secretion from the hybridoma cells, it was crucial to first
carry out control experiments to determine the following:
1. That the cell culture medium alone does not contain any substance (including IgG)
that may bind to the functionalised sensor and cause a false signal.
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2. That the cultured cells do release IgG as expected, in a concentration high enough to
be detected with my sensor.
3. That the sensor can be used successfully in ”imaging mode” to make a spatially-
resolved measurement of the resonance shift caused by IgG binding at a relevant
concentration.
The following subsections present the results from two control experiments designed to
address the points above.
6.5.2.1 Control experiment 1
The first control experiment is a case of repeating the assay shown in chapter 4 (figure
4.7), where IgG binding was measured directly from the spectral shift using a spectrome-
ter. Here, however, instead of using PBS, culture medium is used as the ”blank” solution
before introducing the solutions containing IgG. In principle, proper functionalisation and
blocking should prevent any non-specific binding from components in the media, but it is
important to establish whether this is true. The media contains a large range of ingredi-
ents, including IgG, however, this is bovine-derived IgG that should not bind to the anti-rat
IgG antibodies on the surface, according to the product specification. Nevertheless, it is
sensible to test this, thereby addressing the first point in the list above. For the second
point - to estimate the concentration of IgG being produced by the hybridoma cells - the
supernatant is removed from the cell culture dish and this is used as the analyte containing
IgG. Thus, no stock solutions of IgG are used in this experiment. By comparing the size
of the binding shift here to that caused by the stock IgG solutions used in chapter 4, an
estimation of the IgG concentration from the cells can be made, albeit a bulk measurement
that includes secretion from all the cells in the petri dish. Figure 6.9 depicts an illustration
and the results of control experiment 1.
It can be seen that the supernatant causes a significant resonance shift, over a timeframe
of some 5 minutes. If the binding response is assumed to be similar to that shown in figure
4.7 of chapter 4, comparing the size of the shift during IgG binding here (∼0.18 nm), with
that for the 5 µg/mL IgG solution measured previously, gives a very crude estimation of
the concentration of IgG in the supernatant to be ∼7 µg/mL. This value agrees with the
estimation of 1-10 µg/mL made by the biology laboratory in which the cells were produced,
and it falls comfortably within the detection limits of the sensor, however, the shift here is
likely to include non-specific binding from other parts in the media, and it is also not from
the same grating, so the sensitivity may differ. Furthermore, since this is a measurement of
the IgG secreted into the media from all cells, it is expected that the local concentration of
IgG around individual cells will be higher than this value, depending on diffusion rates of
IgG in the media, and, importantly, the rate of IgG production is not known at this point.
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Figure 6.9: Resonance wavelength shift measured from the spectrometer during control ex-
periment 1. Here, the concentration of IgG produced by the hybridoma cells is estimated by
measuring the supernatant from the cell culture. The ”blank” solution used here is fresh culture
medium, exactly the same as that used for the cells. The curve is smoothed using a window of
3.75 minutes.
Also noteworthy is the small shift caused by the blank media. This indicates that there is
non-specific binding due to components in the media.
6.5.2.2 Control experiment 2
The second control experiment is also essentially a repeat of the IgG binding assay shown
in chapter 4, except the resonance shift is now measured by monitoring resonance images
in real time instead of collecting spectra directly from the spectrometer, thereby addressing
the third point in the list. A valuable inclusion here is a reference region on the sensor,
which is positioned within the ROI used in the resonance imaging. To realise this, a piece
of PDMS was placed (not bonded) over a portion of the grating to shield it during func-
tionalisation. Thus, there are no antibodies immobilised on this region. The PDMS forms
a reliable watertight seal, and is very easily peeled off after antibody immobilisation is
complete, and before the rest of the assay proceeds. However, the PDMS does begin to
chemically bind to the sensor if it is left in situ overnight, leaving behind a patchy film
when it is peeled off. Therefore, it is important to minimise the time for which the PDMS
is in contact with the grating. Figure 6.10 depicts an illustration and results of control
experiment 2.
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Figure 6.10: (a) Illustration of control experiment 2, showing the creation of a reference region
by preventing antibody binding with a PDMS shield; (b) Resonance map obtained at the start
of the assay, with PDMS still in place at the left hand side, causing a large shift in λR; (c)
Resonance map obtained at the end of the assay, showing the right had side with an increased
λR due to IgG binding. Note the smaller range of the colour bar compared to that in (b);
(d) Plot of λR versus elapsed time, where the data is averaged over each ROI indicated in the
resonance maps. A resonance map (and thus one data point on each curve) has been obtained
every 2 minutes, with the blue curve corresponding to the reference region (i.e. covered during
antibody immobilisation), and the red curve corresponding to the binding region.
The data extracted from the resonance maps shown in figure 6.10(d) shows a rich picture
of what is happening at specific locations on the sensor surface. During the first ∼100 min-
utes, the PDMS cover is kept in place on the left side of the sensor to create the reference
region (blue curve) while antibody immobilisation occurs on the right side (red curve). As
seen from the blue curve, the high refractive index of the PDMS causes λR to exceed the
y-limit of the graph, but once it is removed λR returns to a value close to the starting point
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of the red curve. The reason for not returning to exactly the same value as the red curve
stems from the fact that each ROI has a slightly different resonance wavelength to begin
with due to fabrication variation. After washing with PBS, the blocking step is carried
out, again using 1% BSA in PBS. Both regions exhibit a significant shift due to the higher
refractive index of the BSA solution, and after washing again with PBS it is evident that
blocking has been successful. In particular, there is a much larger shift caused by BSA
on the reference region because the free binding sites here are not occupied by antibodies;
comparing the size of the shifts, there are ∼4 times more non-specific binding sites on the
reference region. After the blocking and establishing a stable baseline with PBS, the IgG
solutions are introduced: first 2.5 µg/mL, followed by 25 µg/mL. Both concentrations are
easily detected on the functionalised region (red curve), with the 2.5 µg/mL concentration
being more relevant to the concentration released by the hybridoma cells. As expected,
there is no detection on the reference region (blue curve), highlighting that the IgG binds
only to the antibodies, and that the blocking has been very effective. A final wash with PBS
confirms that binding has been successful, since the resonance wavelength remains constant.
6.5.3 Main results: cellular secretion
Having now demonstrated the control experiments, I turn to the real measurement of
cellular secretion of IgG directly from the cells, in-vitro, using the sensor as an imaging
tool. I used the same assay as that shown in control experiment 2 above, but after blocking,
instead of adding stock IgG solutions, the cells are added to the petri dish and allowed to
settle down to the sensor surface. Figure 6.11 shows the results of the experiment.
6.5.4 Discussion
There is much information to digest from the results shown in figure 6.11, as well as from
both control experiments shown previously. Firstly, there is clear evidence of a larger shift
on the right hand side (the binding region) of the resonance map in figure 6.11(b). This
suggests that there is some specific binding to the antibodies here, as any non-specific bind-
ing would be expected to also appear on the reference region at the left. There is, however,
some evidence of a small resonance shift on the reference region. It is also clear that the
resonance increase across the binding region is highly heterogeneous. This suggests that
the binding is not due to IgG in the media, as this would be expected to lead to an isotropic
shift across the whole binding region. Furthermore, by comparing the highest resonance
shifts measured here (∼0.6 nm, the red/orange regions in the map) to those measured for
the stock IgG solutions in chapter 4 (again assuming the same sensor and binding response)
I roughly estimate local IgG concentrations of up to ∼24 µg/mL. This is consistent with
the lower value of ∼7 µg/mL, estimated in control experiment 1, where the ”bulk” concen-
tration of IgG was measured from all the cells. The localised resonance shifts are consistent
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Figure 6.11: (a) Illustration of the cellular secretion experiment (not to scale), showing cells
situated on the ”reference” and ”binding” regions; (b) Resonance map showing the shift in λR
after the cells have been introduced to the sensor. Specifically, this map shows the difference
between the final image (B) and the time when the cells are added, indicated by points B
and A, respectively, in the graph of (c). A noise filter has been applied to this resonance
map, using a window of 7x7 pixels. (c) Graph showing resonance wavelength, averaged over
the reference region (blue curve) and the binding region (red curve). These curves have been
smoothed using a window of 6 minutes in order to reduce experimental noise; (d) Brightfield
image corresponding to the indicated region on the resonance map, with cells (just) visible.
The scale bar is relevant to both the resonance map (b) and the brightfield image (d).
with the presence of higher concentrations of IgG in the vicinity of the cells, but whether
this shift is directly due to the binding of secreted IgG is still debatable. The hybridoma
cells used here are cultured in suspension - they do not readily adhere to the substrate,
unlike the COS7 and B104 cells shown previously. Instead, they settle under gravity to
the bottom surface of the petri dish without fixing down. For this reason, it is difficult to
discern any resonance shift due to the cells in the map. In contrast, for the case of strongly
adherent cells, such as those shown in figure 6.6(a), the cells were easily seen in the res-
onance map. Still, it is possible that the hybridoma cells exhibit IgG molecules that are
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bound to their surface, and these are perhaps linking the cells to the functionalised sensor,
causing a localised shift in the binding region. Unfortunately, the correlation between the
brightfield image (figure 6.11(d)) and the resonance map is not very clear. Although some
cells can be seen in the brightfield image, they do not directly correspond to the resonance
shifts seen in the map. This could be due to cell movements, irregular attachment of cells to
the binding region, or even due to anisotropic secretion of IgG from the cells. By analysing
sequential brightfield images, it can be seen that the majority of cells remain in the same
location for the duration of my experiment (∼1 hour), however there are some ”loose” cells
that drift across the field of view. These cells may also contribute to the anisotropy of the
resonance map.
With regard to the future directions of this experiment, there are certainly opportunities
for improvements. With hindsight, it would be useful to label the cells with a fluorescent
tag. Although this goes against the label-free ethos of my work, it would enable the
locations (and thus movements) of the cells to be determined much more clearly. Nearly
any fluorescent label could be used, since the excitation and emission wavelengths would
likely be much lower than the 840 nm light used for the resonance imaging. Alternatively,
a phase-contrast system could be employed to capture more detailed images of the cells,
if it is desirable to remain label-free. If cell movement does prove to be an issue, encasing
them in a permeable gel such as agar could be an alternative. This would hold the cells in
place while allowing secreted molecules to access the binding sites on the sensor. Another
approach would be to introduce optical tweezers as a method to physically trap the cells
at a single location. Because the setup required for resonance imaging is relatively simple
(especially the reflection-based setup), the space above the resonant surface is completely
unrestricted. Therefore, an optical trap could very plausibly be added, in a similar fashion
to a Raman spectroscopy setup with combined optical trap [159]. Along these lines, it may
also be feasible to marry the resonance imaging technique with other forms of microscopy,
such as light sheet imaging (SPIM), for instance. As mentioned previously, the excitation
and emission wavelengths associated with fluorescence microscopy do not interfere with the
resonance imaging wavelength, so these measurements could be performed simultaneously.
6.6 Summary
This chapter has showcased the performance of the resonant grating sensor by applying
it to measure real biological systems. In particular, information about the growth of a
biofilm has been studied, giving insight into biofilm behaviour and potential providing a
new testing ground for antimicrobial treatments that could benefit many healthcare, envi-
ronmental and industrial areas. Also, extensive demonstrations of cell measurements have
been presented, highlighting the greater contrast available without the use of fluorescent
markers, and the ability to provide sensitive information on cell attachment. Finally, the
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ability to image the binding of a biomolecule after it has been secreted from cells has been
thoroughly explored, potentially opening up this sensing technology to a many areas in cell
biology, drug development, immunology and more.
Chapter 7
The chirped grating biosensor
7.1 Introduction
Optical biosensors already make up a rich and valuable toolkit for biomedical diagnostics.
The advantages of being label-free and exquisitely sensitive are key to this success, while
the mass-manufacturability of photonic structures is economically very attractive. Notable
commercial examples are the Maverick™ system from Genalyte [4], based on multiplexed
microring resonators, and the Biacore™ system from General Electric [2], based on surface
plasmon resonance (SPR). Other high performance devices include photonic crystals [6],
fibre Bragg gratings [160] and resonant gratings such as those presented in this thesis. All
of these sensors operate by monitoring a narrow spectral resonance as the refractive index
is altered by biomolecular binding. Hence, accurate readout of the spectral shift normally
requires some external tool such as a monochromator or spectrometer. This adds signifi-
cantly to the size, complexity, and cost of the sensor system and can confine its use to a
laboratory with trained users: the so-called “chip-in-a-lab”. The challenge, therefore, is to
develop a biosensor that is truly stand-alone, robust, low cost and that can be used in the
field with minimal training.
A number of solutions have been developed to tackle this challenge in an effort to push
towards a true lab-on-a-chip technology. For a comprehensive review of different lab-on-
a-chip technologies based on integrated optics, I refer to Estevez et. al. [20]. More re-
cently, many authors have also aimed to interface a photonic sensor with a smartphone
[161, 162, 163, 21, 164, 165]. In this case, the spectral readout can be accomplished via a
prism or a grating, to disperse the information onto the camera, thereby simplifying op-
eration and removing the need for an external instrument. However, to achieve sufficient
spectral resolution, long optical path lengths are required, leading to bulky attachments.
While there are certainly advantages to making use of the built-in camera and light source
of a smartphone, the issue here is the cost of manufacturing a bespoke cradle, especially
since high performance CMOS cameras can be purchased for a few US$. Moreover, since
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optical alignment is critical for the instrument readout, there remains the potential for user
error and mis-alignment, especially if the device is to be used in the field.
My research on resonant gratings has led directly to the development of a compact, low-
cost, fully stand-alone sensor with the ability to detect biomarkers at concentrations down
to ng/mL. Although there are recent examples of stand-alone battery-operated photonic
sensors [165, 166], the key feature here is a chirped grating element that not only generates
the resonance signal but also translates the spectral information into spatial information
using the same chip, thus removing any need for dispersion or wavelength scanning. Read-
out is done simply by recording the pixel intensity and position using a basic camera and
a monochromatic light source. A similar chirp idea has been presented by Kunz et al.
[167, 49], where two chirped grating couplers are positioned side-by-side at either end of
a waveguide layer. Here, a change in refractive index causes a change in position of the
output beam from the final coupler, that goes on to illuminate a detector array. This
chirping concept is applied to a resonant grating for the first time here, resulting in a chip
that requires only direct illumination and collection, both at normal incidence. Moreover,
the chip can be easily mass-produced on a large scale, and the remaining parts are basic
optical components, allowing the whole device to be constructed very economically. The
simple optical layout required results in a sensor that is very compact and rugged, requires
no user alignment, and is simple to use.
This chapter begins with the details of the chirped grating, before moving on to the de-
tails of the construction of the sensor as a whole. Its sensing performance is demonstrated
by measuring the response to glucose solutions, followed by a successful assay to detect the
binding of a biomarker to the functionalised sensor. Finally, I discuss the potential of the
chirped grating idea to realise high-speed resonance imaging.
7.2 Design and fabrication details
The fabrication details of the chirped grating are, for the most part, identical to those
covered in chapter 3, where I explained the steps involved in fabricating a basic grating in a
150nm thick silicon nitride layer. The starting structure for the chirped grating presented
here is also the same as before, namely a period of a = 560 nm and a filling factor of FF
= 70%. As shown previously, this structure supports a narrow guided mode resonance
when excited with TM polarisarion, at a wavelength (for water) of approximately 840 nm.
At resonance, the large mode overlap into the region surrounding the grating causes the
resonance wavelength to shift upon a refractive index change. Usually, this spectral shift
is measured by tracking the resonance wavelength via a tuneable source or a broadband
source with a spectrometer. Here, however, the spectral information is obtained by chirping
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the grating, i.e. by changing the resonance wavelength as a function of position on the chip.
In order to chirp the resonance wavelength (λR), changing the grating period is the most
obvious parameter, since the period is directly proportional to λR (as seen in figure 2.5(a)
of chapter 2). However, this approach is limited by the finite step size of the exposure grid
of our electron-beam lithography system. By using the smallest grid size (1.0 nm), λR can
be tuned in steps no smaller than ∆λR = 1.25 nm. This value is obtained by analysis of
the resonance map from a period-chirped grating and confirmed using RCWA simulations,
and is discussed in detail in the next section (7.2.1).
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Figure 7.1: (a) RCWA simulation showing resonance wavelength dependence on grating
FF; (b) measured dependence of resonance wavelength on electron exposure dose. Error bars
indicate the spectral resolution of the spectrometer used for the measurement. (c) Chirped
grating design. Each strip has a different FF in order to chirp the resonance wavelength as a
function of position in X (not to scale).
Instead, I tune λR by altering the fill-factor (FF) of the grating via electron exposure
dose. This lithographic tuning technique, not being constrained by the exposure grid, af-
fords much finer tuning down to steps as small as ∆λR = 55 pm (also discussed in section
7.2.1). Figure 7.1(a) shows the simulated dependence of λR on grating FF, obtained using
RCWA simulations, while 7.1(b) shows the measured dependence of λR on exposure dose
for several real gratings. Exposure dose and grating fill factor are inversely proportional: a
higher dose causes more electron scattering, effectively causing a larger area to be exposed,
resulting in a smaller FF. For this reason, the x-axis in figure 7.1(b) is reversed to aid
comparison to figure 7.1(a). The simulated and measured data show excellent agreement in
terms of the shape of the curve, with both closely following a non-linear relationship. The
physical origin of this non-linear behaviour between λR and FF is due to the non-linear
dependence on the effective index of the grating layer (neff ), and can be seen in figure
1.5(b) of chapter 2 for values of FF > 60%.
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The chirped grating itself is then composed of individual grating strips, each with a dif-
ferent FF, and thus λR, as illustrated in figure 7.1(c). The gratings are stacked in the
X-direction, i.e. perpendicular to the grating vector, which is oriented in the Y-direction.
This arrangement affords tighter stacking and less cross-talk between grating strips, because
the resonant mode oscillates only in the Y-direction and not in X [129], as was discussed
extensively in chapter 5. The chirped grating presented here was fabricated with each strip
having a width of 6 µm (X) and a height of 500 µm (Y), although they could be made
significantly smaller in the Y dimension to allow further miniaturisation if desired. Fur-
thermore, the grating could even be chirped along both X and Y to provide an additional
degree of information.
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Figure 7.2: (a) illustration and (b) experimental example of the resonance shift upon refractive
index shift. Scale bar = 100 µm; (c) resonance wavelength map of the grating (water is the
surrounding liquid). Scale bar = 100µm.
The response of the grating to different refractive indices is illustrated in figure 7.2(a).
For a given refractive index n1 (or biomarker concentration c1), the resonance is located
at position X1, while for n2 (or c2) it occurs at X2, and so on, as long as the illumination
wavelength is kept constant. Figure 7.2(b) shows an experimental example of this, where a
detectable shift is seen for a refractive index change of 2.4x10−3 RIU. Here, the illumination
source is a VCSEL operating at 854.2 nm.
In order to characterise the chirped grating after fabrication, a resonance map can be
measured as shown in figure 7.2(c). This is obtained in the usual way as discussed in pre-
vious chapters: sweeping the illumination wavelength while collecting brightfield images to
acquire the spectral response of each pixel. Analysis of this map allows every position on
the sensor to be correlated with a resonance wavelength in nm (for a given refractive index).
7.2.1 Comparison and limits of tuning methods
Before moving on to experimental results from the chirped grating, I first study the tuning
methods in detail. To fully investigate the capability of tuning λR via the exposure dose,
and to compare this with tuning via the grating period, I analyse three chirped gratings: a
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period-chirped grating and two dose-chirped gratings; one with 0.5% dose steps and another
with 0.1% dose steps. Resonance maps are measured for each grating and are presented as
insets in figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Resonance maps and graphs of chirped gratings for (a) period tuning and (b,c)
dose tuning.
The grating in figure 7.3(a) is composed of 24 individual strips, with the period ranging
from 500 nm to 523 nm in steps of 1 nm (the smallest available with our system). The
total resonance shift is 30 nm, meaning the smallest possible step size I can achieve with
period-tuning is ∆λR = 1.25 nm. To confirm this experimental value, I used RCWA simula-
tions to generate the dependence of λR on grating period, a, finding the linear relationship:
λR,sim(a) = 1.40a + 80nm. The slope of this curve is similar to the measured value of
λR. Although the grating strips are designed without gaps, there are clear dislocations in
the resonance map. I suggest that these are caused by the fact that the period is changed
discretely, not smoothly, resulting in dislocations between the grating ridges that are a
significant purturbation to the resonance wavelength.
Figure 7.3(b) shows a dose-chirped grating composed of 61 strips where the exposure
dose ranges from 90% to 120% in steps of 0.5%. The total shift in resonance here is 3.8
nm yielding a much smaller step in resonance wavelength of ∆λR = 129 pm (average).
Changing the exposure dose to this extent clearly causes a non-linear change in resonance
wavelength. I propose that this is predominantly due to the non-linear relationship seen in
figure 7.1(b), but may also include the influence of proximity error. Proximity error is not
present in figure 7.1(b) because the gratings are completely separate, but for the device
shown in figure 7.3(b) each grating is immediately next to its neighbour and therefore re-
ceives a dose increase from the scattered electrons during the exposure of nearby gratings.
Thus the actual delivered electron dose increases non-linearly even though the target dose
is set to increase linearly. It is worth noting here that the non-linear change in λR could
easily be cancelled out by designing the dose to compensate for the curve in figure 7.1(b),
and also by including proximity error correction.
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The limit of dose-tuning depends on the physical limitations of the column in the electron
beam lithography system. The parameters of importance here are the beam current, which
is controlled in our system by setting different beam aperture sizes, and the beam dwell
time, which specifies how long the beam exposes each point in a pattern. These parame-
ters determine the number of electrons (i.e. the electron dose) that is applied during the
exposure, and it is at a minimum when the beam current and dwell time are as small as
possible. The current is limited to the smallest beam aperture we have, while the dwell
time is limited by the speed of the computer (more specifically, the DAC card) that controls
the beam movements and the beam blanker, and is 5 ns for our system. With our column
set to the smallest beam aperture (30 µm), the beam current is low enough (∼96 pA) to
permit a change in dose of just 0.1% without reaching the dwell time limit. Figure 7.3(c)
shows a grating made of 49 strips using such a 0.1% dose change. The total resonance shift
is 316 pm, giving a theoretical step of ∆λR = 6.4 pm. This is impressive, but the noise
becomes clearly noticeable at this scale. I therefore estimate the limit of ∆λR to be 3 times
the standard deviation from a fitted line through the data shown in figure 7.3(c). The
standard deviation from this line is measured to be 18.2 pm, so the smallest possible res-
onance wavelength step when using exposure dose as the tuning parameter is ∆λR ≈ 55 pm.
Finally, to compare the different tuning methods, figure 7.4(a) shows a plot of the res-
onance shift versus distance along the grating for all three methods (period and dose at
0.5% and 0.1% steps). The slope of these lines is clearly very different depending on the
tuning method, and to show this more clearly, figure 7.4(b) shows the same data on a log
scale. This reveals that the different methods have approximately one order of magnitude
difference in their tuning ”sensitivity”, thereby unlocking three different tuning ranges: 102
→ 100 nm, 100 → 10−1 nm, and 10−1 → 10−2 nm.
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Figure 7.4: (a) plot of resonance wavelength shift versus distance along the chirped grating
for the three different tuning methods: period (blue), dose at 0.5% steps (green) and dose at
0.1% steps (red). (b) shows the same data with a log scale on the y-axis.
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7.2.2 The completed sensor
So far, I have concentrated on the fabrication and performance of the chirped grating el-
ement itself. While this is the most important component of the sensor, it is important
to consider how it can be packaged with simple optical components in order to provide a
fully stand-alone biosensor capable of operating in the field. Although the following details
show the first-generation prototype, it is already compact enough to fit into a small plastic
container (10 x 10 x 20 cm) and can be fully controlled remotely using a micro-PC. There
are still many aspects that could be further miniaturised, taking inspiration from the optics
in a CD-ROM drive, for example.
Figure 7.5: (a) Schematic of the sensor configuration; (b) Illustration of the stand-alone
sensor contained within a small box. Picture credit: Dr. C.P. Reardon, Physics Department,
University of York.
The beauty of the chirped grating approach is that the resonance measurement only re-
quires a monochromatic light source and a camera. No dispersive elements or spectrometer
are needed, nor is a tailored interface to a smartphone. This means that no critical opti-
cal alignment is required, particularly since the boundaries of the grating can be used to
calibrate the position of the resonance. The simple optical layout shown in figure 7.5(a)
places the grating, source and camera at the sides of a beamsplitter cube, making it very
small, robust and rugged. For the light source, a VCSEL (vertical cavity surface emitting
laser) is an ideal choice for minimising size and power consumption. The choice of camera
is practically unlimited, with small USB devices providing the smallest footprint and not
requiring a dedicated power supply. An advantage of keeping the resonance wavelength
fixed is the flexibility in choosing the operating wavelength to best match the camera sen-
sitivity, thereby increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. Both the camera and the light source
are controlled by a Raspberry Pi micro-PC, connected to a 5V battery pack, which supplies
power to all components.
A further advantage of the chirped grating sensor is the unrestricted space for attaching
a microfluidic flow channel. Because the reflected signal is measured from the grating (and
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not the transmitted signal), the region above it (the sensing region) may be interfaced
to any type of microfluidic platform or liquid delivery system. One such system might be
based on paper microfluidics [168, 169], a very cost-effective and user-friendly solution. The
position of the grating chip on the outside of the sensor also makes replacement simple,
although, owing to the hardness and chemical resistance of silicon nitride, the chip can
withstand multiple uses and cleanings before replacement is necessary.
For the proof-of-concept experiments shown in the coming sections, I measured the
chirped grating resonance using the reflection setup, in combination with my tuneable
monochromatic source, both detailed in chapter 3. This provided some flexibility in select-
ing the exact illumination wavelength to match the fabricated gratings. The microfluidic
chamber used was that described on the left side of the table in figure 3.1 (chapter 3).
7.3 Sensitivity measurement using glucose solutions
To investigate the sensitivity of the chirped grating biosensor, I measured the response to
glucose solutions of different concentrations. A glucose concentration range from 0% w/v
to 10% w/v yields a refractive index range of 1.333 to 1.345 [101]. The results are presented
in figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: (a) brightfield images of the resonance for two different glucose solutions; (b)
averaged pixel intensity profiles from the images in (a), and fitted Fano curves; (c) evolution
of peak position as different glucose solutions are pumped in; (d) peak position versus time for
the 0% solution, centred about the mean. Red, blue and green dashed lines show ± one, two
and three standard deviations, respectively.
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As the sugar solutions are introduced, brightfield images are collected from the cam-
era, showing the resonant strip (figure 7.6(a)). In particular, an image was taken every
5 seconds while glucose solutions were pumped into the fluidic chamber in concentration
increments of 1% w/v, although image acquisition rate is limited only by the camara/PC
speed, and can therefore be carried out at much higher speeds than the resonance imaging
shown in the previous chapters. The X-profile of the image is averaged vertically before
a Fano curve is fitted to the data in order to extract the peak position. Figures 7.6(a,b)
show the images and profiles with fitted curves for two different glucose concentrations.
Monitoring this peak position over time produces the graph shown in figure 7.6(c). Water
was introduced between each glucose solution to verify that it returns to a constant baseline.
From the data in figure 7.6(c), the average positional shift per RIU is 3469 µm/RIU.
This value should not be compared with the more conventional nm/RIU sensitivity since
this is a measurement of position and not resonance wavelength. Indeed, the wavelength
remains fixed here so the usual figure of merit is inappropriate. Nevertheless, I have already
measured the sensitivity of identical gratings (not chirped) with glucose solutions (chapter
4), resulting in a value of 137 nm/RIU for this resonance (the TE mode). It is a sensible
assumption that the sensitivity is approximately the same across the entire chirped grat-
ing, and this has been verified using RCWA simulations where the difference in nm/RIU
between gratings with fill factors 65% and 85% is just 1.3%.
To estimate the detection limit, I postulate that the smallest observable positional shift is
3 times the standard deviation in position for a constant refractive index solution flowing at
the same rate as that used in the experiment. This was measured over ∼35 minutes for 0%
(water) to be 0.821 µm, and the data is shown in figure 7.6(d). Dividing this by the average
positional sensitivity (3469 µm/RIU) gives a limit-of-detection of LOD = 2.37×10−4 RIU.
The noise that sets this limit is probably due to mechanical vibrations of the measurement
setup, originating from various sources including the fluid flowing over the sensor, and there
are various ways to reduce this and improve the LOD. Further improvements would come
from using a narrower source linewidth or by chirping the grating with an even finer dose
variation. Nevertheless, this value compares well to other photonic crystal biosensors in the
literature, and is sufficient to detect ng/mL concentrations of biomarker binding, as shown
next.
7.4 Demonstration of IgG binding
Having demonstrated the sensitivity of the chirped grating to refractive index changes using
glucose solutions, I now show the capability of detecting the binding of a target antigen;
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here we use immunoglobulin G (IgG), as was shown previously for a normal resonant grat-
ing. The detection assay shown here may be adapted, as usual, to enable the detection of
any antigen for which there is an available antibody - it is not specific to IgG detection. The
protocol used for functionalising the grating with antibodies specific to the target molecule
is the same as discussed in section 4.5 of chapter 4, but any type of immobilisation protocol
may be used. I recap the procedure briefly now: Firstly, the Si3N4 grating is cleaned and
hydroxylated in piranha solution. Next, a surface silanisation step is done using APTES
((3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane), leaving free amine groups to which antibodies are cross-
linked using the NHS-EDC chemistry (chapter 4). The chip is then encapsulated in the
PDMS flow channel to allow the antibody binding process to be observed in real time be-
fore monitoring the subsequent binding of IgG at different concentrations. The antibody
immobilisation could easily be carried out in a separate step without monitoring (overnight
for example) to maximise the number of binding sites.
The binding curve is shown in figure 7.7, and was measured in the same way as that in
figure 7.6(c) for the glucose solutions where the y-axis shows the position of the resonance
peak. An initial baseline was established using PBS at a pH of 5.4 before the introduction
of anti-IgG combined with NHS-EDC. There is a clear shift during the antibody binding
phase, with saturation after ∼2-3 hours. Next, a blank PBS solution at pH 7.3 was flushed
through to establish a baseline before introducing the IgG solutions, which were prepared
using the same PBS (pH 7.3). The final two concentrations are clearly detected, however
it is debatable whether the 250 ng/mL concentration falls within the detection limit of the
sensor. The 250 ng/mL curve (inset) shows a rapid 2 µm increase in position at the start
(which may be a pressure change caused during changeover of fluids in the syringe pump),
but this is followed by a steady increase, indicating binding, however it is below the 3σ noise
level demonstrated previously. In contrast, the 2.5 µg/mL solution shows a much larger
shift with some saturation; and the 25 µg/mL solution shows a clear shift with significant
saturation as the binding sites become occupied.
7.5 Potential for video-rate resonance imaging
So far in this chapter, I have emphasised the low cost, small footprint and simplicity of the
chirped grating biosensor, showing that it still provides highly sensitive label-free antigen
detection and a low LOD. But the chirped grating idea has another exciting application
that I introduce briefly now: the possibility of realising video-rate resonance imaging.
By fabricating several small ”sub-gratings”, each with a different resonance wavelength,
and then grouping them together, a larger pixel can be made (figure 7.8(a)) within which
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Figure 7.8: (a) Resonance map showing one pixel made up of individual sub-gratings, each
with a different resonance wavelength. Each sub-grating is 100µm2. This is a large-scale
test pixel that could be miniaturised then arrayed to form the final sensor, as shown in (b)
(illustration only). Resonance information for each pixel (A1, A2, etc.) would be read off as the
position of the brightest sub-grating within that pixel, when illuminated with monochromatic
light.
the resonance wavelength is read off as a position. Arraying these pixels to form the sen-
sor surface (figure 7.8(b)) allows a resonance image to be obtained solely from a single
brightfield image taken with monochromatic illumination. This contrasts with the reso-
nance images demonstrated up until now, where it was necessary to scan the illumination
wavelength in order to identify the resonance at each pixel, resulting in an acquisition time
of ∼ 20 seconds. This is not an issue during the imaging of, for example, cell movement,
secretion (from certain cells), or molecular binding as these events typically take place on
a timescale of minutes. But there are a great number of biological processes that take
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place on much shorter timescales. For example, the electrochemical secretion of neuro-
transmitters at a neuronal synapse occurs on a timescale of milliseconds [170]. While it
is possible to perform a ”before and after” measurement, studying such changes in real
time requires much higher temporal resolution and can only be done if a faster acquisi-
tion time is achieved. With the arrayed chirped grating described here, resonance imaging
could be realised at video rate, potentially opening up resonance imaging technology to the
measurement of many high-speed biological events. This would be a powerful and novel
development in the community, where all the systems demonstrated so far have involved
sweeping illumination wavelength or angle, or by line-scanning spatially across the grating
using an imaging spectrometer, with typical acquisition times of at least a few seconds. I
believe my research into the use of chirped gratings for imaging has laid the foundations
for much faster acquisiton rates to be realised in the near future.
The trade-off for the speedup in image acquisition time is a larger pixel size and therefore
larger spatial resolution, although the resolution could still be kept in the range of tens of
µm. The main limiting factor for pixel size is the number of grating periods required to
support a resonance. For the best resolution, the sub-grating size must be made as small as
possible while still being resonant, allowing the overall pixel size to be minimised. To this
end, I have carried out basic FDTD modelling to investigate the spectral dependence of
the resonance on the size of the grating (i.e. the number of periods), with results shown in
figure 7.9(a). As expected, the resonance Q-factor increases as more periods are included,
until the propagation length of the resonant mode is no longer being restricted by the finite
grating size. I employed MEEP for the modelling reported here, using a model similar to
that shown in section 5.4.3 of chapter 5 on spatial resolution modelling.
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Figure 7.9: (a) Transmission spectra showing dependence of the resonance on number of
periods included in the grating; (b) Drawings of the gratings used in the modelling; (c) the
resulting transmission spectra. Structure details: (1) 10 periods of the standard GMR grating;
(2) 5 additional ridges either side of the central region, with the same period as that of the
main grating; (3) 5 additional ”mirror” ridges with an optimised period and FF. Spectra in (c)
also show the FWHM of the resonance.
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There are also opportunities to improve the spatial resolution through clever design of the
sub-grating boundaries. By tailoring the period and FF at the edges of the resonant grat-
ing, it is possible to enhance the in-plane reflection of the resonant mode. A similar idea for
confining the propagation of a resonant mode has been reported by Mizutani et. al. [171],
using doubly-periodic gratings. Again, I studied this with modelling and observed promis-
ing results that are presented in figure 7.9(b,c). The mirror regions here (figure (7.9(b,3)))
effectively ”fold” the propagation back into the central region, enabling the same resonance
linewidth to be supported with fewer grating periods. In fact, the FWHM of the resonance
in figure 7.9(c,3) is smaller than that in figure 7.9(c,2), even though the mode is more
spatially confined. The mirror region has a period of 280 nm, and the FF is 55%. I note
that the transmission/reflection efficiency of the resonance is reduced by the addition of the
mirror regions. This is because the mirror regions do not effectively couple incident light
into the guided mode, since they are not optimised for this role; instead, they are optimised
in-plane mirrors. In the figure, I plot the normalised transmission efficiency to compare the
resonance linewidths, but the efficiency drops from 67% to 47% from spectra (c,2) to (c,3).
The efficiency of structure (c,1) is significantly less at 31%, although the resonance peak
can still easily be distinguished from the background.
7.6 Summary
In this chapter, I have presented the development of the chirped grating biosensor. The
novel idea to chirp the resonance wavelength as a function of position on the grating al-
lows a spectral measurement to be done using just a monochromatic source and a simple
camera. Spectral information is read out as a position on the chirped grating, enabling the
construction of a low-cost, stand-alone biosensor that is compact, robust, and requires no
user alignment. The fabrication details of the chirped grating have been detailed, including
a study into the limits of lithographic resonance wavelength tuning. Despite the inher-
ent simplicity of the sensor, the performance has not been compromised. In particular, a
”positional” sensitivity of 3469 µm/RIU has been measured using glucose solutions, along
with a detection limit of 2.37× 10−4 RIU. This value could certainly be further improved
down towards LOD = 10−5 RIU by using a light source with a narrower bandwidth, a finer
resonance chirp, and by addressing sources of noise in the experiment. The applicability
of the sensor for biomedical diagnostics and healthcare has been demonstrated with the
detection of the binding of IgG down to low µg/mL concentrations, and this could plau-
sibly be improved into the ng/mL range. Lastly, the potential role of chirped gratings in
achieving high-speed resonance imaging was introduced.

Chapter 8
Conclusions & outlook
To conclude this thesis, the following section provides a summary of the results and find-
ings, what can be learned from these, and discussions on how they could contribute to
future work.
In summary, a biosensor is presented based on a silicon nitride grating that exhibits
guided-mode resonance at a wavelength of ∼840 nm. For this grating, there are two dis-
tinct resonances for TE and TM polarisations, each having significantly different linewidths
and electric field profiles. The sensitivity of the grating resonances to refractive index has
been measured using glucose solutions to be 143 ± 3 and 137 ± 3 nm/RIU for the TE
and TM modes, respectively. Using these measurements, the limit-of-detection is deemed
to be 2.36×10−4 RIU, in good competition with other grating-based biosensors found in
the literature. This LOD could potentially be improved, down into the 10−5 regime, by
addressing sources of noise in the experimental setup, or by fabricating the grating layer on
a low-index substrate (discussed below). Additionally, in a simple experiment using glass
lenses, the penetration depth of the evanescent field has been measured to be 183 ± 14 nm
for the TE mode, and 220 ± 13 nm for the TM mode. These measurements are in excellent
agreement with simulated models, electric field distributions, and analytical predictions.
The in-depth characterisation of the grating was then continued by fabricating a resolution
test pattern on top of the resonant grating. This was used to measure the spatial resolution
of the grating in terms of resonance imaging, and results showed resolutions of 2µm parallel
to, and 6µm perpendicular to the grating ridges. This asymmetry in spatial resolution is
due to the lateral propagation of the guided modes in the grating layer, and is ultimately
due to the inherent asymmetry of a 1D grating. The use of a 2D grating, on the other
hand, results in symmetric spatial resolution, as is expected, but only if the incident light is
unpolarised; for polarised light, the resolution returns to being asymmetric. This is perhaps
a surprising result - photonic crystal performance typically scales with dimensionality, but
this is not the case here. These ideas are confirmed experimentally with a 2D grating in
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the form of a square array of holes. Furthermore, this approach has also enabled an inves-
tigation into the dependence of resolution on refractive index contrast, where it is found to
decrease at lower contrasts - a result that is again backed up with a simulated model.
In terms of employing the resonant grating as a biosensor, an initial assay was performed
to measure the binding of IgG molecules. Using the EDC-NHS method to immobilise
anti-IgG antibodies to the sensor, the resonance wavelength is tracked over time, and IgG
binding is detected down to a concentration of 500 ng/mL. This is approaching the lowest
detectable limit for this sensor, but it is not at the limit. Although the LOD has been mea-
sured here in terms of refractive index units (RIU), an important future experiment would
be to obtain a concentration curve in order to accurately establish the lowest molecular
concentration that can be detected. Another valuable experiment would be to establish
the quality of the silanisation process, which is employed to create free amine groups on
the sensor surface. As discussed in section 4.5.1 in chapter 4, an amine-reactive fluores-
cent marker could be applied to the sensor after silanisation, and the fluorescence signal
used as a figure of merit to determine the quality of the amine coverage. Furthermore, a
grating resonance could be engineered to overlap with the excitation wavelength, boosting
the signal-to-noise ratio of this measurement. Using this, the silanisation stage could be
optimised. In addition to improvements of the silanisation step, the other stages involved
in the EDC-NHS protocol should also be examined in an effort to improve the efficiency of
antibody immobilisation.
After thoroughly analysing the performance of the grating biosensor separately in terms
of bulk sensing, then in terms of imaging resolution and penetration depth, chapter 6
turned to applying the sensor as a tool for monitoring different biological systems. It was
seen that the sensor is particularly suited for analysis of biofilm development, and it would
be interesting to take this further by testing the efficacy of antimicrobial treatments that
could be applied to the sensor surface prior to any biofilm growth, or applied to mature
biofilms. A microfluidic chamber could be fabricated that comprises two separate channels,
one receiving the antimicrobial treatment and one as a reference, and resonance images
captured showing both regions. This has already been demonstrated in chapter 6 for the
binding of IgG molecules to the grating sensor, where a reference region is first created by
preventing the immobilisation of antibodies in a specific area. Very promising results came
from these experiments, where clear differences between the reference and binding areas
can be seen in the resonance images. The in-vitro imaging of cells has also been presented,
again with conclusive results that show improved imaging contrast, and information about
cell adhesion to the surface that is not gained when using conventional microscopic tech-
niques. After having firmly established the sensor as a live-cell imaging tool, the resonance
imaging of cellular secretion of IgG was then studied, with an clear indication of binding
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onto the sensor equivalent to a concentration of ∼24µg/mL. However, more work is needed
to confirm that the measured resonance shifts are indeed from secreted molecules. A first
step would be to repeat the experiments reported here. Additionally, a fluorescent label
could be applied either to the cells or the target secreted molecules. Although the reso-
nance imaging is label-free, this would be a sensible way to verify that the binding signal
is due to secreted molecules from the cells, and it would also enable the exact locations of
the cells to be determined. A simple improvement to aid future work on cell-based exper-
iments would be the inclusion of a CO2 system on the stage incubator. This would allow
long-term incubation of cells using standard culture medium. Currently, the incubation
stage (shown in figure 6.4) only incorporates heating pads to ensure the sample is kept at
37°, and HEPES-buffered culture medium is required for the experiments. This is possibly
detrimental to the health of the cells, but a bigger issue is that they must be transferred
from a standard incubator to my stage incubator prior to imaging, and this may shock
the cells thermally and in terms of CO2 levels. Additionally, future experiments should be
performed using higher image magnification, if possible, similar to that shown in figure 6.6.
The majority of the experiments presented in this thesis have been undertaken using
dedicated optical setups, and a bespoke tuneable monochromatic light source for sweep-
ing illumination wavelength. In an effort to make a miniaturised version of the sensor, a
fundamentally different approach was presented in 7. The chirped grating biosensor is a
design whereby the resonance wavelength is tuned as a function of position on the chip.
To achieve extremely fine tuning across the chip, the electron beam dose was varied slowly,
altering the grating filling factor and thus the resonance wavelength. Using this novel fab-
rication method, the spectral information is encoded spatially on the chip, so there is no
need to sweep incidence wavelength to access resonance information. Instead, the resonance
is read out as a position that changes with refractive index, requiring only an inexpensive
monochromatic light source and a basic CCD camera. This allows the whole device to be
packaged very compactly, using just a basic beamsplitter and an imaging lens. Despite its
simplicity, the sensor was shown to have excellent sensitivity to refractive index changes
with a ”positional sensitivity” of 3469 µm/RIU, a LOD of 2.37×10−4 RIU, and it is able
to detect the presence of IgG down to low µg/mL concentrations. Now that the chirped
biosensor has undergone initial testing, future work should be focused on both applying it
in the field and improving the performance. The latter should begin by fabricating a grat-
ing with a ”finer” chirp, perhaps by performing the lithography with a lower electron beam
dosage, as discussed in chapter 7. A promising application for the sensor would be to apply
it to the detection of biofilm growth in a real environmental setting such as a water course
or pipeline. Alternatively, the sensor could be functionalised to detect specific pollutants
or toxins present in the environment. This would require the full encapsulation of the de-
vice to ensure it is watertight, but not much further development would be necessary - the
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sensor has already been tested under battery power, and used remotely with a Raspberry
Pi microcomputer. Detection of biofilm development, toxins, or pollutants could be carried
out over a timescale of days, depending on battery lifetime. A sensible addition would be
the inclusion of a reference chirped grating alongside the measurement grating, thereby
allowing any thermal drift or noise to be cancelled out. With further miniaturisation, the
device can be envisaged in healthcare, potentially as an implanted device to detect the
presence of disease or infection biomarkers.
A further development for the chirped grating sensor is its potential use in high-speed
resonance imaging, where arrays of chirped gratings are used to generate an image. As
discussed in chapter 7, the trade-off for fast acquisition time would be a reduction in the
spatial resolution, although it could still remain on a scale of 10s of µm. A potential appli-
cation could be the real-time monitoring of wound healing processes, especially since the
sensor could be functionalised with antibodies specific to cell signalling molecules involved
with the healing process. It would be extremely valuable to monitor the transportation
of such molecules, and also cells, across a wound. This could be performed in-vitro ini-
tially, but in the future it is plausible that it could be a wearable device to monitor a real
wound. On a more fundamental design level, the spatial resolution of the array could be
improved by tailoring the boundaries between individual gratings. Also, by chirping the
grating along two dimensions instead of just one, a greater level of information could be
obtained. Moreover, a cavity-based resonance could be employed, as was shown briefly in
chapter 2, which may further enhance the possible spatial resolution.
Lastly, our group has recently established a sputtering system for silicon nitride, so an
investigation into the use of different substrates would potentially be very insightful. In
particular, a low refractive index substrate such as magnesium fluoride (n ≈ 1.37) could in-
crease the sensitivity of the grating resonance. Referring to the electric field profiles shown
in figure 4.2 (chapter 4), it is clear that the field resides preferentially in the glass substrate,
rather than in the sensing region. By lowering the refractive index of the substrate, this
field would overlap more into the sensing region, thereby increasing the sensitivity. Fur-
ther improvements to the sensitivity of the resonance might also be made by considering a
2D grating. Additionally, there is the possibility to investigate deposition of Si3N4 onto a
flexible substrate. This could open up applications in vibration and temperature sensing,
where resonance wavelength shifts are caused by the grating deforming or flexing. A sim-
ilar effect could be achieved by fabricating the grating on a membrane that is suspended
above an air gap in the substrate, as is commonly seen for in conventional photonic crystals.
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